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1. Introduction

1.1. Research scope: uncertainty and bias in the

evaluation of innovations

Successful innovation is a vital activity for any organization. Continuous innovation is a

crucial factor in a company's long-term success because it allows organizational output

to adapt to evolving demands. However, two fundamental observations in innovation

management have been that (1) the development of innovation comes with a considerable

risk of failure and (2) it is no trivial task to make a truthful assessment of these risks

(Mullins and Sutherland 1998; Schmidt et al. 2009).

A number of researchers have explored why it seems particularly di�cult to evaluate

the success potential of innovations (Reid and De Brentani 2004; Ozer 2005; Leiponen

and Helfat 2010). If there were a common denominator to these research �ndings, it

would be that any innovative undertaking must embrace uncertainty (Jalonen 2011).

For example, when deciding to start development on an innovation, it often remains

uncertain whether

1. ...the innovator has truly grasped the problem that he/she aims to solve. It may

be uncertain which customers to listen to (Christensen and Bower 1996) and how

to properly understand the responses of (potential) customers (Billeter et al. 2011)

2. ...the innovator's perception of his/her problem solving capability matches reality.

For example, it may be uncertain whether the innovator has at his/her command

the resources required to develop the targeted solution (Leifer et al. 2001).

3. ...the problem will persist even after the innovator provides a solution. Especially

in rapidly changing market environments, it may be uncertain whether the needs

identi�ed at the outset of an innovation project will match customer requirements

once the solution is ready. Such uncertainty is particularly relevant today because

2



1. Introduction

(1) innovation development times are getting longer due to increasingly complex

technologies and (2) market environments and customer needs are evolving more

rapidly due to more liberal markets (Gri�n 1997).

To properly evaluate any innovation requires su�ciently good estimates for the proba-

bility distributions of expected returns and investments; however, the above-mentioned

uncertainties, among others, make the estimates of those �gures particularly prone to

errors. Looking back at history, a plethora of examples is available to demonstrate how

innovators have often failed to correctly estimate costs or returns (Stevens and Burley

2003). Even the biographies of individuals who have at times been hailed as the most

successful corporate innovators are equally marked by failures that demonstrate quite

the opposite (Denrell and Fang 2010).

Hence, one of the core tasks of innovation management is to decrease uncertainty re-

garding the potential of innovative endeavors so that innovators and investors can make

better decisions in starting and executing these projects. Scholars have devoted much

attention to identifying, developing, and testing methods to increase the likelihood of

returns and drain less resources in the course of innovation development (Evanschitzky

et al. 2012). Schmidt et al. (2009) found that pro�ciency in evaluating an innovation

has a signi�cantly positive impact on the potential of new products. Sound informa-

tion, evaluation and decisions are particularly important during the early phases of an

innovation project because early choices have a considerably larger impact on an inno-

vation's success potential than later ones (Stockstrom and Herstatt 2008). Consider, for

example, an innovation project in which the innovator makes an erroneous assumption

at the outset of development. If the innovator or investor fails to notice the error, the

innovator may end up with a failed product and the investor will be saddled with a

gloomy return on investment, even if all subsequent actions are perfectly executed.

Several strands of research have introduced the notion that the validity of an innovation's

evaluation improves when decision makers access and utilize heterogeneous information

residing in multiple domains within and outside the innovating organization (Gassmann

2006a; Gupta et al. 2007; Poetz and Schreier 2012). A relatively new and promising

stream of research, for example, has explored novel methods to harness the wisdom of

crowds to predict the outcomes of future events like innovations (Surowiecki 2005).

A central driver behind the rising recognition and fame of crowd wisdom lies in an

unprecedented increase in virtual interaction and communication involving large parts

3



1. Introduction

of the global population without signi�cant geographical or social boundaries. This is

done via electronic networks. Like never before, organizations can implement large-scale

aggregations of heterogeneous information, which may even originate outside the orga-

nizations' boundaries, with the goal of reducing innovation-related uncertainty. Further-

more, many companies have actively opened up their innovation processes to external

informants (Dahlander and Gann 2010). For example, companies have started to source

problem-speci�c advice for di�cult technological challenges from highly specialized ex-

perts from all over the world via open innovation competitions or knowledge exchanges

(Boudreau et al. 2011). Empirical results from lab experiments and �eld applications

indicate that tapping heterogeneous individual information and expectations yields su-

perior evaluation and forecasting results over traditional methods of decision support.

Mechanisms that draw from the wisdom of crowds have frequently outperformed

established methods like extrapolation or expert judgment for forecasting the success

potential of new products (Chen and Plott 2002; Spann and Skiera 2003a).

In the speci�c context of innovation evaluation, information markets have drawn

particular attention as a promising tool for predicting the success of innovative ideas

and concepts (Spears et al. 2009; Soukhoroukova et al. 2012) or new products (Dahan

et al. 2010). Information markets are interactive market platforms that incentivize par-

ticipants depending on their ability to forecast the outcome of uncertain events. These

markets have been successfully applied in highly innovative companies such as Google

or Microsoft by tapping the wisdom of crowds (Surowiecki 2005; Cowgill et al. 2008).

The success of information markets is underpinned by the pooling heterogeneous beliefs

that contribute relevant information regarding the prediction task. Drawing on rational

expectations theory, information markets align subject incentives and predictive quality.

That is, information markets use virtual stocks to represent the future success of inno-

vations or new products. The participants trade shares of these virtual stocks, such that

the resulting stock prices indicate the success potential of innovative ideas, concepts,

or new products (Soukhoroukova et al. 2012). If individual participants' beliefs are bet-

ter than current group predictions, they increase the aggregate group predictions along

with their expected payouts from trading (Arrow et al. 2008). Lab experiments show

that these structured methods of predicting outcomes of uncertain events can outper-

form unstructured methods such as face-to-face meetings (Graefe and Armstrong 2011).

Ultimately, multiple strands of research from the �elds of innovation management, orga-

4



1. Introduction

nizational science, and entrepreneurship have documented that predicting the future

success of innovations or new products is often prone to assessment biases

if the evaluation originates from human judgments (Hayward et al. 2006; Karniouchina

2011; Peer 2012). Humans often depart from making evaluations that align with organi-

zational success. On the one hand, such departures may be caused by agency problems

arising when evaluators pursue di�erent goals than the entity calling for the evaluation.

These goals may result from conscious formation or from motivational biases such as

the need to maintain high levels of self-esteem. On the other hand, cognitive biases

frequently prevent human agents from making valid evaluations. Even when evalua-

tors' intentions for revealing information may be completely aligned with organizational

goals, personal information environments or information processing capabilities may hin-

der them from revealing valid information.

While initial results have shown that information markets often outperform traditional

methods, more recent �ndings question their robustness in the presence of biased partic-

ipants (Sonnemann 2008; Seybert and Bloom�eld 2009). Many researchers have stressed

the need to investigate the robustness of information markets against the impact of

judgmental biases (e.g. Wu et al. (2008) and Spears et al. (2009)).

1.2. Research objectives

The main goal of this thesis is to foster understanding about the impact of biases on

the evaluation of innovation via information markets. The two central objectives of the

study are as follows. First, a conceptual background must be constructed. From there

we can derive a �eld for relevant empirical investigation.

Constructing the conceptual background encompasses three central elements. We

�rst need to arrive at common understanding of why the aggregation of heterogeneous

beliefs is particularly important for increasing innovation success. Then, a detailed intro-

duction to the methodological background and current �ndings on information markets

in the context of innovation evaluation is necessary. This will assist in deriving rele-

vant facets for designing and evaluating information markets for subsequent empirical

research. Last, a thorough understanding must be achieved about why and how judg-

mental biases negatively impact decision making in innovation evaluation tasks. Here,

we will describe the relevant biases and their important characteristics.

5



1. Introduction

The empirical investigation includes three elements that contribute to the main goal:

First, the empirical investigation must be focused on an area that can be e�ectively

addressed in the context of this study. This will be achieved by placing the empirical

focus on judgmental bias, which is likely to have the strongest detrimental e�ect on the

quality of information market outcomes in the context of innovation evaluation. Second,

we need to develop an understanding of how the selected bias, (overcon�dence), impacts

individual behavior in the context of information markets. Third, a feasible study must

be designed and carried out to investigate the impact of individual behaviors on the

quality of information market results and to investigate the impact of overcon�dence on

the quality of innovation evaluation via information markets.

The �ndings of this study will ultimately provide an understanding about how overcon-

�dence, as a highly relevant judgmental bias in the context of innovation evaluation,

will likely impact the outcomes of information markets for use in innovation evaluation.

The �ndings will be empirically supported and connected to existing theoretical and

empirical �ndings in order to provide novel understanding regarding the mechanics of

overcon�dence in the context of innovation evaluation via information markets. The dis-

cussions will provide ideas for future research in domains related to judgmental biases

and innovation evaluation. Furthermore, we will provide suggestions for how decision

makers can address the impact of overcon�dence to increase the quality of information

market outcomes, and consequently, the potential for innovation success.

1.3. Research structure and organization

This thesis is divided into four parts, which are visualized in Figure 1.1. The current

section concludes the introduction, which represents the �rst part.

In Part 2, we introduce the conceptual foundations upon which this thesis rests. First,

relevant characteristics of innovations are introduced and the di�culty of properly eval-

uating innovation success potential is related to the concept of uncertainty in innovation.

We then highlight relevant sources for gathering, and methods for �ltering, innovation-

related information. The importance of human expertise from di�erent backgrounds and

its integration in evaluation processes will be particularly highlighted.

From there, information markets in the context of innovation evaluation will be dis-

cussed. We will provide a thorough introduction to the information markets method,

highlight previous applications of it in the domain of innovation evaluation, and discuss
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Structure and process of the dissertation (Source: Own depiction)

the design options.

Finally, human di�culties in rendering judgments under uncertainty will be illustrated

and explained with a focus on innovation management. A literature review will be

conducted to identify judgmental biases, to which di�culties can largely be attributed

when making innovation-related decisions. We will explore the biases' origins, their un-

derlying mechanisms and highlight their consequences in innovation-related decisions.

We ultimately highlight how judgmental biases may particularly in�uence the results of

information markets in the context of innovation evaluation.

Part 3 covers the empirical work. We begin this section by framing the empirical re-

search. We explain our speci�c focus on the overcon�dence bias and the methodology for

studying it in the context of information markets. The empirical work consists of three

parts. First, we brie�y document the applicability of a treatment to experimentally in-
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1. Introduction

duce overcon�dence for subsequent use in the information market experiments. Then, in

the �rst experiment, the impact of overcon�dence on individual behavior in information

markets is studied. This experiment speci�cally focuses on how overcon�dence impacts

trading behavior at the subject level. In the second experiment, we study the impact

of overcon�dent individuals' trading behavior on the prediction quality of information

markets. Instead of focusing on individual behavior as the dependent variable, the sec-

ond experiment aims to provide insight into how overcon�dence in�uences the prediction

quality and ultimate relevance of the outcome variables of information markets.

The results are synthesized in Part 4. Here, we speci�cally emphasize the integration of

subject-level results from the �rst experiment and group-level results from the second.

We discuss the empirical results in light of the experiments' particular limitations. Af-

ter deducing the practical implications of these results for the innovation management

discipline, we conclude this work by highlighting its implications for future research.
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2. The Importance of Innovation

Evaluation for Reducing

Innovation-Related Uncertainty

This chapter introduces the reader to the di�culty and importance of valid innovation

evaluation. At the same time, we aim to generate a more substantiated understanding

of why a research focus on innovation evaluation via information markets is particularly

promising.

In Section 2.1, we highlight important characteristics of innovations for our research.

We then address uncertainty in the context of innovation in Section 2.2.1, beginning

by exploring and discussing di�erent concepts of uncertainty. From there, drivers of

uncertainty in innovation development are identi�ed and quali�ed in Section 2.2.2. Our

introduction to uncertainty in the context of innovation concludes in Section 2.2.3, where

we highlight the detrimental impact of uncertainty on activities that are related to

innovation evaluation.

We ultimately address how uncertainty may be reduced so as to increase innovation

evaluation quality in Section 2.3. Two particular dimensions for reducing uncertainty

are explored, �rst in Section 2.3.1, where we identify relevant sources of information,

and second in Section 2.3.2, where we evaluate mechanisms to aggregate and evaluate

the information provided.

2.1. Relevant characteristics of innovations

The essence of innovation is the creation of something new. More than 60 years ago,

Schumpeter re�ned the characteristics of innovation in his seminal work on business

cycles, which is still re�ected in much of today's de�nitional discourse (Schumpeter

1939). Schumpeter clearly distinguishes innovations from inventions:

Innovation is possible without anything we should identify as invention,
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2. The Importance of Innovation Evaluation for Reducing Innovation-Related Uncertainty

and invention does not necessarily induce innovation, but produces of itself

[. . .] no economically relevant e�ect at all. (Schumpeter 1939, p. 84)

He regards inventions as uniquely novel problem-solving entities, while innovations are

the product of a novel combination of production factors (Schumpeter 1939, p. 6). In-

novations may incorporate inventions, but inventions are not critical precursors for in-

novations.

Schumpeter roots his de�nition in the abstract and in simplifying macro-economic vari-

ables (Ruttan 1959). However, innovation management scholars commonly distinguish

between three perceptual dimensions to more appropriately de�ne innovation: objec-

tive (What is new? ), procedural (Where does new start and end? ), and subjective (For

whom is it new? ). These dimensions are seen in the micro-economic context, such as

in corporate projects or entrepreneurial undertakings (Hausschildt and Salomo 2007,

p. 9). As discussed above, innovations aim to bene�t the innovator economically

(Roberts 2007). Today, the exploitation terminology has evolved from Schumpeterian

pro�t-oriented exploitation. This transition started with the observation that many

innovations are created by users to satisfy unful�lled needs by innovating. Fol-

lowing the pioneering work of Von Hippel (2005, p. 177), innovation management scholars

have widely acknowledged a broader understanding of exploiting an innovation's value,

which also accounts for public and private need ful�llment without necessarily aiming

to generate �nancial pro�ts.

In sum, innovations are novel processes, physical objects, or any combination thereof

and they need to be distinguished from inventions. Their features are not necessarily

comprehensively new but may stem from a novel recombination of existing features and

their raison d'être is pro�t- or need-oriented exploitation.

Independent of whom they are to bene�t, innovations are regarded as investments in

potential solutions to problems that are either currently unsolved or are expected to

surface in the future. Pro�t-oriented companies engage in innovation to secure future

cash �ows. Only innovation can ensure that companies continuously meet and

serve customer needs (Hauser et al. 2006). Empirical studies document that organi-

zational growth and pro�t rates are positively a�ected by successful innovations (Bayus

et al. 2003; Sorescu and Spanjol 2008).

However, existing research has shown that few innovation projects succeed. According

to Stevens and Burley (2003), between 40 and 75% of new products fail, and a

study by the consultancy Booz-Allen and Hamilton showed that no more than 25% of
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innovation projects that enter development become commercially successful (Booz-Allen

1982). Such failure rates explain the profound need to validly evaluate the success po-

tential of innovations and their underlying characteristics before allocating resources to

their development (Stockstrom and Herstatt 2008). Proper evaluation allows companies

to conceptualize, select, plan and execute innovation undertakings that align with their

goals. However, the above-mentioned failure rates indicate the di�culty of evaluating

the relevant characteristics and success potential of innovations (Kaplan et al. 2003;

Denrell and Fang 2010).

Moreover, the di�culty of evaluating innovation success potential has frequently been

related to an innovation's innovativeness (Reid and De Brentani 2004). Here, a com-

mon theme equates an innovation's degree of innovativeness with its newness

(Garcia and Calantone 2002). The same subjective, objective, or procedural dimensions

that de�ne innovations, are now called upon, but rather than discriminating innovations

from non-innovations in a binary fashion, the scale is formatted in a more �ne-grained

manner to identify how innovative or new an innovation really is. Scholars commonly

choose subjective, market-oriented perspectives by comparing innovations to existing

processes, products or services in the target market. This seems sensible based on the

exploitation-oriented and environment-dependent nature of innovation (Hausschildt and

Salomo 2007, p. 23).

Existing research has shown that the success of highly innovative, new products appears

to be particularly di�cult to evaluate (Reid and De Brentani 2004). Compared to more

incremental innovations, highly innovative undertakings often yield higher failure rates

during their development (Ne� 2005). Yet at the same time, these innovations are at-

tributed higher long-term investment returns once they are successfully introduced to

the market (Cooper 1990; Sorescu and Spanjol 2008). Highly innovative developments

that break with existing technological paradigms often outperform existing technologies

when customer requirements shift to di�erent sets of performance variables (Christensen

and Bower 1996). Innovative products are more likely to enjoy de facto monopolies after

their introduction because they can be better protected by patents, and are harder to

imitate by competitors (Tirole 1988).

In short, evaluating innovation success potential is a crucial activity for pro�t-oriented

companies. At the same time, achieving valid evaluations of innovations is di�cult, and

this is particularly true for highly innovative undertakings. Such di�culty, however,

can be o�set when a product achieves market-entry success, which may highlight the

augmented value of valid evaluation in highly innovative endeavors. It is therefore im-
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portant to foster a more substantiated understanding about the drivers that obstruct

valid evaluation of innovation, a topic that will be addressed in the following section.

2.2. Uncertainty in innovation

Section 2.1 indicated that innovations are critical for the survival of companies and that

evaluating innovation success potential is at the same time important and di�cult. The

goal of this section is to develop a thorough understanding of why it is di�cult to evaluate

the success potential of innovations. We introduce the concept of uncertainty to explain

the di�culty in evaluating innovation success potential. The �rst subsection discusses

di�erent concepts, facets and degrees of uncertainty in the context of innovation. We

then focus on factors that drive uncertainty in innovation endeavors. The �nal subsection

discusses the impact of uncertainty on innovation-related decision making, with speci�c

focus on the evaluation of innovation success potential in the early phases of innovation

projects.

2.2.1. The concept of uncertainty in innovation

Research in information and decision theory has traditionally characterized uncertainty

as a state in which di�erent potential future outcomes have been identi�ed but where the

underlying probability distributions of these future outcomes remain unknown (Schrader

et al. 1993; Brun et al. 2009).

Situations in which organizations evaluate the success potential of an innovation project

often resemble such a state. Consider the roll of a dice as analogous to engaging in an

innovation project: Only when we have a fair understanding beforehand that a dice roll

scores a 6 at a probability of 1
6
and that such a roll will pay out an expected amount

x, can we properly evaluate the value of betting an amount z on that outcome. In this

case, we would be facing a risk that could be perfectly quanti�ed, since the underlying

probability distributions are known. An innovation, however, resembles a roll of the dice

where the characteristics of the dice and its environment are widely unknown ex ante.

Imagine receiving the dice blindfolded by a stranger and having to roll it on an unknown

surface. Under such conditions, nobody could properly assess the risk of betting on a

6 because he would lack information about the probability of that outcome. As Hurst

(1982) puts it: �Innovation is a process where one steps into the unknown.�

Accordingly, and frequently cited by innovation management scholars (e.g. Tatikonda
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and Rosenthal (2000); Herstatt et al. (2004); Lee and Veloso (2006)), Galbraith describes

uncertainty in organizational tasks such as innovation undertakings as �the di�erence be-

tween the amount of information required to perform the task and the amount of infor-

mation already possessed by the organization� (Galbraith 1973, p. 5). Here, information

can be understood as verbally encoded knowledge (Glaser et al. 1983). His concept of

uncertainty as focused on a lack of information is re�ected by later approaches to de�n-

ing uncertainty. For example, Brashers (2001) refers to states of uncertainty as being

when details of situations are ambiguous, complex, or probabilistic; when information is

unavailable or inconsistent; or when people feel insecure in their own state of knowledge

or the state of knowledge in general.

Schrader et al. (1993) provide a more faceted perspective on uncertainty within problem

solving processes such as innovation endeavors, extending the uncertainty concept in two

ways.

First, they di�erentiate between lack of information (uncertainty) and lack of clar-

ity (ambiguity) as distinct dimensions. Lack of information refers to the case in which

the problem solver does not know the factual values of the variables deemed relevant

to the problem. Consider, for example, an innovator who is convinced that the total

number of potential customers for his innovation is an important variable but who does

not know how many potential customers exist. According to the de�nition of Schrader

et al. (1993), the innovator is exposed to uncertainty because he lacks information re-

garding the number of potential customers. The level of clarity describes the degree to

which the problem solver is satis�ed with his understanding of the problem structure

and the underlying problem solving algorithm, e.g. the variables and variable relation-

ships relevant to the problem. As an example of lack of clarity, the innovator may be

ambiguous about whether he should consider di�erent modes of distribution to estimate

the number of potential customers.

Second, Schrader et al. (1993) argue that lack of information and lack of clarity

are not exogenous to the problem but endogenously chosen during the problem

framing process. The problem solver decides how uncertain and ambiguous he wants to

render the problem at hand and thereby actively in�uences the potential solution space,

the resources needed, and the appropriate organizational context. However, the au-

thors also stress that the choice will often be made implicit, stemming from the problem

solver's preferences, experiences, educational background, and the capabilities, policies,

and needs of his organization.

In conclusion, Schrader et al. (1993) infer that the problem solver (or innovator) plays
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a crucial role in de�ning how much information and clarity are perceived to be missing

at the beginning of an innovation task. They suggest that the innovation process will

largely depend on this subjective de�nition.

This notion of uncertainty as an endogenous variable is supported by researchers who

stress that uncertainty is a subjectively characterized state that depends on how a per-

son assesses the probability of an event (Babrow 2001). A curve-linear function describes

the relationship between uncertainty and beliefs about probability. Uncertainty is lowest

when subjects believe that the probability of an event's occurrence is 0% or 100%, and

highest when the probability of occurrence is believed to be 50%.

Although uncertainty is commonly characterized as an undesirable state, subjects who

initially embrace uncertainty may actually improve their decisions because they may

reach an agreement when �honest di�erences in fact and values might otherwise lead to

intransigence� (Hanft and Korper 1981). In fact, the willingness to accept uncertainty

has been positively related to societies' ability to generate innovations (Shane 1995).

From an evolutionary perspective, uncertainty acts as a precursor for innovation be-

cause people can have di�erent and con�icting beliefs that allows them to engage in

competition and generate novel solutions (Foster 2010).

For the following work, we will de�ne uncertainty as a state in which insu�cient infor-

mation is available about the set of variables, variable relationships, or variable charac-

teristics that are relevant to e�ectively framing and solving an innovation task.

2.2.2. Drivers of uncertainty in innovation

The previous section introduced the concept of uncertainty and suggested that uncer-

tainty is imperative to innovations, as they resemble problems with unknown outcome

distributions. This section will discuss drivers of uncertainty in the context of innovation

in order to generate a better understanding of why it is particularly di�cult to access

su�cient information in innovation endeavors.

Many researchers concur that uncertainty is greatest at the beginning of an innovation

project (Koen et al. 2001; Reid and De Brentani 2004; Brun et al. 2009). At this stage,

very little information exists about the set of relevant variables and their corresponding

values in order to validly assess the risk of allocating resources to the innovation project

(Montoya-Weiss and O'Driscoll 2000). As a result, the beginning of an innovation project

is commonly referred to as the �fuzzy front-end� of innovation development (Koen et al.

2001). Herstatt et al. (2004) portray the development of an innovation in a �ve-phase
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process, as depicted in Figure 2.1. In this process, the fuzzy front-end describes all

activities in the �rst two phases. These activities cover generating and evaluating ideas,

re�ning potentially successful ideas into more elaborate concepts, developing them, and

introducing them to the market (Kim and Wilemon 2002).

Decisions at the fuzzy front-end are considered exceedingly important for the outcome

Figure 2.1.: The fuzzy front-end of the innovation process (Source: Own depiction based
on Herstatt et al. (2004))

of an innovation project because they have a considerably large e�ect on all subsequent

actions and investments (Cooper et al. 1998). Up to 75�85% of total product life cy-

cle costs are determined during the idea selection phase, yet only 5�7% of the total

costs have been generated at this point (Creese and Moore 1990). The underlying char-

acteristics of novel products are strongly shaped in the early phases of an innovation

project (Zhang and Doll 2001); failing to provide clear speci�cations at the outset often

results in costly and timely delays during later development phases (Kim and Wilemon

2002). Cooper (1994) aptly summarizes that �the greatest di�erences between winners

and losers [in innovation development can be] found in the quality of pre-development

activities.�

Considering the high degree of uncertainty and the importance that is attributed to

decisions at the fuzzy front-end, it appears sensible to focus the drivers of uncer-

tainty in the early stages of innovation development (Brun et al. 2009). Here,

the most may be gained by identifying and understanding the drivers of uncertainty, so

as to prevent innovators from making decisions based on ill-informed evaluations (Smith

and Reinertsen 1992; Reid and De Brentani 2004). Souder and Moenaert (1992) point
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out that the front-end holds the greatest potential for improving the quality of decisions

with the least possible e�ort (see also Stockstrom and Herstatt (2008)). The following

paragraphs aim to identify those factors that particularly drive uncertainty at the fuzzy

front-end of innovations.

Jalonen (2011) provides an extensive literature review on sources and drivers of un-

certainty in the context of innovation. Based on his �ndings, we distinguish between

external (or environmental) and internal drivers of uncertainty.

The external drivers of uncertainty can also be described as market-related drivers,

i.e. those stemming from the innovation-related external market-environment. As stated

earlier, the idea of innovation implies that it is being implemented to meet the needs

of the market. Market-based drivers of uncertainty at the fuzzy front-end can be parti-

tioned into the following categories: customer-driven, competitor-driven, supplier-driven

and institutionally-driven uncertainties, as well as uncertainty that stems from the mar-

ket's evolution or dynamics (Zhang and Doll 2001; Jalonen 2011).

The �rst and most important category covers uncertainty related to lack of information

about potentialmarket needs and customer characteristics (Souder and Moenaert

1992; Harris and Woolley 2009). It remains uncertain at the fuzzy-front end whether in-

dividual customer needs will translate into broader market needs because individuals'

needs may be narrowly related to their personal interests (Enkel et al. 2005). Identifying

needs based on a few customers drives uncertainty regarding the market potential of

related solutions.

Even if no gap is believed to exist between stated customer needs and market needs,

uncertainty can be fueled by a lack of information about the validity of the statements.

Potential customers often fail to properly evaluate their own abilities to use innovative

new products, even if they are allowed to brie�y experience them. This stresses the un-

certainty that stems from the lack of validity of customer feedback regarding innovative

ideas. Customers exhibit a gap in perceived use value before and after experiencing an

innovation. This is particularly true for highly innovative products because they lack

similarity to existing solutions (Billeter et al. 2011).

Furthermore, de�ning price ranges drives uncertainty for innovative new products be-

cause uncertainty is not automatically curbed by competition from similar products

(Christen 2005). Although properly measuring willingness to pay is a crucial aspect in

evaluating new product ideas, managers often neglect to probe potential customers for
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this information and purely cost-based pricing does nothing to reduce demand-side un-

certainty (Bergstein and Estelami 2002).

Especially in business relationships, customer uncertainty regarding an innovation's use

value may often obstruct its further development. Customers are more uncertain about

the idea's value than the innovator because they possess even less information about the

innovation's bene�cial characteristics. Thus, potential customers may be easily o�set by

a well-de�ned requirement to change processes and sourcing if these incur higher set-up

or production costs (Gassmann et al. 2010). The innovator remains uncertain whether

negative customer feedback is based on similar factual characteristics or biased by cus-

tomers' uncertainties regarding the innovation's value.

Second, lack of information about the competition and its actions drives innovation-

related uncertainty. Some authors have argued that increasing globalization and market

liberalization are important drivers of competition-related uncertainty (Jalonen 2011).

The more easily potential competitors can access relevant target markets from anywhere

in the world, the more uncertain innovators will be about the presence of potential com-

petitors in these markets.

Uncertainty additionally results from missing information about the nature of competi-

tion in technologically novel or rapidly changing markets. This is particularly relevant

in the context of innovation (Courtney et al. 1997). Consider, for example, the compet-

itive changes that occurred in the music industry during the �rst decade of the current

millennium. In 2000, mail-order and brick-and-mortar record stores were the sole dis-

tributors of music records. Today, music is additionally sold by completely new and

highly di�erent types of competitors, including streaming services that o�er music as

a service or online retailers that sell music solely as digital products like mp3 �les or

the right to listen to speci�c tracks online. In this competitive environment, the previ-

ously existing actors faced high degrees of uncertainty in how they should develop and

di�erentiate their business models (Meisel and Sullivan 2002). This example further-

more illustrates the close relationship between uncertainty about competitor behavior

and customer needs. Uncertainty stemming from competitor behavior appears to be

positively related to uncertainty from changing customer needs or increasing access to

innovative resources such as mp3 players or broadband internet connections.

Third, regulatory and institutional conditions can create uncertainty for innovating

organizations. Companies that aim to enter existing markets with innovative products
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often face uncertainty when meeting customer needs su�ciently indicates market suc-

cess potential. New market entrants are not associated with existing institutional actors

such as industry associations, or their market functions. At the same time, such actors

are mainly sta�ed and organized by incumbent �rms that are unable or unwilling to

understand and support the marketing activities of new market entrants (Vermeulen

et al. 2007).

In addition, complex regulatory environments often drive uncertainty because they in-

crease the di�culty of identifying relevant product characteristics besides customer re-

quirements, which has been shown for medical innovations in Japan (Numata et al. 2010)

and consumer product packing innovations in Europe (Heiskanen et al. 2007).

Finally, and more closely related to the internal uncertainty regarding targeted solutions

and their technological characteristics, innovators' uncertainty is positively in�uenced by

a lack of information about external resources from suppliers and how suppliers

may contribute innovation development. Especially when innovations require new types

of materials, supply-related uncertainty is greatly increased. Such uncertainty may be

further emphasized if new suppliers need to be found. New suppliers may only be able

to provide insu�cient information to assess the prices and quality of their products and

services (Hoetker 2005).

The internal drivers of uncertainty comprise the lack of information about technology-

and market-related organizational resources and capabilities, which may often be fueled

by low quality in internal communications.

Lack of information about the �t between innovation opportunity requirements and or-

ganizational resources and capabilities is arguably the most important driver of internal

uncertainty (Souder and Moenaert 1992). In our discussion, resources refer to stocks of

available factors that are owned or controlled by the innovating organization, while capa-

bilities are the organization's capacity to deploy resources (Amit and Shoemaker 1993).

Especially at the beginning of an innovation project, the innovation's technical feasibil-

ity, functionality, and quality are at least partly unknown because current information

only allows inferences about how resources and capabilities match current products and

services (Leifer et al. 2001). As long as the technical details are unde�ned, organizations

will be uncertain about their ability successfully develop the innovation. Furthermore,

the less the innovation's technological characteristics resemble current products or ser-

vices, the more uncertain the innovating organization will be.
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Uncertainty additionally increases when communication quantity and quality is insu�-

cient, as this prevents the �ow of information that could deliver diagnostic information

regarding the innovation to relevant recipients. Brun et al. (2009) refer to �multiplic-

ity of the subject� when alternative meanings arise due to information from di�erent

reference points being provided. For example, uncertainty can be driven internally by

organizational units that perceive situations di�erently when identifying and evaluating

innovation opportunities, but that lack the means to communicate diagnostic informa-

tion appropriately. In particular, the interface of market-oriented organizational units

that command problem- or need-related information, and technical units that command

solution-related knowledge, is a well-known driver of uncertainty (Hall et al. 2011). Mar-

keting and R&D departments have garnered considerable notoriety for increasing uncer-

tainty at the front-end of innovation by vehemently disagreeing over the new product's

preferred characteristics without exchanging su�cient information. Disputes are fueled

by low relationship quality, di�cult-to-explain domain knowledge and di�erent envi-

ronmental conditions, all of which can ultimately lead to decreased comprehension and

credibility among organizational units (Moenaert and Souder 1996). Social cohesion,

communication and inter-functional coordination are frequently insu�cient

to provide e�ective information exchange, which increases decision makers' uncertainty

about the success potential of underlying innovation projects (Souder and Chakrabarti

1978; Hise and O'Neal 1990).

In sum, we can conclude that uncertainty in innovation development is particularly large

at the beginning of an innovation project. Uncertainty stems from external and internal

dimensions. External dimensions describe the characteristics of the innovation's tar-

get market, including customers, competitors, suppliers and market dynamics. Internal

dimensions refer to the characteristics of the innovating organization's resources and

capabilities for successfully developing solutions that meet market needs.

2.2.3. The impact of uncertainty on innovation-related decision

making

There exists a wide consensus in innovation management research that uncertainty has

a strong in�uence on innovation-related decision making and outcomes (Tatikonda and

Rosenthal 2000; Herstatt et al. 2004; Loch et al. 2008). Section 2.2.1 highlighted that

uncertainty is a necessary precursor to innovation in that it creates (at least perceived)
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opportunities to better meet market needs. The previous section discussed how internal

and external drivers of innovation-related uncertainty often lead to a lack of information

regarding the innovation object. We now aim to foster a better understanding of the

impact of uncertainty on innovation-related decision making, with a particular focus on

the fuzzy front-end of innovation. Only with this understanding can innovating organi-

zations evaluate whether and how to address innovation-related uncertainty.

First, uncertainty can cause signi�cant delays in decision making at the fuzzy front-

end of innovation. Stockstrom and Herstatt (2008) cite a large scale German interview

study by Bullinger (1990), which reports that one-third of all product-development ef-

forts are unnecessary changes that prolong project completion times. Retrospectively,

the interviewed corporate managers claimed that information to avoid these wasted ef-

forts was often available at the time the innovation project was initiated. Uncertainty

can increase delays in highly dynamic market environments in which market and tech-

nological conditions quickly change. Strong and frequent changes in the environment

decrease the chances of e�ectively matching a given set of resources and capabilities

to market needs and determining organizational requirements (Khurana and Rosenthal

1998). Organizations that are less �exible in allocating resources and unwilling to exper-

iment and fail will be more likely to delay innovation development in situations of high

environmental uncertainty (Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 1995).

Second and more importantly, uncertainty has been closely related to the quality

of evaluation during the course of innovation, i.e. the higher the uncertainty, the

lower the quality of innovation-related evaluation will be (Kim and Wilemon 2002; Brun

et al. 2009).

High degrees of uncertainty have been positively related to avoiding the dealing with of

that uncertainty. Organizations are more likely to be able to counter uncertainty if they

are su�ciently informed about how much time and money they must invest to reduce

particular dimensions of uncertainty. In cases where uncertainty is very high, organiza-

tions will often rely on existing information, which may foster ill-informed decisions. For

example, uncertainty about the distribution of demand functions commonly leads com-

panies to charge too little for a new product because they underestimate the innovation's

additional value. Instead, they tend to focus on variable production costs to determine

prices, and furthermore, neglect investments in the exclusive resources and capabilities

that allowed the innovation's development (Marn et al. 2003). Similarly, uncertainty
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about customers needs in changing market environments drive incumbent �rms to rely

on the feedback of existing customers. While this may decrease uncertainty about the

demands of this particular group, it will often lead to faulty assessments if new customer

groups (and needs) emerge and grow in importance (Christensen and Bower 1996).

When information gaps are still present after the evaluation process, they may prevent

investment in new products even with low uncertainty regarding the potential customer

bene�ts and internal ability to meet customer needs. A recent Japanese study of the

medical industry found that uncertainty with regard to long-term commitments to reg-

ulatory processes during the innovation development process is a central obstacle that

hinders innovations from moving from the concept- to the development-phase (Numata

et al. 2010).

As a consequence,uncertainty has been negatively associated with innovation

success potential (Stockstrom and Herstatt 2008).

For example, Souder (1988) found that uncertainty from lack of communication may

negatively impact decision quality when selecting and pursuing innovation. In particu-

lar, disharmony between marketing and R&D departments appears to have a negative

in�uence on innovation success potential. He concurs that disharmony prevents e�ec-

tive communication, i.e. the �ow of information that can reduce uncertainty with regard

to the need-solution �t. Decisions are not only delayed but are also based on insu�-

cient levels of information, which ultimately leads to erroneous decisions. Tatikonda and

Rosenthal (2000) studied the impact of task uncertainty in new product development

projects within high-tech �rms. They found that higher degrees of uncertainty due to

technical novelty has a signi�cantly negative in�uence on the project success variables of

�time-to-market� and �unit-cost objective.� However, they also found that technical per-

formance objectives are positively associated with uncertainty due to technical novelty

in new products. Companies that engage in innovation with a high degree of techno-

logical uncertainty compromise new product performance by signi�cantly overstretching

development schedules and costs. The authors argue that high-tech �rms underesti-

mate development performance, and more importantly, overemphasize the achievement

of technological goals compared to factors that are relevant to business success.

To conclude, uncertainty can have considerably negative impact on the speed, evaluation

quality, and subsequent success of innovation projects. These �ndings strongly suggest

that innovating organizations should actively engage in activities that help to reduce
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uncertainty. Such activities may increase the quality of innovation evaluation, which

appears to have positive e�ects on the success of an innovation undertaking.

2.3. Reducing uncertainty

It has so far been indicated that innovation success potential is negatively associated

with uncertainty during innovation development. The previous sections identi�ed drivers

of uncertainty within innovation endeavors and illustrated the detrimental impact of un-

certainty on the quality of innovation evaluation.

Now it is important identify and investigate means to help reduce uncertainty. De�ning

uncertainty as a state in which information and understanding are lacking supports the

notion that uncertainty may be reduced by increasing the quality and quantity of relevant

information (Jalonen 2011). Although gaining deterministic knowledge about absolute

the likelihood of an innovation's success is not possible, su�cient e�ort should be devoted

to reducing uncertainty during innovation development (Frishammar et al. 2011). While

innovation managers must assess how much e�ort is su�cient, research indicates that

practitioners should engage more vigorously in reducing innovation-related

uncertainty (Enkel et al. 2005).

In his review of methods for evaluating innovation, Ozer (2005) indicates two particular

dimensions that may e�ectively help innovators reduce uncertainty and increase inno-

vation evaluation quality, as depicted in Figure 2.2. In the context of organizational

research, Kumar et al. (1993) refer to the two dimensions as �selection� and �agreement�

problems in gathering relevant organizational information. First, uncertainty can be re-

duced by increasing the absolute amount of diagnostic information. Innovators

can only render decisions on the basis of valid information if that information has been

successfully sourced prior to decision making. Second, the bene�ts of valid information

can be extended by applying e�ective mechanisms by which to �lter and aggregate

such information. The more e�ectively information is �ltered for random noise, the

more valid the innovation evaluation will be. Figure 2.2 implies the multiplicative rela-

tionship between �ltering e�ectiveness and amount of helpful information sources, which

is supported by existing research. Zack (2001) argues that an organization's �ability to

predict, infer or estimate� is positively in�uenced by the �organizational and technical

resources and capabilities to locate [...] factual knowledge reliably and meaningfully.�

The following sections will highlight both facets of uncertainty reduction.
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Figure 2.2.: Reducing uncertainty and increasing the validity of innovation evaluation by
improving the information base and applying e�ective evaluation (Source:
Own depiction)
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2.3.1. Improving the information base

Uncertainty reduction starts with the collection of relevant information to improve the

information base. Previous research has discussed how to e�ectively source information

for innovation evaluation.

First, Armstrong (2001b) addresses the merits of sourcing information via quanti-

tative or qualitative approaches.

Quantitative methods for sourcing information are commonly based on mathematical

extrapolation. These methods provide functions that use quantitative past data to es-

timate the (future) potential of innovations. For example, the innovator may forecast

the sales �gure for an innovative new product by using the sales �gures of a predecessor.

Such extrapolation can provide promising results when evaluation objects and conditions

are comparable to the predictors and su�cient data exists. This applies to stable rela-

tionships between product characteristics and market environment (Armstrong 2001a).

However, Armstrong (2001b) also stresses that innovation environments are most likely

unknown ex ante (i.e. the innovation has not previously interacted with the market),

which precludes being able to make inferences about their stability. In uncertain envi-

ronments where little unambiguous past data exists, forecasters have been advised to

incorporate qualitative information to generate informed evaluations (Armstrong 2001b;

Ozer 2005).

Second, the existing research discusses whether the number of informants is relevant

to evaluation quality (Kumar et al. 1993). Van Bruggen et al. (2010) suggest that the

key informant approach is most widely used in practice because it represents the most

simplistic approach to sourcing information. Here, a single informant is selected because

of his relative knowledge and willingness to share that knowledge. However, the authors

emphasize that this approach is subject to signi�cant drawbacks, including exposure to

informants' biases, random error, and the inability to aggregate information from do-

mains that are unavailable to the key informant. They concur with Armstrong (2001b)

that sourcing information from single informants is inferior to using multiple informants

if that data are e�ectively aggregated.

Empirical research supports the notion that the quality of innovation evaluation ben-

e�ts from enlarging the breadth of information sources. However, only Leiponen and

Helfat (2010) have directly studied the impact of breadth with regards to innovation

objectives and information sources. Here, breadth refers to the amount di�erent objec-
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tives and sources. The authors found that broadening both dimensions helps companies

achieve higher innovation success through more informed decision making. Based on

their �ndings, they argue that (1) broad objectives help innovating companies to reduce

uncertainty regarding the relevant relationships between innovation-related resources,

capabilities and market variables and (2) broad information sourcing helps in identi-

fying more e�ective objectives and better qualifying the relationships that are derived

from the objectives.

The previous two paragraphs emphasized the value of sourcing qualitative informa-

tion from multiple informants with heterogeneous backgrounds. It is now important to

identify the types of informants who can contribute relevant qualitative information.

Heterogeneous information, which organizations can use to improve forecasting or evalu-

ation quality, can be located amongst di�erent parties involved in the innovation process

or amongst groups and individuals such as experts who possess transferable information

from analogous situations.

Existing research from the domain of environmental scanning points to the dimen-

sions of information sources that are relevant for the evaluation of innovation. Here,

scanning describes the search for relevant information, where the context in which the

scanning is performed is the environment. Originally stemming from strategic decision

making on an organizational level, environmental scanning commonly describes the in-

ternal communication of information that is external to the organization (Albright 2004).

In the context of innovation or new-product evaluation, however, environmental scanning

can refer to any activity that aims to carry innovation-related information to the inno-

vators, and which does not exclude sources of information internal to the organization.

Ahituv et al. (1998) categorizes scanning sectors into innovation-task environment and

general environment. The innovation-task environment comprises information

from the competitor, customer, and technological sectors. The general envi-

ronment consists of the regulatory, economic, and socio-cultural sectors. In their study,

the authors focus on task-speci�c scanning in a sample of 40 Israeli �rms that are split

into successful and unsuccessful innovators. The results show that more successful in-

novators tap into written and personal external information from the task environment,

whereas less successful innovators are more likely to rely on personal internal sources for

information on competitors, customers and technology.

Klevorick et al. (1995) conducted a supra-industry survey to identify information sources
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that are accessed by organizations in developing and evaluating new technologies. The

study shows that manufacturing �rms most commonly draw information from customers

and suppliers; however, the authors add that external experts with very speci�c knowl-

edge domains, such as university institutes, government agencies, market researchers,

and other professional or technical societies, often provide information for identifying

and evaluating technological opportunities that would otherwise be unavailable.

Tether (2002) relates the relevance of information sources to the internal and exter-

nal dimensions of uncertainty introduced in Section 2.2.3. According to him, external

informants comprise (potential) customers, competitors, suppliers and experts such as

universities, consultants, and institutional organizations. He argues that reducing un-

certainty from external and internal drivers necessarily requires the innovator to gather

more information about the characteristics of these drivers. Companies that engage

in more cooperative agreements when identifying and developing innovations are more

likely to successfully develop highly innovative and complex innovations. This is because

they source the amount of information required to solve uncertainty-related innovation

problems.

Based on these �ndings, we focus our discussion on the more e�ective use of human sub-

jects as informants to improve the information base in innovation evaluation. First, we

will discuss the qualities of information that can be gained from the di�erent informant

groups introduced above. Then, we will discuss how the innovator can improve these

contributions.

Potential and existing customers are an important information source because they ul-

timately determine the innovation's future use value, their willingness to pay for it and

hence, future revenues. Existing research shows that seeking out customers to provide

need- and solution-related information at the fuzzy front-end signi�cantly improves the

technical quality and speed of innovation projects (Carbonell et al. 2009).

The potential to gather innovation-related information from customers has been dra-

matically enhanced by extending the arsenal of techniques used to tap their knowledge.

To reduce demand-related uncertainty, innovators need to learn about the formation of

tastes and preferences, patterns of adoption, and the domestication of products con-

sidered social processes, which are deeply enmeshed in a variety of networks (Grabher

et al. 2008). Over the last decade, the locus of these social processes has increasingly

moved to an open domain that can be tapped by the innovator. Product-related virtual
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communities (Füller et al. 2006), online product-recommendations (Granitz and Ward

1996) and open-source communities (Von Hippel 2007) allow innovating organizations to

indirectly observe emerging customer needs and identify individuals who can contribute

innovation-related information. This closes potential gaps between innovative product

performance dimensions and customer needs, if the participants' needs truly resemble

those of future customers.

Companies have also successfully recruited informants and allowed them to conceptualize

and virtually construct new products ranging from micro-processors to LEGOs and Bar-

bie dolls via user toolkits (Von Hippel and Katz 2002; Franke and Piller 2004; Piller and

Walcher 2006). Employing user toolkits allows manufacturers to construct probability

distributions of customer needs for speci�c product characteristics. As a consequence,

innovators have started to delay moving the innovation from the fuzzy front-end phase

to development until customer feedback has not only indicated market needs but until

future customers have actually paid for the innovation up front. Crowd-funding plat-

forms such as Kickstarter or Indiegogo have attracted considerable attention in recent

times for reducing innovators' uncertainty regarding market needs, since they collect

funds from customers who buy future innovations on the mere promise of the innovative

idea or concept (Belle�amme et al. 2013). These customers ultimately provide highly

diagnostic information regarding demand-side uncertainty.

However, customers may also provide biased information about the innovation's poten-

tial success. Christensen and Bower (1996) argue that established companies often fail

to pursue emerging technologies because they do not currently meet existing customers'

needs and can only be sold in markets that may appear unattractive compared to the

current business. Yet, the authors also stress that such disruptive technologies may of-

ten improve and replace existing technologies at later time points, resulting in the loss

of the very same customers who initially prevented the focal company from pursuing

innovation in such a radical environment. These arguments highlight the importance of

sourcing innovation-related information from a broad base that also encompasses poten-

tial customers, whose demands may precede technological shifts (Christensen and Bower

1996).

A small fraction of (potential) customers, also known as lead users, have been identi�ed

as particularly promising information sources because they have needs ahead of mar-

ket trends and obtain signi�cant bene�ts if these needs are ful�lled (Von Hippel 1986).

Hence, the information they give has been regarded as highly diagnostic of the future

demands of wider audiences. While lead users will often develop their own solutions to
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meet their special needs (Lüthje 2004), they have been successfully used in the corporate

context, where they can provide valuable information to distinguish the poten-

tial of new product ideas, concepts and prototypes (Lüthje 2000). They even act

as information hubs that help to collect knowledge from potential future customers be-

cause this allows them to harness higher social status and community recognition (Von

Hippel 2007; Jeppesen and Frederiksen 2006).

Employees hold valuable information about companies' innovation-related resources

and capabilities and whether the conditions of the corporate environment foster innova-

tion. While users may be more likely to hold market-related information regarding an

innovation, employees play a crucial role in properly evaluating the innovation, thus in-

creasing the viability of completing innovation endeavors. In other words, they may have

less information about what an innovation should do, but are generally better informed

about how it can be reached (Poetz and Schreier 2012). Employees exhibit exclusive

technological, procedural and intellectual capacities that are particularly necessary in

the evaluation of new product ideas and concepts (Amabile 1998).

We have already indicated in Section 2.2.2 that employees command very distinct types

of knowledge and information. Marketing and R&D units are commonly attributed as

having the most importance in the context of innovation evaluation because they are

the most likely to possess need- and solution related information. While sourcing infor-

mation from each unit individually may drive uncertainty, researchers have stressed the

value of integrating both groups of employees when sourcing innovation-related infor-

mation. As already discussed in Section 2.2.3, multiple informants help to increase the

e�ciency of transferring relevant knowledge between domains.

However, employees do not only contribute information regarding resources and capa-

bilities. By sourcing information for innovation evaluation from sta�, innovating orga-

nizations can also learn about organizational motivation and employee commitment to

engage in innovation. Van de Vrande et al. (2009) conducted a survey among Dutch

SMEs to learn about their motives for including heterogeneous informants in innovation

evaluation. The study supports the notion that employees provide critical information

about organizational ability and willingness to support innovation projects. The com-

panies stated that resource-related and motivation-related are equally important when

tapping employees as information sources in the evaluate of innovation success potential.

Schweisfurth (2012) stresses the importance of having employees who are also innovative

product users. Such �embedded lead users� can provide valuable insight regarding cus-
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tomer perspectives and facilitate information �ows between users and companies during

all phases of innovation development.

Knudsen (2007) focuses on competitors as valuable informants in the context of inno-

vation evaluation and new product development success. She starts out by highlighting

that inter-organizational collaboration in innovation should balance the advantages of ac-

cessing valuable, otherwise unavailable, information and sharing of risk and cost, against

potential information out�ows if relationships allow bi-directional knowledge exchange.

Hence, it is important to restrict information �ows, insofar as to prevent cannibalization

of a company's own e�orts. She shows empirically that drawing from competitors as

knowledge sources during innovation development has no signi�cant bene�t overall, but

may be helpful when competitors command supplementary information, i.e. information

that is similar in codi�cation but complementary in content. Such information likely

minimizes the e�ect of cannibalization and can reduce market- and solution-related un-

certainty, thus increasing innovation evaluation quality and innovation success potential.

Some evidence exists that complementary information from collaborating competitors

can create synergies in evaluating and developing innovations (Xu et al. 2013). These

synergies are stronger when the underlying products are highly innovative because such

an environment creates more potential for reducing uncertainty. Finally, Rind�eisch

and Moorman (2001) add another important bene�t of integrating competitors as in-

formation sources. In contrast to accessing information from customers or suppliers,

overlapping knowledge and perceptions helps to reduce the danger of information get-

ting lost in translation.

Moreover, suppliers have been identi�ed as relevant informants in better evaluating

the potential and characteristics of an innovation. Johnsen (2009) provide an exten-

sive literature review that supports the notion that supplier involvement is particularly

bene�cial in new product development when they are closely integrated at early stages

of development, such as during idea and concept evaluation. Clark (1989) studied the

impact of supplier involvement in European, Japanese and US car companies during the

fuzzy front-end and development stages of innovation projects. Controlling for product

characteristics such as body type and price range, he found that supplier involvement can

signi�cantly reduce man-hours and development times. He argues that close involvement

of suppliers in the early design phases allows them to e�ectively reveal relevant infor-

mation. The car companies bene�t from including suppliers' guest engineers because it
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allows them to broadly source information with regard to industry developments and

align the suppliers' R&D e�orts with their companies' innovation goals. This reduces ill-

informed innovation evaluation and planning, decreasing delays and increasing e�ciency

during the development phases. Including suppliers when evaluating innovations helps

to prevent or reduce later design changes through early and intensive communication,

and supports ��rst time right� development (Wynstra et al. 2001). Suppliers can help

reduce uncertainty, shorten cycle times, and improve innovation quality upfront if they

deliver information that helps determine material-solution relationships at the concept

stage of innovation (Ragatz et al. 2002).

The �nal important group of informants comprises technology and market experts.

Tether and Tajar (2008) surveyed the use of experts by 3996 UK-based companies when

sourcing information for technological innovation activities. Of these, 26% replied that

experts were very closely integrated into innovation development or were among the

most important sources of information. The study shows that higher R&D activity and

higher levels of innovativeness and technological complexity are positively associated

with drawing on expert knowledge. The authors furthermore di�erentiate experts into

business consultants, private research organizations (i.e. market research companies),

and the public science base (i.e. universities). Management consultants are more highly

involved in service-industry innovations such as �nance and information technology, and

both types of research institutes are more engaged in manufacturing innovations. Unfor-

tunately, the article does not answer whether the expert information is provided in the

context of innovation evaluation. Regardless, the researchers argue that expert knowl-

edge can contribute ideas and insight by brokering knowledge from industries that are

out of the innovators' scope. We may infer from this that such information would likely

be helpful when evaluating the feasibility of technological solutions. Bessant and Rush

(1995) aptly describes a technological consultant as analogous to a general medical prac-

titioner whose main task is diagnosis (Which innovation should the innovator pursue? )

and who then prescribes from a variety of available treatments (What characteristics

should the innovation have? ).

Thus, the innovating organization needs to involve the informants identi�ed above

in the organizational information search during innovation evaluation.

We have already emphasized that it is important to include informants with heteroge-

neous backgrounds, as their information contributes di�erent perspectives to the evalua-
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tion task. Furthermore, researchers in innovation management are increasingly arguing

for uniting informants from multiple domains during the sourcing process to allow

them to recombine knowledge to produce more innovative but also valid and relevant

information (Alves et al. 2007).

Over the last decade, the paradigm of open innovation has gained increasing mo-

mentum. This idea assumes that �rms can and should combine external and internal

ideas and paths to market when developing innovations (Chesbrough 2003). Dahlander

and Gann (2010) provide three important reasons why combining multiple internal and

external actors in an open context is superior to more closed and internal approaches to

innovation. First, social and economic changes in working patterns are re�ected in open

innovation approaches because they can better accommodate portfolio careers in which

a job for life with a single employer loses importance. Individuals are better allowed to

contribute to innovation independent of changes in their organizational home. Second,

globalization has provided more opportunities to divide labor and access specialized skills

more e�ciently. Third, advances in communication technology have vastly increased the

opportunity to store, access, and exchange existing knowledge across organizational and

technological domains.

Current research presents �ndings on the impact of embracing open innovation in the

context of developing and evaluating innovations. According to Laursen and Salter

(2004), the larger the number of external sources of innovation, the more open �rms will

be in seeking external information and knowledge, since innovation often bene�ts from

leveraging the insights of others. Dahlander and Gann (2010) highlight that resources

will often become larger and more complex than a single organization can handle.

Though most of the research in the �eld has focused the bene�ts of opening up the inno-

vation process (Chesbrough 2004), some researchers have started to identify and study

the potential disadvantages. Limited cognitive ability of central actors in innovation

evaluation processes may hinder the e�cient search for and integration of external knowl-

edge. Katila and Ahuja (2002) suggest that a curvi-linear relationship exists between

innovation performance and the extent of external information acquisition, as too much

information searching actually prevents �rms from reaching conclusions and making de-

cisions. Laursen and Salter (2006) present empirical support for this hypothesis in their

survey of 2707 manufacturing �rms in the UK. A wide and deep search for innovation-

related information does not improve innovation performance inde�nitely, eventually

having a negative e�ect once a certain point is reached. Finally, many researchers have

pointed out that certain industries �nd it much harder to internalize external informa-
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tion with pecuniary e�ort, especially when technologies mature (Christensen et al. 2005)

or industries are heavily in�uenced by intellectual property regulations such as in the

pharmaceutical and information technology industries (Gassmann 2006b).

Overall, the increasing popularity of the open innovation paradigm appears to support

the notion of integrating multiple informants from multiple domains when evaluating

innovations; however, the disadvantages presented above support the importance of an

e�ective brokering mechanism that allows the innovating entity to �lter out invalid in-

formation, internalize external information and combine external and internal sources of

valid information.

In sum, the information base upon which to evaluate innovations may be improved by

two distinct means. First, emphasis should be placed on identifying and tapping sources

of innovation-related information, and second, and valid information from varied groups

of informants should be obtained.

2.3.2. Filtering valid information

The central goal of innovation evaluation is to decrease uncertainty when deciding about

the initialization and characteristics of innovation endeavors so as to increase the like-

lihood of developing successful innovations. A large body of research has discussed the

importance of applying meaningful methods for �ltering data from multiple informants in

the course of innovation evaluation (Ozer 2005). For information �ltering to be e�ective,

it is important to identify means to aggregate responses into meaningful compos-

ite values that can be used for decision making. Response data from informants with

heterogeneous backgrounds very likely di�er in type and quality (Van Bruggen et al.

2002). An expedient mechanism for aggregating information e�ectively incorporates the

information that has been sourced from the informant groups presented in Section 2.3.1.

We commonly �nd two distinct approaches to aggregating information from multiple

informants, both of which will be introduced and discussed below (Van Bruggen et al.

2002; Van Bruggen et al. 2010).

Combined Judgmental Forecasts

Mechanistic aggregation, also known as combined judgmental forecasting (CJF), is used

when informants do not interact or exchange information to form composite responses

(Garthwaite et al. 2005). In CJF, all informants provide individual evaluations, which
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are then aggregated into a group evaluation via a mathematical transformation. CJF

covers a large array of methods that strongly vary in their mathematical complexity

(Clemen 1989).

Arguably, the simplest approach to combining evaluations is to calculate unweighted

group means from the individual information gathered. While unweighted group means

may be comparably easy to calculate and provide protection against random errors in

individual evaluations (Rousseau 1985), they do not prevent errors from systematic skew

in judgment. If all individual reports underestimate the true underlying �gure, averaging

their responses will still yield an underestimation (Sniezek and Henry 1989). As such,

several researchers have proposed more elaborate methods to mathematically aggregate

individual responses (Clemen 1989; Ozer 2005; Van Bruggen et al. 2002). For example,

Van Bruggen et al. (2002) introduced (1) response-data-based weighted means and (2)

con�dence-based weighted means. The �rst method weighs the responses of agreeing in-

formants more strongly than those of disagreeing informants. The second method weighs

the informants' responses based on the informants' con�dence in their responses. The

authors compare these two novel approaches with in evaluating the future brand value of

novel companies in a business simulation game. The results show that con�dence-based

means can signi�cantly outperform unweighted, or response-data weighted evaluations.

However, the authors stress that the task was perceived similarly di�cult by all partic-

ipants, which may have prevented systematic biases in the con�dence-based weighting

they applied.

Von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1986) emphasize that more complex methods, such as

estimating Bayesian models (Agnew 1985) or complicated likelihood functions (Clemen

and Winkler 1993) to mathematically aggregate individual responses, only improve the

odds �[...] that you will simply be wasting your e�orts.�

Ozer (2005) discusses application areas for CJF with di�erent complexity levels by draw-

ing from a set of examples where CJF was used. Mixed results were found.

CJF yields satisfactory results when evaluation dimensions are well de�ned and similarly

perceived by the informants. For example, Ozer (2005) refers to a case study in which

a medical company aimed to evaluate the perceived importance of new product char-

acteristics in medical devices. The device manufacturer aggregated ratings by doctors

and nurses to e�ectively allocate R&D e�orts (Ulwick 2002). Similarly, a case study of

a Japanese software developer reports that mathematically aggregating the software-

development teams' individual responses with regard to functionality and usability of

innovative development environments proved useful in selecting an appropriate environ-
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ment. The researchers argue that mathematical aggregation was feasible because the

team agreed on a limited set of ten target criteria that were well understood and simi-

larly perceived by all members (Miyoshi and Azuma 1993).

Still, the integration of CJF may fail when evaluating the potential and feasibility of new

products. Two examples highlight reasons why CJF is particularly di�cult to implement

when evaluating innovations. Loch et al. (2001) developed a model for project selection

at the German car company BMW. Their model aimed to evaluate the potential of 80

innovation projects based on 41 underlying criteria. Engineers �rst evaluated the cri-

teria values and the importance of each, and these were then used to estimate a linear

program to identify the most promising projects. This model was ultimately not used

by the organization because the setup consumed too many resources and the model did

not accommodate decision makers' need for quickness, ease, robustness and (graphical)

transparency of results. In the end, it was too complex. Felli et al. (2000) underline

how CJF for evaluating the potential of innovative projects may fail if informants be-

come overwhelmed with the dimensions of information they are required to provide. In

their case study, the authors develop a mathematical model that integrates multiple

aggregation functions with the goal of selecting innovation projects for the Monterrey

Bay Aquarium. Similar to the previous case, the model was ultimately not implemented

because participants felt unable to provide all the values required. While successful eval-

uation was not completed via the model, the researchers agree with Loch et al. (2001)

that the process of building the model bene�ted the collaborating organization in that

they could better understand the important variables and variable relationships for se-

lecting potentially successful innovations.

Although his examples do not provide comparisons with non-mathematical methods for

aggregating response data from multiple informants, Ozer (2005) concludes that CJF

presumably works best when clear and measurable performance indicators can be de-

�ned and understood before the evaluation. He points out that this may not be feasible

in most innovation contexts because it is simply impossible or would require substantial

resources.

Interactive Group Methods

Compared to CJF, an interactive group method (IGM) for innovation evaluation adds

an important feature: Informants' data is now aggregated in an interactive process,

meaning that informants learn about other informants' responses and may update their
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own contributions after learning about these responses.

The characteristics of IGMs di�er and depend on whether they are carried out via face-

to-face interaction or remotely via electronic networks, whether or not informants are

anonymous, whether participants share information verbally or through group support

systems, and how information aggregation is organized (DeSanctis and Gallupe 1987).

By confronting informants with other participants' information, IGMs aim to create a

consensual evaluation that is consciously shared by the informants (Rowe 1992). This is

also considered the greatest challenge of applying IGM; it is often particularly di�cult

to reach consensus among participants with heterogeneous information or backgrounds.

In CJF, participants cannot form a consensus because the aggregate is automatically

generated before informants learn about results. When a consensus is reached in IGM,

however, it is often be driven by power and personality rather than the quality of in-

formation, especially when information exchange is not carried out anonymously (Van

Bruggen et al. 2010). Even in the case that power and personality can be neglected,

groups may focus on information that was held in common before evaluation and which

supports existing expectations and beliefs (Stasser and Titus 1985), thus reducing the

group's ability to truly bene�t from its heterogeneity.

Even still, several researchers highlight the advantages of requiring participants to inter-

actively engage with information from distinct sources such as di�erent organizational

units when aggregating information.

IGM allows inter-domain communication, which can foster learning and span infor-

mational boundaries between the evaluating parties (Bonabeau 2009). Learning about

di�erent perspectives helps evaluators unmask and overcome private misconceptions. In

contrast to CJF, participants receive the opportunity to re�ect on their own responses

in the light of other participants' information, which may reveal to them relevant re-

lationships that would have otherwise been missed. For example, marketers may favor

a certain technological idea because it has received superior customer feedback from

a demo video, but might only learn through hearing engineers' responses that pursu-

ing this particular idea would imply a steep increase in maintenance costs for potential

customers. This novel information might therefore lead them to reconsider their initial

evaluation and allow them to gather novel feedback from customers to update and im-

prove their existing knowledge.

Zigurs and Buckland (1998) theorize that IGM evaluations of innovation-related prob-

lems such as judgment or fuzzy tasks lead to the best performance when information

processes and communication support are particularly emphasized. This is because
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transparent rules and rich communication are the most e�ective measures against con-

�ict. In the same vein, (Souder and Moenaert 1992) argue that access to extra-functional

information allows evaluators to reduce the variability of tasks and increase their analyz-

ability, which may then free resources from innovation evaluation for use in innovation

development.

Several case studies have emphasized the potential bene�ts of IGM in new product eval-

uations.

Several companies have employed IGM because they identi�ed a major bene�t in creat-

ing a common understanding about assessment criteria before evaluating the potential

of new product ideas and concepts. For example, the electronics companies Hewlett-

Packard and Ericsson used IGM to (1) develop a consensual set of key factors to look

for in a new product and (2) allow the evaluation method to accommodate constantly

evolving market environments, which are often present in the context of highly innovative

products (Englund and Graham 1999). Moreover, the UK pharmaceuticals company ICI

employed IGM in having project managers assess the potential of several R&D projects.

In the related case study, Islei et al. (1991) found that mutual identi�cation and evalu-

ation of relevant criteria helped senior management to create a sense of ownership and

identi�cation with the underlying R&D projects, which ultimately had a positive impact

on project outcomes.

In conclusion, IGM may be more suited for innovation evaluation tasks that require

evaluators to identify and clarify relevant criteria for evaluation and bene�t from inter-

functional communication during the evaluation process.

The preceding paragraphs introduced CJF and IGM as popular methods for evaluating

innovations through the aggregation of information from multiple informants. Based on

previous research, we discussed the important bene�ts and pitfalls of both methods and

illustrated their application in the context of existing case studies. With our work, we

will particularly focus on IGM and will substantiate this choice by comparing the previ-

ous performance of both methods, as it relates to the context of innovation evaluation.

In a recent study, Van Bruggen et al. (2010) experimentally compared the forecasting

quality of CJF and IGM in two experiments. The researchers chose two kinds of fore-

casting tasks that were di�erentiated in their degree of information heterogeneity, or the

variation in information into which a group of evaluators can tap. In low information

heterogeneity situations, informants have access to similar information. This would be

the case with a group of sales representatives for a regional sales forecasting task. In
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high information heterogeneity situations, informants can tap into very di�erent sources

of information. One example would be marketing and R&D personal in a new product

evaluation. The experiments show that IGM does not outperform CJF in situations

where informants tap into common pools of information. When information is hetero-

geneously dispersed, however, IGM provides signi�cantly better evaluations than CFJ.

The authors attribute the relative performance gain in IGM to two intertemporal advan-

tages over CJF: �rst, participants can improve their knowledge through the information

exchange mechanism and mitigate the contributions of initially ill-informed participants;

and second, contribution weights in CJF are typically taken at the beginning of the eval-

uation task. If they are not updated over time, weights may become inappropriate for

the evolving and unstable environments that characterize high information heterogene-

ity situations.

By reviewing applications of IGM and CJF, Ozer (2005) arrives at a similar conclusion.

He summarizes that IGM may be more appropriate in uncertain innovation-

related environments than mathematical models (such as CJF). He stresses

that the quality of innovation evaluation bene�ts particularly from the interaction be-

tween informants with heterogeneous backgrounds and information (i.e. all parties in-

volved in the innovation endeavor).

Characteristics and prerequisites of e�ective IGF

In the following paragraphs, focus is placed upon the prerequisites and characteristics

of IGM that positively impact validity when evaluating innovative new-product ideas or

concepts. We draw from the current body of research to identify and discuss character-

istics of IGM that drive the quality of innovation evaluation.

First, the evaluation mechanisms' e�ectiveness appears to be positively related to its

openness and accessibility to participants holding valuable and heterogeneous in-

formation, as it allows them to reveal information, learn from other information, and

update their own views accordingly (Spann and Skiera 2003a; Van Bruggen et al. 2010;

Rowe and Wright 2011). Increasing openness and accessibility allows increased exposure

to valid information. This supports, in a straightforward manner, the information base,

but also allows participants to better re�ect upon their existing information. With each

new participant contributing pieces of heterogeneous information, all receive more op-
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portunities to acquire, compare, and improve individually-held information.

Existing research supports the notion of a positive relationship between openness and

quality of innovation evaluation, and furthermore quali�es the dimensions of openness.

Cowgill et al. (2008) studied the application of IGM for evaluating the potential of new

services at a large IT company. The study particularly focused on the impact of phys-

ical proximity on evaluation outcomes. In their �eld study, the authors applied IGM

on a corporate level, with participants from o�ces all over the world and spanning all

functional units. By studying the correlation of the revealed information, the researchers

found that physical proximity (sitting on the same �oor) and cultural proximity (speak-

ing the same Non-English native tongue) increased the positive correlation amongst

participants' responses. Considering the bene�ts of incorporating heterogeneous infor-

mation, it thus appears desirable to allow participation from multiple sites, independent

of physical proximity.

Moreover, continuous and instant accessibility have been considered important drivers

of evaluation quality via IGM (Van Bruggen et al. 2002), with time-related open-

ness emphasized as an important dimension. We previously saw that uncertainty in

innovation-related contexts often stems from rapid environmental changes such as mar-

ket needs or alternative solutions. If informants are confronted with small time windows

to reveal information or long processing times before information is released, they might

be prohibited from revealing and learning about relevant information. While this could

negatively impact evaluation quality per se, it might increasingly do so in very dynamic

innovation environments.

Physical and time-related access restriction can be removed by establishing means to

virtually access IGMs (Spann 2002). The last decade has gave rise to extensive oppor-

tunities to connect individuals across geographical and organizational boundaries via

virtual networks. IGMs can bene�t from increasing inter-connectivity in order to pro-

vide instant and continuous access to information by any potential participant.

Informants must furthermore be cognitively and organizationally empowered to

access IGMs.

Cognitive empowerment refers to ensuring informants' understanding of the IGM process

so that their intent to reveal valid information can be carried through in their actions.

Soukhoroukova et al. (2012) studied the application of IGM via virtual networks at a

large German industrial company. The application was perceived well by the organi-

zation for assessing innovation potential. However, the researchers found that a main

barrier to participation was lack of understanding about how to participate. In addition,
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participants from di�erent functional domains need to be able to absorb as much of the

information that has been revealed via the IGM as possible, emphasizing the importance

of translating information so that it can be commonly understood.

Organizational empowerment describes the mechanism's ability to accommodate a het-

erogeneous group of informants from distinct functional domains, hierarchies and organi-

zations, and allow them to simultaneously engage in revealing and updating information.

For example, we cited earlier that di�erent functional units often fail to communicate

e�ectively because they have tacit knowledge, or information that is speci�cally codi�ed

to their domain. Thus, the IGM needs to translate such domain-speci�c information in

order to allow cross-boundary learning (Van Bruggen et al. 2010). In addition, uniting

di�erent hierarchies may negatively impact willingness to reveal information. Subordi-

nates may refrain from revealing information in the fear that their information would

shed negative light on their managers, and that thus, they might experience retaliation.

As a consequence, IGM contribution intensity might be positively related to organiza-

tional rank (Garthwaite et al. 2005).

Second, the evaluation mechanism's e�ectiveness is increased when appropriate incen-

tives induce participants to align information seeking and revelation with the innovator's

goal of reducing uncertainty and false decisions (Wolfers and Zitzewitz 2004). Ostrover

(2005) lists two goal dimensions that incentives in IGM should aim to achieve in the

context of evaluation or forecasting tasks.

First, participants should be encouraged to seek, acquire and update relevant information

before and during participation. Information search and updating must be incentivized

because it creates search costs. While search costs can be low if participants draw

from memory to gather information, they will be considerably higher if participants

are required to engage in physical processes to retrieve information, such as studying

documents, contacting third parties or conducting any form of research. Furthermore,

information updating will often incur cognitive load for participants. Changing existing

beliefs by updating previously held information is costly because it requires subjects to

write down previously gathered information. Much research has documented that sub-

jects are much less likely to absorb new information that questions existing beliefs than

new information that supports those beliefs (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988; Ritov and

Brainerd 1992). Thus, incentives are used to positively in�uence participants' willing-

ness to assess and honestly integrate new pieces of information, even if that information

contradicts previously held beliefs.
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The second goal for IGM incentives is that they need to motivate participants to reveal

information in an honest, timely and appropriate manner, in relation to the validity of

other participants' information.

Participants face the cost of the time invested in signing up for and participating in the

IGM. Therefore the IGM needs to provide incentives so that participants actually invest

that time and contribute to higher evaluation quality by revealing helpful information.

The method needs to attract participants who contribute valuable information and at

the same time discourage participation from subjects who reveal �awed information.

Incentives additionally need to prevent cases in which informants are motivated to with-

hold or reveal manipulated information, e.g. where information would shed negative

light on superiors or reveal knowledge that was exclusively held by competitors.

Furthermore, the IGM should encourage participants to engage continuously and to

reveal changes in private information quickly, as the method needs to rapidly absorb

information changes to keep up with continuously evolving external innovation envi-

ronments (Rothaermel and Hess 2007; Graefe 2009). Only then can other participants

e�ectively update their information.

Finally, with regard to appropriate incentives, the quality of aggregated information

may increase if the intensity of individual information revelation is sensitive to belief

strength. Research shows that belief strength or con�dence in personal information can

be positively related to its validity (Van Bruggen et al. 2002). Consequently, IGM output

may bene�t if participants have appropriate incentives to communicate their information

based on how strongly they believe in it (Kumar et al. 1993). This may temper truthful

contribution to the existing body of information and other participants' inclination to

draw from such information.

Ultimately, the IGM requires an e�ective algorithm to coordinate the interaction

of participants in information exchange and revelation, and to compute informa-

tion aggregates into meaningful and valid composite values (Spann and Skiera 2003a).

Private information needs to be cheaply and validly accessible to the aggregation mech-

anism, and aggregated information needs to be e�ectively distributed amongst partic-

ipants so that they can process and learn from that data. Final results need to be

similarly understandable to the outside initiators of the IGM. After all, the goal is to

yield information from human informants with heterogeneous backgrounds that has been

�ltered for validity and compressed via aggregation.
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Table 2.1.: Accessibility and goal-compatibility �t for FTF, Delphi and NGT, and infor-
mation markets (Source: Own depiction)

Graefe (2009) discusses the merits of three popular IGM types for aggregating infor-

mation in the context of new product development: Face-to-face Meetings (FTFs),

Delphi and Nominal Group Techniques (NGTs), and information markets.

We will introduce each of them brie�y and compare their �t with the prerequisites and

characteristics for valid evaluation introduced above.

FTFs are arguably the most established and common form of group-based interaction

for aggregating and exchanging information (Hiltz et al. 1986). They are unstructured in

nature and require the synchronous presence of all participants. FTFs are traditionally

carried out with all participants physically present in the same location but several tech-

nological solutions have been developed that allow virtual FTFs via computer networks.

In an FTF, information is mainly shared by voice but vocal contributions will often be

complemented by di�erent forms of media such as computer presentations or hand-outs.

Several factors impact the openness and accessibility of FTFs to heterogeneous infor-

mants in the context of innovation evaluation. FTFs exhibit natural limits in their

physical and time-related openness to participants. First, FTFs are usually carried out

in single sessions and take less than a few hours, which largely prevents the continuous

integration of new information to the group's information base. This is because informa-

tion can only be revealed and aggregated if it was present before or emerges during the
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group session, which is less likely if session duration is short. Second, participants must

be physically or virtually present during the FTF. On the one hand, physical presence

may incur high logistics and opportunity costs if informants need to travel considerable

distances. On the other hand, virtual presence may be hard to achieve in case the par-

ticipants are situated in distant time zones.

Moreover, organizational factors likely limit the accessibility and openness of FTFs. As

soon as individuals from multiple functional domains participate, requirements could

quickly rise if domain-speci�c understanding hinders communication. Empirical evi-

dence supports the notion that informants' unfamiliarity with each other likely has a

negative impact on evaluation quality via FTFs when information is heterogeneously

distributed. Gruenfeld et al. (1996) conducted a laboratory experiment that studied

criminal suspect choices in FTF group discussions. The experimental design introduced

di�erent degrees of group member familiarity and information heterogeneity. If group

members were familiar with each other before the discussion, they were particularly

good at identifying the right suspect in cases where information was heterogeneously

distributed. Unfamiliar groups only excelled in cases where members held comparable

and full sets of information. Researchers relate situations in which aggregated group

information cannot re�ect all available information to social factors in FTFs that re-

strict openness and accessibility. Groups might not consider all problem dimensions if

particular individuals dominate group thinking (Dalkey and Helmer 1963). Hierarchi-

cal and departmental dependencies often negatively in�uence participants' motivation

to reveal information, since group members are not engaging in information exchange

anonymously (Schütz and Bloch 2006).

However, FTFs may provide comparatively high satisfaction levels because individuals

enjoy human interaction, which may foster inter-participant learning (Van De and Del-

becq 1971).

Finally, the unstructured nature of FTFs may negatively in�uence the initiator's ability

to coordinate and compute the aggregation of information. In an FTF, information

can only be revealed by one person at a time, which limits the speed by which overall

information can be increased.

Delphi and NGT introduce more structured processes to innovation evaluation. In

NGT, individuals �rst generate independent evaluations. They then reveal their indepen-

dent evaluations and enter an unstructured discussion to challenge individual reasoning.

Finally, they retreat to form �nal individual evaluations and all individual evaluations
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are averaged over the total group. NGT aims to intensify individual re�ection on private

and public information.

Delphi builds on the NGT approach but completely cancels out face-to-face interaction.

The original Delphi method was developed by the RAND Corporation in the 1950's and

has since been mainly used for policy evaluation and decision impact in public and cor-

porate environments. Participants submit evaluations along with written explanations

of how they reached their conclusions and how con�dent they are in them. Evaluations

are then aggregated and participants receive feedback on group evaluations and expla-

nations. This process is reiterated over multiple rounds until the process is concluded.

The goal of Delphi is to provide iterated anonymous individual responses by well-selected

experts that can be statistically analyzed on a group level (Goodman 1987).

Delphi traditionally requires a limited selection of experts as participants. Panelists in

a Delphi process are supposed to learn from the others' expectations, which requires

a su�cient ability on the part of participants to express their reasoning so that the

other participants can understand it. Additionally, the number of participants is usually

limited in order to reduce the information overload via abundant written explanations,

which further limits Delphis openness and accessibility (Green et al. 2007). Therefore, re-

searchers stress the importance of carefully selecting the participants in a Delphi process

to re�ect all relevant information domains (Woudenberg 1991). However, Delphi allows

participants to interact anonymously and virtually over a longer period of time, which

increases accessibility across physical boundaries and allows subjects to give honest but

unwanted feedback without fear of retribution.

With regard to appropriate incentives, Delphi participants usually receive incentives

based on the overall prediction error of the group prediction. Delphi does not provide

direct individual incentives for revealing new information. It may therefore remain ques-

tionable as to why or how individuals are motivated to invest e�ort in providing valid

predictions if their individual contributions remain anonymous and unrewarded on an

individual basis. The initiator may increase motivation to provide evaluation by re-

cruiting experts who individually bene�t from valid Delphi outcomes, thus reducing the

necessity of providing rewards.

The Delphi method does well at aggregating individual opinions and reaching consensual

judgments; however, previous research has argued that it may exaggerate consensus-

seeking (Goodman 1987). Final group judgments may lack relevant individual evalua-

tions that were unnecessarily aborted because of a tendency to conform to the majority

view. As a consequence, Scheibe et al. (1975) argue that the stability of speci�c (sub-
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)group responses over time should receive particular attention, in contrast to apparent

consensus at the end of Delphi evaluations.

On the one hand, the availability of varying evaluations and supporting arguments from

previous rounds allows the initiators to look beyond the ultimate group consensus and

take into account de�ecting arguments. The well-de�ned structure of information aggre-

gation eases ex-post analysis of the aggregation process. On the other hand, information

aggregation by rounds in �xed time intervals prevents participants from revealing im-

portant information in an ad hoc manner so as to increase the aggregation e�ciency.

Information markets take a di�erent approach by applying the principle of stock mar-

kets to forecasting. Information markets allow virtual trading on the outcome of future

events by creating derivatives whose payout is tied to the future events' outcomes. Par-

ticipants trade the derivatives or information market stock according to the outcomes

they expect. The information market stock prices ultimately re�ect the participants'

aggregate expected value of the future outcome of an event, e.g. the launch of an inno-

vation.

By relying on a market mechanism to aggregate information, information markets can

e�ectively host a very large number of participants compared to Delphi or FTFs. Also,

the market mechanism does not require any type of joint physical presence but can be

accessed anytime and from anywhere, as long as participants are digitally linked. As in-

formation markets are usually continuously open for trading during their running time,

participants can reveal updated expectations as soon as they receive and process novel

information. While this makes information markets very open and accessible for partici-

pants, they are arguably the most di�cult mechanism to engage in from the participants'

perspective because understanding the principles of �nancial asset markets is required.

Compared to FTFs, NGT and Delphi, information markets' physical accessibility can

be o�set by the cognitive barriers to participation (Green et al. 2007). Yet once subjects

have understood the principle of information markets, the pricing mechanism prevents

them from misunderstanding other participants' information, which could likely occur in

FTFs, NGT and Delphi. As market prices develop, participants can update their beliefs

based on market price changes and hence learn from other participants. Trading on the

market usually remains anonymous and does not directly reveal motivations about why

the market price (and thus the group prediction) changes. While changing stock prices

do not transmit arguments and reasoning via trading, they provide unambiguously di-

rect signals to fellow participants.
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Information markets are considered have incentives for the revelation of valid informa-

tion (Arrow et al. 2008). Participants are incentivized to join and participate if they

believe they possess information that will allow them to bene�t from trading. This is

deemed the largest bene�t of using information markets to evaluating the outcome of

future events, as compared to the previously introduced mechanisms (Spann and Skiera

2003a).

Information markets aggregate and codify group expectations via market prices. Ad-

ditionally, participants' belief strength is re�ected by the amount of stocks they sell or

purchase. Based on research regarding the price e�ciency of �nancial markets (Fama

1970), the aggregation mechanism of information markets has been deemed highly e�-

cient in comparison to other IGFs (Arrow et al. 2008), as it provides compatible incentives

for participation and information revelation.

Graefe (2009) compared all three types of mechanisms empirically and found that the

Delphi method and information markets perform equally well, and both outperform

FTFs. While subjects report that information markets are the hardest to understand,

the author hypothesizes that they are � [...] particularly valuable in situations where

new information becomes continuously available and a large and heterogeneous number

of participants have valid insight into the issue in question.� Yet interestingly, his ex-

periments did not consider these values when comparing the mechanisms' e�ectiveness,

which may have undermined the relative advantage of information markets in his stud-

ies.

A literature review by Bothos et al. (2009) on the research regarding information mar-

kets �nds support for the open hypothesis by Graefe (2009). Information markets have

been particularly chosen for evaluation tasks where information from large numbers of

informants with heterogeneous backgrounds was required. This �ts the information en-

vironment for innovation evaluation as described in Section 2.3.1, which may underline

the appropriateness of information markets in an innovation-evaluation context.

In short, IGMs appear most e�ective in the context of innovation evaluation.

Current research documents that information markets may be particularly promising

in environments where a large number of participants have heterogeneous expectations,

are geographically dispersed, and continuously yet asynchronously learn from new in-

formation (Graefe 2009). The previous decade produced a large strand of research that

stresses the bene�ts of market-based aggregation mechanisms in providing incentives
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for truthful and instantaneous information sharing, which are usually not provided in

FTFs, NGT, and Delphi (Bothos et al. 2009; Dahan et al. 2010; Blohm et al. 2011). We

build on these �ndings to focus on information markets during the course of this

study. Chapter 3 o�ers a more thorough introduction to the application of information

markets to innovation evaluation.
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Innovation Evaluation

In the introduction, we indicated the promise of using information markets in the context

of innovation evaluation. Information markets provide a novel approach for simultane-

ously sourcing and �ltering innovation-related information. In this chapter, a more

thorough introduction will be provided regarding information markets in the context of

innovation evaluation. First, the fundamental mechanisms, theoretical foundations and

primary applications are discussed in Section 3.1. Prior information market applications

in innovation evaluation, their prediction objects and designs and outcomes are then

illustrated in Section 3.2. Afterwards, we discuss di�erent design choices in Section 3.3

and highlight their relationship with evaluation outcomes in the context of innovation.

3.1. Foundations of information markets

Information markets provide predictions for outcomes of future events. After de�ning

prediction targets (e.g. the market share of an innovative product in a speci�c target

market), the market's initiator creates derivatives called information-market stocks.

The inherent values of these stocks are tied to the predictions' outcomes. A stock's value

derives from the market share of the innovative product at time point t. Stocks are paid

out according to the outcome immediately after t. For example, if the market share of

the innovation is 40% at the moment the market closes, the stocks may be cashed out

at 40 units of market currency.

Before the information market starts, participants acquire or are endowed with a port-

folio of information market stocks and information market currency to trade the stocks.

They are informed that their remuneration for participating will depend on their �nal

portfolio value after the information market stocks have been paid out; the higher their

�nal portfolio value, the higher their expected remuneration will be. Accordingly, if

market participants hold di�erent beliefs about the outcome of an innovation evaluation
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issue, such as its likelihood of market success, they have an incentive to engage in trad-

ing. The person who believes that the innovation holds high market success potential

allocates higher value to acquiring stocks that derive from the innovation's market suc-

cess than the other participants. Accordingly, this person will try to buy stocks from the

participants in exchange for information currency as long the person believes that the

stock is undervalued and has su�cient amounts of cash. Over time, individual expecta-

tions regarding the prediction task's outcome are aggregated via the trading mechanism.

Whenever participants acquire new information, they may form new expectations, which

should incline them to buy or sell stocks and thus alter the information market's current

prediction. Thus, incentives for participants are compatible with the initiator's goal of

having market prices re�ect participants' expectations regarding the information market

stock's true underlying value.

Figure 3.1 presents a simple example to illustrate the basic principles of information

markets. One should be aware that a real information market would very likely feature

a larger number of traders and prediction targets.

1. At the beginning, the future events in question require precise de�nition so that

their underlying prediction object is fully understood by potential participants.

Participants' and initiators' expectations must re�ect the same underlying pre-

diction object prior to, during, and after the market, in order for incentives to

align.

2. Next, participants with heterogeneous expectations and information decide to join

the market. Because they believe that they possess superior and exclusive knowl-

edge regarding the underlying prediction task, they expect to bene�t from revealing

personal information via their trading.

3. Before the information market starts, participants are endowed with an initial

portfolio that consists of stocks and information market currency. In our example,

there is one stock type and the currency is called virtual Dollar (v$).

4. In the illustrated example, the expectations of the two participants di�er. This

opens the possibility for trading. The participants engage in trading via a con-

tinuous double auction mechanism (CDA): Participant 2 places a �sell�-o�er at 35

virtual Dollars, which is absorbed by Participant 1's o�er to buy stocks at prices up

to 40 virtual Dollars. Accordingly, Participant 2 sells all her stock to Participant

1 for 35 virtual Dollars, from which the new portfolios and a market prediction
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2. Individuals sign up for participation. 

Participant 2: I 
think the 

share will be 
20%. 

Participant 1: 
I think the  

share will be 
40%. 

1. Information market stocks (or event 
derivatives) are defined. 

Information market stock 
“Share of the Apple iPhone 5 

among newly sold smart phones 
in December 2013 in Germany” 

3. The information market is initiated 
and participants are endowed with 
stocks and currency. 

Participant 1 Participant 2 

2 stocks 2 stocks 

100 v$ 100 v$ 

4. Participants start trading based on 
their expectations. Stock price and 
individual portfolios change accordingly. 

Participant 1: I offer to 
buy stocks for up to 40 

v$ 

Participant 2: I will 
try to sell my stock 

for 35 v$ 

2 Stocks 

70 virtual $ 

Participant 1 Participant 2 

2+2 = 4 stocks 2-2=0 stocks 

100-70=30 v$ 100+70=170 v$ 

5. The market is closed, the true 
underlying value becomes known and 
stocks are paid out. 

“According to valid market data, the share 
of the Apple iPhone 5 among newly sold 

smartphones in December 2013 in 
Germany was 37%” 

Participant 1 Participant 2 

4 x 37 v$ dividend 
+ 30 v$ cash 

 = 178 v$  

170 v$ cash 

Last quoted stock price = 35 virtual Dollar 

Figure 3.1.: Information market process example, from event de�nition to stock payout
(Source: Own depiction)
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result. Based on the given trade and assuming that no further trading will occur,

the market prediction for the share of iPhone�5 among newly sold smart phones in

December 2013 in Germany would remain at 35%.

5. After December 2013, the true underlying value becomes known and stocks can be

paid out accordingly. Assuming a true market share of 37%, we can observe that

Participant 1 yields a higher overall portfolio value. His expectations are closer to

the true underlying value, which allows him to generate larger pro�ts than Partici-

pant 2. Assuming a di�erent outcome in which Apple had withdrawn the iPhone�5

from the German market altogether before December 2013, the resulting share

among newly sold devices would be 0%. In this case, Participant 2's expectations

would be closer to the true underlying value and she would accordingly generate

higher trading pro�ts than Participant 1 (170 virtual $ vs. 30 virtual $).

This short example illustrates that the revelation of valid expectations via trading bene-

�ts the revealer through higher trading pro�ts. At the same time, the market's initiator

bene�ts by gaining more accurate predictions, thus showing the information market's

incentive compatibility. It also reveals that the quality of the information market out-

comes depends mainly on the expectations and actions of its participants.

The e�cacy of information markets builds upon the famous proposition by Nobel Prize

winner Friedrich von Hayek that markets are a relatively e�ective instrument

(compared to central planning) to pass on essential information (Hayek 1945). The

e�cient market hypothesis posits that prices on markets e�ciently and fully re�ect all

available information held by market participants via the markets' trading mechanisms

(Fama 1970). On a micro-level, deviations between market prices and individual expec-

tations will prompt participants to reveal their expectations via trading. Participants

will try to buy or sell information market stocks as long as they believe that current

market prices do not re�ect the future state of the underlying event. Empirical data

from laboratory experiments and �nancial markets support the notion that prices in

asset markets can e�ciently re�ect all available information (Plott and Sunder 1982;

Plott and Sunder 1988; Fama and French 1992).

Historically, information markets have been used in the U.S. for betting on voting out-

comes in presidential elections as early as 1868. These early markets focused on the

promise of individual gains over the aspect of information aggregation, but their price

quotes were still widely used by newspapers and campaigners as sources of valid forecasts.
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Figure 3.2.: Prediction quality in global political information markets between 1988 and
2000 (Source: Berg et al. (2008))

They reached their high point in 1916, when spending on electoral betting markets was

twice the total spending on the election campaigns, and before legal restrictions forced

them to cease (Rhode and Strumpf 2004).

Current scienti�c publicity on information markets was triggered when political markets

were revived for academic purposes at the University of Iowa in 1988 (Forsythe et al.

1992). In fact, the Iowa Electronics Market has signi�cantly outperformed major U.S

polls in all presidential elections since the market's inception. Figure 3.2 displays the

absolute accuracy of 237 political information markets at midnight on the evening before

the actual election. We observe considerable accuracy, as almost all predictions are very

closely lined up on the 45-degree line (Berg et al. 2008).

Further results demonstrate the superiority of information markets over opinion polls

for predicting election outcomes. In the same article, Berg et al. (2008) compare the

accuracy of 964 opinion polls with the results of the corresponding information markets.

Information markets signi�cantly outperformed opinion polls in the large
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majority of pair-wise comparisons. The information markets provided signi�cantly

more accurate predictions at all time points leading up to the elections.

After their success in the political domain, information markets were identi�ed by man-

agement scholars as promising tools for business evaluation and forecasting. In 1999,

the Hollywood Stock Exchange (HSX) was founded as a pioneering public information

market to forecast new movie success (Keiser and Burns 1998). Movie success has his-

torically been considered very di�cult to predict. Movies are complex and gestalt-like

innovative products, which inhibits valid prediction by stochastic methods (Vany and

Walls 1999). Information markets have been able to absorb new movies' inherent com-

plexity. The expectations of market participants about a movie's future success are

derived from its gestalt (Karniouchina 2011). Participants include potential moviego-

ers and �lm critics, and hence incorporate ultimately sound information sources. The

HSX has been very successful at predicting box o�ce success since its introduction, sig-

ni�cantly outperforming alternatively established methods like expert panels or opinion

polls (Spann and Skiera 2003b). The authors emphasize that in contrast to expert panels

like Box O�ce Mojo, information markets provide access to a larger pool of potentially

valid information sources, compatible incentives for valid self-selection of participants,

and the revelation of participants' true beliefs. Compared to traditional opinion polls

among moviegoers, information markets foster learning from other participants via the

trading mechanism and emphasize information from better-informed participants, since

these are more likely to pro�t from the market and continue to participate (Spann and

Skiera 2003a).

Ortner pioneered business applications when he applied information markets to evaluate

project durations at Siemens (Ortner 1998). More corporate applications eventually fol-

lowed. Information markets outperformed quantitative forecasting methods for existing

product lines at HP (Chen and Plott 2002), and also outperformed Delphi methods for

predicting the impact of technological change at a major German telecommunications

provider (Spann and Skiera 2003a). Large technology companies such as Google, IBM,

Microsoft or BestBuy have applied information markets to gather intelligence for de-

mand forecasting and product development processes (Cowgill et al. 2008; Lacomb et al.

2007; Dye 2008).
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3.2. Applications of information markets for

innovation evaluation

In practice, most applications of information markets are related to the domain of inno-

vation evaluation. Information markets for predicting election outcomes aim to capture

voters' preferences for political parties or presidential candidates on election day and new

movies are by their very de�nition innovative (though one may argue about how incre-

mentally innovative another sequel of the �Pirates of the Caribbean�-franchise really is).

However, these applications have been used to predict the outcomes of events that were

very close to entering or had already entered the market. Only over the last decade have

researchers begun to systematically analyze and explore the feasibility of information

markets in evaluation at all phases of the innovation process. Interestingly, the earlier

the phase in the innovation process, the later information markets have been applied

to and investigated for use in that phase. The following paragraphs will brie�y capture

the current state of research on the application of information markets to innovation-

related issues. We will speci�cally focus on illustrating the underlying prediction objects,

participants, trading mechanisms and incentives for participation in innovation-related

information markets. Current research based on existing applications is presented along

the corresponding phase of the innovation process (see chapter 2.2).

Idea generation and assessment

Information markets for idea evaluation were �rst explored at General Electric (GE)

(Lacomb et al. 2007; Spears et al. 2009). Until 2009, GE had run 10 information mar-

kets to source and evaluate business and technology ideas.

In the �rst �GE imagination market� , the company ran an information market out

of their Computing and Decisioning Sciences Technology Center (Lacomb et al. 2007).

The idea market was aimed at evaluating new business ideas according to criteria that

demanded advanced technology, high and reasonably fast economic impact, and close

relation the organization's technology focus. Based on these criteria, �ve ideas were

initially seeded to the information market as stocks by the market administrators. Fur-

thermore, participants could later submit additional ideas that were �rst screened for

similarity with existing idea stocks. The stocks were all given an initial starting price

of 50 currency units and could reach a minimum value of 1 and a maximum value of 99

currency units.

The company recruited all sta� from the above-mentioned center to participate in the
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information market, allowing no additional external participants. Participants received

an initial allowance of 10,000 units virtual market currency and a weekly allowance. The

company utilized an information market software that employed a similar double-auction

mechanism to what was described in the introductory information market example.

Stocks were ultimately paid out based of the volume-weighted average trading price over

the �nal �ve days of market trading. The ending date of the market was not commu-

nicated to market participants in order to mitigate the danger of manipulation in the

�nal moments of trading. Incentives were given both for submitting ideas (50,000 US-$

in research funding to pursue the idea) and to the top traders (Apple iPods were given

to the top two traders and 25$ gift certi�cates to the next ten top traders).

In total, 62 ideas were submitted successfully to the market. Of 85 active traders, 24

traded at least once a day. Random gift voucher drawings were introduced for active

traders during the second week of trading to increase trading activity.

After the market had �nished, the outcome was compared to leadership team evalua-

tions. The researchers found that the idea rankings from volume-weighted �nal stock

prices were positively correlated with senior management's evaluations. A chi-square

test revealed no di�erence in the distributions of rankings between the two evaluation

mechanisms. However, the leadership team asserted that the imagination market sig-

ni�cantly improved the quantity and quality of ideas compared to previously applied

mechanisms for sourcing and evaluating new product ideas.

The same researchers provided a second study on a later imagination market at GE's

nuclear energy department (Spears et al. 2009). While the basic setup of the market

remained the same, some minor changes were made and the researchers' focus was place

upon trader behavior during the course of the market.

Short-selling was removed because it apparently confused most traders who were unfa-

miliar with the underlying mechanism and thus did not understand how to bene�t from

short-selling. This time, a cross-functional team reviewed the new ideas submitted by

market participants to evaluate their �t with the initiators' goal of �nding ideas that

customers would value, that would produce the best return on investment, and that

should be included for funding next year.

After the market, the researchers focused their analyses on participants' trading be-

haviors. They found that subjects rarely traded multiple ideas that targeted the same

product line but rather focused trading on one idea stock within each product line. Fur-

thermore, idea creators bought stocks of their own ideas at signi�cant price premiums

and were less likely to sell these stocks. The researchers argue that this behavior was
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fueled by a mixture of optimism, wishful thinking and the rational incentive to get their

idea funded if it reached a top position after the markets had closed.

A recent contribution to the research on information markets for evaluating new

product ideas comes from Soukhoroukova et al. (2012). The authors ran a �eld study at

a large German industrial company. Similar to the application by Lacomb et al. (2007),

their application was aimed at generating business ideas for the whole company that

would bring a signi�cant economic bene�t. Furthermore, the initiators aimed to predict

promising technology �elds and product ideas for a speci�c department.

However, in their application, the authors invited participation from all company em-

ployees, ranging from white-collar employees invited via e-mail to blue-collar workers

who were invited via lea�ets handed out in the factories. Ideas were submitted by par-

ticipants via an initial-public-o�ering mechanism. After submissions, other traders could

buy stocks of these ideas at a �xed price per stock. If a certain threshold of stocks for

a newly submitted idea was purchased within seven days, it was initially o�ered on the

information market at the previously �xed price. The more participants actively entered

the market, the higher the threshold was set for ideas to successfully enter the market.

In total, 397 participants from 16 countries actively traded 100 idea stocks that success-

fully entered the market. However, departing from the applications of Lacomb et al.

(2007) and Spears et al. (2009), payout was not determined inherently but by external

evaluation of the submitted ideas. A committee of senior managers, venture capitalists

and external technology experts ultimately determined an idea's value, which then de-

termined the idea stock's payout. While expert opinions were positively related to the

market's assessment of the speci�c new products and the broader new business ideas,

market evaluations were not signi�cantly related to the expert evaluations of impor-

tant future technology �elds. Still, the researchers found that participants and senior

managers agreed that the idea market was a useful instrument for idea generation and

evaluation and that it should be used again in the future to produce signi�cantly more

innovative ideas than the competition.

Concept evaluation and planning

At the beginning, the uses of information markets for concept testing aimed at evaluat-

ing preferences for concepts that already possessed well-de�ned physical and functional

properties.

In their "Securities Trading of Concepts" (STOC) experiments run between 2000 and

2009, Dahan et al. (2011) focused on the relative quality of using information mar-
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kets in measuring preferences for new product concepts, as compared to existing

methods such as surveys, conjoint analysis or virtual concept tests.

The researchers analyzed the results of 11 experimental information markets for con-

cept evaluations. The prediction objects covered a range of concepts, including bicycle

pumps, messenger bags, crossover vehicles and video games. Participants were recruited

from graduate and executive management courses and numbers ranged from 16 to 62

participants across the markets. All experimental markets ran for less than 60 minutes to

elicit participants' preferences. In each market, continuous double-auction mechanisms

were used to facilitate trading. Eight of the experiments used �nal market prices and

three experiments used volume-weighted average prices for paying out traders' portfo-

lios.

In the study, Dahan et al. (2011) explore three dimensions of bene�cial characteristics

when using information markets for concept evaluation. First, they �nd that informa-

tion markets are more engaging and cost e�cient than alternative methods

such as surveys. Second, they show that information market results correlate highly

with the results of alternative methods like conjoint analysis and virtual concept tests,

but similarly fail to reliably predict future market shares over a longer period of time.

Third, their experiments show that information-market prices more closely resemble the

traders' expectations of others' preferences than own preferences, but that participants'

trading is nonetheless biased by their own preferences.

Soukhoroukova (2006) explored the feasibility of information markets as instruments for

evaluating the potential product success of new mp3-player concepts prior to market

introduction.

In these experiments, the information markets required 8-12 traders while the conjoint

analysis drew from 307 responses. Trading was facilitated via a double-auction mecha-

nism and participants traded for up to 30 minutes. Portfolios were paid out according

to �nal market prices and the best traders won gift certi�cates.

Soukhoroukova (2006) compared the results from the information markets with those

from the well-established method of conjoint analysis and found that both approaches

yielded valid and similar responses. She also found that recruiting participants for a

stock market game appeared to be easier and cheaper than traditional market research

methods. Participants valued the competition via trading more than responding non-

competitively via a survey.

Dahan et al. (2010) further studied the feasibility of information markets for concept

testing by building upon the initial STOC approach. Their study explored how com-
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plex products with multiple features and di�erent feature attributes can be

evaluated via information markets. The researchers aimed to limit participants'

exposure to the hundreds of potential features in new smartphone concepts. Instead,

they tested whether prediction quality remains high when sub-groups of participants

only traded sub-sets of relevant product-feature characteristics. For example, one group

only traded stocks that represented di�erent colors and memory sizes in phones, while

another group only traded stocks that represented di�erent screen types and camera

resolutions.

The authors ran two separate experimental information markets, one with graduate

management students and the other with senior marketing executives at a large mobile

services provider. Each information market had roughly 100 participants but traders

were allocated to six sub-markets with 5 to 21 traders each. Instead of trading 58 mu-

tually exclusive new product attributes in one large market, each sub-market featured

between 15 and 21 product attributes to reduce complexity for participants. Traders

posted buy and sell o�ers via a double-auction mechanism and markets ran up to 50

minutes. Portfolios were paid out based on volume-weighted average prices and the best

traders got the chance to win gift vouchers.

The researchers conclude that splitting features and attributes over di�erent information

markets can provide necessary scalability when evaluating complex new products hav-

ing potentially long feature lists without reducing the viability of applying information

markets, as compared to traditional methods for preference elicitation such as conjoint

analysis or surveys.

Spann et al. (2009) explored another valuable aspect of information markets during the

concept development and testing phase by focusing on traders as research objects. The

authors started with two hypotheses: �rst, individuals who hold and trade on superior

information about the underlying prediction target should perform relatively well in

prediction markets; and second, companies will bene�t from identifying and including

well-informed individuals in their development evaluation processes for innovative prod-

ucts.

To test these hypotheses, the authors ran an information market that predicted the

future success of potential movie releases. Participants were recruited via university

advertisements and web-site banners on a popular German movie site. Similar to the

previous studies described, the researchers applied a double-auction mechanism for trad-

ing. The markets ran for over two months and the best traders were given gift certi�cates.

By running post-study surveys with the participants, the researchers found that more
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knowledgeable and innovative individuals were signi�cantly more likely to be among

the best traders. Hence, they concluded that information markets can additionally be

used as an e�cient tool for identifying relevant information sources in the context of

innovation evaluation compared to complex survey-based methods (Herstatt and Hippel

1992).

Market introduction and di�usion

The earliest research on innovation-related information markets targeted market success

predictions. When it �rst began in 1999, HSX predicted the success of movies where the

casts and stories were already well de�ned. Only later did HSX incorporate less well-

de�ned movie elements such as the potential box-o�ce revenues of yet-to-be announced

sequels or the value of actors as individual prediction objects. HP used information

markets to predict the market success of already launched products such as printing

systems. The information markets outperformed o�cial forecasts in 75% of the events

studied (Chen and Plott 2002). And as mentioned before, a major German telecommu-

nication provider forecasted the demand for new mobile data packages and services via

information markets among senior management personnel (Spann and Skiera 2003a).

In short, information markets have been successfully applied for the purpose of infor-

mation sourcing and evaluation at all steps of the innovation process. The table in

Figure 3.3 summarizes the studies discussed in this section. In most cases, the markets

performed at least on par with alternative evaluation mechanisms, and on a satisfac-

tory level for initiators when applied in corporate environments, compared to existing

methods for forecasting new product success.
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3.3. Designing information markets for innovation

evaluation

The previous section illustrated that information markets have been successfully applied

as information sourcing, evaluation, and expert-identi�cation instruments at all phases of

the innovation process. The examples demonstrate the potential of information markets

for reducing uncertainty in the innovation processes and increasing the likelihood of

identifying successful decision options during an innovation endeavor. The following

sections will present and summarize the current state of research regarding the design

of information markets for innovation evaluation. We will introduce the relevant design

variables and discuss design choices based on prior �ndings in the domain of information

markets.

Information markets integrate four critical design elements: participants, stocks, trading

mechanisms and incentives. These four elements must e�ciently support the market's

underlying goals of sourcing meaningful information and providing superior evaluations,

while at the same time considering organizational and environmental constraints, which

may limit the implementation to certain design options (Soukhoroukova 2007).

3.3.1. Prediction objects

The underlying prediction targets are expressed via derivatives, whose value is subject to

the true outcome of the underlying prediction. They are most commonly referred to as

information market stock. The �rst critical design task when rendering the information

market stocks is to decide on the form of the prediction object. Spann (2002, p. 57)

di�erentiates between three basic types of underlying prediction values that can be

transferred to innovation-related information markets, as indicated below:

1. The prediction of absolute �gures, e.g. an innovation's potential customers, users,

revenue, or pro�t in a speci�c time frame or the days until the completion, or the

total money spent on an innovation project.

2. The prediction of relative �gures, e.g. the market share of an innovation in a

speci�c time frame, or expected preference shares for certain attributes when eval-

uating new product or service concepts.

3. The prediction of probabilities for binary or ordinal partitions of event outcomes,

e.g. the probability that a certain sales �gure will be surpassed with an innovative
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product or that an innovation will be marketed by a certain date.

Having selected appropriate prediction objects, the second critical task is to create non-

ambiguous prediction targets. The underlying prediction target must be de�ned in such

a way that future events are identically perceived by all market participants and the

market initiator. For example, predicting the market share of �the new BMW� may be

perceived ambiguously if more than one new model is being introduced to the market.

Similarly, the geographical and temporal context of the prediction needs to be well de-

�ned. In the same vein, relational conditions must be clearly carved out when predicting

percentage shares, e.g. �The market share of all new BMW 3-class models during the

�rst half of 2013 in Germany among all privately registered new vehicles.�

Arguably the greatest challenge when designing information market stocks for innovation

evaluation dealing with the lack of ex-post validation for early phase predictions.

When predicting the market success of innovations that have already been introduced to

the market, �nal stock prices can easily be linked to true market �gures after the pre-

dictions have taken place. However, when evaluating innovations at earlier phases of the

innovation process, true values to determine stock dividends are much harder to de�ne

and measure. Several theoretical and practical problems arise when designing an infor-

mation market to evaluate new product ideas or the potential of alternative concepts.

How can an information market's initiator truly measure the business potential of a new

product idea, which should determine the related stock's ultimate payout? First, it will

likely be di�cult to �nd an unquestionable measure for �business potential.� Second,

even if such measure is identi�ed, it may not materialize for quite a while, as innovation

development from the initial idea to �nal product usually takes many years. Finally,

it will likely be hard to discriminate the extent to which a speci�c idea contributed to

an innovation that can ultimately enter the market. Prior applications of information

markets for idea and concept evaluations have approached the issue by using market-

inherent determinants to pay-out stock prices.

For example, Lacomb et al. (2007), Spears et al. (2009), and Dahan et al. (2011) used

volume-weighted average stock prices of the �nal market trades prior to closing to deter-

mine their �nal value and pay out participants' portfolios. Similar to these applications,

Dahan et al. (2010) stopped their markets to evaluate product attributes randomly after

30 to 45 minutes run time without previously notifying the participants and then paid

out portfolios according to the last quoted stock prices.

Recent experiments have compared the predictive quality of information markets when
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paying out portfolios according to the abovementioned market-inherent stock valuations,

to paying out portfolios according to their true underlying value. The results demon-

strate that determining payouts by volume-weighted average prices and �nal market

prices can yield similarly good predictions compared to paying out stocks based on true

outcomes (Slamka and Jank 2009).

However, Ottaviani (2009) rightfully claims that such payout schemes are textbook ex-

amples of �Keynesian beauty contests,� where participants do not predict fundamental

values but rather what other participants believe the fundamental values to be. Instead,

he proposes using proxies of true outcomes to determine stock payouts, based on some

ex-post performance measure. For example, initiators could resort to expert committee

evaluations or anonymously run parallel markets with distinct and mutually unknown

participants where �nal market prices in one market determine the stock payouts in the

other (Ottaviani 2009).

Still, one may critically mention that such proposals move predictions of others' expec-

tations outside the market rather than abolishing them. Soukhoroukova et al. (2012)

paid out idea stocks in an industrial application based on senior management evalua-

tions. They mention that correlations between market prices and external evaluations

were low on average, but that their scheme was still widely accepted by market partic-

ipants. Finally, innovation management research frequently relies on expert or senior

management evaluations as validation criteria for innovation value in the absence of a

true, underlying value, which supports the idea applying expert evaluations as proxies

in cases where true outcomes can not be measured (Kristensson et al. 2004; Franke et al.

2006; Poetz and Schreier 2012).

We conclude that the biggest challenge in designing information market stocks and de�n-

ing their fundamental value arises when evaluating innovations at the idea or concept

stage. First, designing the stock in a way that it can be commonly understood is likely

to be more di�cult in the early stages, where not all characteristics of the idea can be

unambiguously described. This is particularly true for information markets that recruit

traders from di�erent organizational domains possessing very heterogeneous knowledge.

Second, �nding external validation criteria to determine the stocks' true values after

trading is likely impossible for stocks that derive value from the market potential of

ideas and concepts. Yet, novel research has shown that market-inherent payout schemes

and external proxies such as expert committees can provide meaningful alternatives for

determining the stocks' fundamental values.
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3.3.2. Participants

Information market participants are a key element to information market success. First,

they are the primary source of the information that is aggregated in the market prices.

While other sources of information are often publicly provided by the information market

initiator via in-market news windows or real-time tickers (Spann 2002, p. 197), trading

is essentially triggered by discrepancies in participants` private expectations (Luckner

2008, p. 20). As discussed earlier, participants engage in trading because they assume

that they possess information that allows them to harvest trading pro�ts.

In the context of innovation evaluation, traders may be recruited from all of the domains

that were discussed in Section 2.3.1. Including outside views from customers, suppli-

ers and experts is similarly associated with superior performance (Dye 2008). Although

participants' information remains sticky and tacit, the market mechanism can act as a

catalyst for revealing and aggregating it. Yet, di�erent types and compositions of par-

ticipants may be appropriate for di�erent stages of development.

Initiators need to be aware that information aggregates and �nal outcomes are, by

de�nition, transparent among market participants. All traders may use these

results alike, which may cause the �ow of knowledge to competitors, suppliers and cus-

tomers if the participants have been recruited from these groups. All things being equal,

the participation of these groups may result in increased competition or lower bargaining

power, e.g. if competitors obtain higher marginal utility from the market signals than

the initiating organization. Especially in the phase of idea generation and evaluation,

some participants may have the incentive to exploit the proposed ideas, which could neg-

atively impact the initiators' exploitation goals. For example, in the markets of Lacomb

et al. (2007) and Spears et al. (2009), employees evaluated ideas that were submitted

by themselves and the highest ranked idea received 50,000$ in research funding. Such

a setup creates incentives for idea owners to trade according to what is best for them

personally, rather than what would have the most positive business impact for the or-

ganization.

Such agency problems may be less relevant in applications during later phases of the

innovation process, when the innovation is more mature and closer to market introduc-

tion. Many relevant assets for innovation success may have already been acquired and

protected, such as access to physical resources, technologies, trademarks or distribution

channels.

Furthermore, and especially so during early phases of evaluation, it may be par-
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ticularly di�cult to recruit traders who actually possess valid information

regarding the broader and future market relevance of the proposed ideas. We illustrated

in the second chapter that this is not a problem that is exclusive to information markets

as a method for evaluating ideas. Still, initiators must consider that individuals may

be more likely to reveal current personal preferences than valid expectations of broader

market needs. Dahan et al. (2011) show that participants are indeed systematically

biased towards their own preferences when trading in information markets. In another

study, however, the researcher points out that information markets ultimately achieve

reduction of personal preference biases compared to aggregating pre-market beliefs (Da-

han et al. 2010).

Besides having participants who provide valuable information from multiple domains,

it is also important to have a su�cient amount of traders to provide the market with

liquidity. If all participants knew the stock's true underlying value perfectly, none of the

traders would have an incentive to buy or sell stocks, rendering the information market

futile. In fact, many researchers have stressed the advantage of including a signi�cant

number of uninformed traders in the market because that would enable traders with

highly diagnostic information to better pro�t from revealing their information (Wolfers

and Zitzewitz 2004).

Indeed, Lacomb et al. (2007) speci�cally included traders who were not expected to con-

tribute meaningful information in order to provide market liquidity. Informed traders

will more likely act upon their superior information and make markets actively, while

uninformed traders are more likely to engage in trading via price taking, as Oliven and

Rietz (2004) show in their analysis of trader behavior in information markets.

Finally, the fear of having participants who actively manipulate information

market outcomes has previously hindered the adoption of information markets for

related applications such as foreign-policy forecasting. Critics have proposed that ma-

nipulative traders could aim for and cause systematically skewed estimations (Pearlstein

2003).

So far, theoretical insight into the impact of manipulation on prediction accuracy is

scare. Robin Hanson and colleagues provide two experiments demonstrating that (1)

manipulators do not signi�cantly deteriorate market accuracy if the traders can identify

their presence (Hanson et al. 2006), and (2) external market observers will draw equally

e�cient inferences from market prices if manipulators are present (Hanson et al. 2007).
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However, in another experiment where manipulation incentives were signi�cantly higher,

market prediction quality deteriorated in cases where true beliefs pointed to high stock

prices and manipulators engaged in trading to lower stock prices (Deck et al. 2013).

Taking these �ndings into account, information markets appear quite robust in the pres-

ence of manipulative traders. However, results may deteriorate if incentives for truthful

revelation are overruled by higher incentives for manipulation for a su�cient number of

participants.

3.3.3. Trading mechanisms

Information markets only aggregate and reveal dispersed and heterogeneous private in-

formation via their price mechanism if market participants successfully engage in trans-

actions based on their expectations. The trading mechanism is therefore another integral

part of an information market. Most importantly, the trading mechanism controls the

speed and degree of independence by which market participants can execute transactions

at the desired quantities or prices. The mechanism consequently in�uences the liquidity

of the traders' assets and impacts the speed and magnitude by which traders actions can

in�uence stock prices. The majority of prior applications in laboratory experiments and

�eld applications have employed one of two main classes of market mechanisms. Trading

has either been facilitated via continuous double-auctions (CDAs), which allow partic-

ipants to exchange information market stocks and currency, or has used incorporated

automated market makers, which automatically provide liquidity (trading opportunities)

whenever participants decide to buy or sell information market stocks.

CDAs have been coined as the standard mechanism for information aggregation via

markets (Ledyard et al. 2009; Healy et al. 2010) due to their long history in experi-

mental markets and information markets (e.g. Smith (1962), Forsythe et al. (1992)).

Accordingly, CDAs were used as trading mechanisms in all cases of information market

application for innovation evaluation introduced in the previous section. As mentioned

earlier, CDAs facilitate trading via an open order book. Traders post buy and sell o�ers

in the order book. When prices of new buy o�ers are equal to or higher than prices of

outstanding sell o�ers, or if prices of new sell o�ers are equal to or lower than outstand-

ing buy o�ers, trades are executed between the parties involved.

Automated market-maker mechanisms facilitate traders' actions via an arti�cial

trading agent that aims to continuously provide a su�cient number of buy and sell o�ers
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close to current market prices, and which market participants can then interact with. If

market participants react to the market maker's buy o�ers, the asset price will rise and

if market participants react to the market maker's sell o�ers, the asset price will fall. In

any case, the market maker will update its current o�ers after asset price adjustments

to maintain the market's liquidity. Market makers' central bene�t lies in the continuous

provision of liquidity. In a thin market in which few participants engage in trading, par-

ticipants can easily reveal information via a market-maker mechanism because it never

requires a another participant as counter party in order to carry out a successful trade.

These trades would be less likely to be executed in a similar thin CDA-based market

(Hanson 2003). While market makers are considerably easier than CDAs for traders to

understand, they are subject to more endogenous and complex rule sets (Klingert 2013).

Automated market makers rely on algorithms that automatically adapt the stock prices

in case of participants buy or sell stocks.

There is a lively debate among experimental market researchers regarding the bene�ts

of the di�erent trading mechanisms and their relationships with markets' environmental

characteristics. Healy et al. (2010) conducted an extensive experiment comparing the

prediction errors of di�erent market mechanisms with alternative aggregation methods

such as surveys. They found that automated market makers signi�cantly outperform

CDAs in complex market environments in which outcomes may take multiple states.

Based on their results, the authors argue that (1) CDAs take two participants for a

successful trade, which is more labor intensive and may reduce information revelation

and (2) CDAs are more susceptible to far-o� last reports because any single trade can

produce large shifts in stock prices, which is naturally prevented when using automated

market makers.

Although current research on information market applications for innovation evaluation

mainly featured CDAs, it would be wrong to conclude that CDAs are the trading mech-

anism of choice in this context. First, the mechanism may have been overly represented

simply because most software providers have only started to introduce automated mar-

ket makers as trading mechanisms over the last couple of years. Today, however, most

professional providers of information market software such as Inkling or Crowdworx rely

on some form of automated market maker to facilitate trading. According to a senior

manager at Crowdworx, clients particularly appreciate that information markets provide

meaningful and fast aggregation with very few participants and are quite robust against

very quick price changes. Especially for early phase innovation evaluations, Crowdworx
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clients often invite only a limited set of in-house participants to better protect intellec-

tual property.

Finally, �nancial markets often provide the opportunity to post o�ers or commit trades

by borrowing money and stocks. Credit-based trading has been present in the do-

main of information markets since they were �rst applied (Forsythe et al. 1999). From

the previously discussed applications, only Lacomb et al. (2007) allowed short-selling

of stock and none of the applications allowed participants to have negative cash ac-

counts. Short-selling was disabled mainly because the concept is di�cult to understand

for novices to �nancial markets (Chen and Plott 2002; Spears et al. 2009).

On the one hand, buying or selling via lending money or stocks may bene�t market

e�ciency by allowing traders to reveal information without the necessity of having the

corresponding capital. On the other hand, allowing credit-based trading may motivate

traders who have previously lost money and stocks to resort to borrowing for trading, as

was discussed with Prospect Theory (Miller and Chen 2004). Extensive credit allowances

may also have detrimental e�ects on market e�ciency, if building on the basic assump-

tion that the traders previously lost money because they provided information that did

not improve market predictions.

One reason for not allowing credit-based trading is the lack of experience in using it. The

information market applications discussed earlier were mainly �rst-time applications in

their respective organizations and initiators may have been shy to test novel extensions

such as automated market makers or credit-based trading. Another reason could be that

allowing credit creates a problem in virtual currency markets. How should initiators act

upon negative virtual currency accounts after stocks have been paid out? If credit-based

trading is disabled, traders may, at worst, end up with a portfolio value of 0, in the case

that they spend all of their cash on stocks that did not pay out any dividends. When

allowing credit-based trading, however, traders could end up with negative portfolios af-

ter trading, and initiators would likely be reluctant to penalize negative portfolios after

the information markets have �nished.

In sum, credit-based trading could fuel information revelation but could also induce the

wrong subjects to overly engage in trading. Additionally, it could negatively impact

the current perception of information markets for corporate innovation evaluation as a

playful and enjoyable instrument. It seems to have been a sensible choice for the cited

organizations to restrain themselves from implementing it.
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3.3.4. Incentives

Information market incentives govern the likelihood that participants will join the mar-

ket and reveal truthful information via trading. Initiators should aim to align incentives

for joining with those for truthful revelation. However, high participation rates could

have negative e�ects on information market quality if additional traders do not help to

improve prediction quality. The information market applications that were previously

discussed did not o�er speci�c incentives for signing up to participate but o�ered incen-

tives that were only conditional upon good trading performance.

In general, incentives for the revelation of truthful information are tied to �nal portfolio

values after the underlying outcomes are quanti�ed and the stocks are paid out accord-

ingly.

At �rst, the initiator must decide whether participants will use their own currency in the

information market, or if they will be exempted from any direct �nancial risk. Early po-

litical stock markets required participants to invest private funds (Forsythe et al. 1992),

but limited maximum investment to no more than 500 US-$.

During the last decade, two studies have explored whether real-money markets

outperform play-money markets that do not require private investments. Servan-

Schreiber et al. (2004) compared two popular online information markets for sports

forecasting, one based on real money and the other on play money. They found that

the predictions in both markets were equally precise and signi�cantly outperformed in-

dividual expert predictions. They conclude that information markets do not necessarily

need to provide the incentive of monetary gains as long as other incentives motivate par-

ticipants to engage in trading and to outperform their peers. Another study analyzed

similar data from the same information markets but from a broader domain of topics

and over a di�erent time frame (Rosenbloom and Notz 2006). The authors found that

the results were equally accurate, but only for sports predictions where participation was

similarly high in the play-money markets. However, the play-money market performed

worse in less populated special-interest markets. The authors propose that either the

retention of losers in the play-money market or the disproportionately larger number of

marginal traders in the real-money markets could explain the discrepancies (Rosenbloom

and Notz 2006).

Taking these �ndings into account, it may be important to assess what potential risks

arise from introducing a real-money information market. If traders are allowed to buy

any amount of shares in such a market, the participants with signi�cantly more �nancial

resources might exert signi�cantly more in�uence on the market prices. Drawing from
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the results of Deck et al. (2013), these traders could consequently be able to manipu-

late market price interpretations. Such a danger can be mitigated by limiting overall

individual investment. Furthermore, requiring participants to invest real money would

eventually cause some participants to lose money, in the case the market derives liquid-

ity only from participants' investments. It appears questionable whether information

markets would still be broadly perceived as a enjoyable experience by the vast majority

of participants. Early-phase innovation evaluations that lack valid ex-post criteria to

determine stock payout could particularly su�er from being perceived as unfair in the

case that participants lose real money based on evaluations that do not necessarily re-

�ect �true value.�

After the initiator decides to base incentives on participants' real-money investments or

personal funds in a play-money market, an appropriate incentive scheme needs to be

designed. Three options are most commonly used in experimental, public or corporate

information markets (Spann and Skiera 2003a; Luckner 2008, p. 81):

1. Participants' prize money or probability of winning a prize is deducted from their

portfolio after the stocks have been paid out via a transformation function, e.g. 1

US-$ per currency unit in the portfolio after the stocks have been paid out.

2. Prizes are paid out according to participants' rank order after the stocks have been

paid out, e.g. 500 US-$ to the best, 300 US-$ to the second-best, and 200 US-$ to

the third-best trader.

3. Prizes are awarded independent of information market performance, e.g. a �at fee

is paid to every participant.

In their �eld study, Luckner (2007) found that only rank-order and performance-compatible

schemes lead to good prediction results, stressing the necessity for incentivizing truthful

information revelation. Yet, the researchers also �nd that incentives via portfolio trans-

formation may reduce trading activity due to risk aversion. Building on previous work

showing that individuals are, on average, mildly risk averse, the authors argue that indi-

viduals will be more reluctant to engage in trading when each trade has a direct impact

on unambiguous cash holdings.

In our examples of information markets for innovation evaluation, we �nd 9 studies that

employed rank-order tournaments to distribute incentives among participants, and only

one very early application by Chen and Plott (2002) that cashed out participants by

transforming their �nal portfolio value into real currency. It appears sensible to use
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rankings to ra�e prices where the number of entries you get is determined by your rank;

particularly in markets with many participants. Initiators may �nd it necessary to cap

incentives at a certain threshold of participants in order to limit prize money but still

create attractive incentives for the best traders.

In sum, performance-related incentives are a necessary precursor for the aggregation of

information by information markets. Yet, previous applications and research have shown

that it may be harmful to require participants to invest private funds for trading. In

most of these applications discussed, initiators handed out play money to traders and

distributed incentives among the top ranking traders after the markets had �nished.
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Evaluation

In this chapter, we will discuss the origins and impacts of important judgmental biases

in the context of innovation evaluation. We will speci�cally focus the impact of biases

on innovation-related decision making. We begin by highlighting, in Section 4.1, the

increasing focus in economic research on agent behavior that departs from the traditional

economic assumption of rationality. Next, in Section 4.2, we will introduce the reader

to biases with speci�c attention to their origins in cognitive heuristics and motivation.

A literature review is conducted in Section 4.3 to identify the most important biases

in innovation management, their impact on innovation (evaluation) decisions and their

respective origins, so as to further narrow the focus for the subsequent empirical research.

Finally, in Section 4.4, we draw on current �ndings from information, �nancial, and

experimental markets, and on the insights from the previous chapter, to discuss the

potential impacts of judgmental biases in applying information markets for innovation

evaluation.

4.1. (Ir)rationality in economic behavior

�Traditional economic theory postulates an `economic man', who, in the

course of being `economic', is also `rational'. This man is assumed to have

knowledge of the relevant aspects of his environment, which, if not absolutely

complete, is at least impressively clear and voluminous. He is assumed also

to have a well-organized and stable system of preferences, and a skill in

computation that enables him to calculate, for the alternative courses of

action that are available to him, which of these will permit him to reach the

highest attainable point on his preference scale.� (Simon 1955)

Popular opinion from economic research has historically been guided by the assumption

that most economists perceive human beings as fully informed, exclusively rational, and
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purely egoistic actors, who often strictly aim to maximize monetarily-valued utility, and

that such a perception is hardly re�ected by human nature (Eichner 1983). Based upon

these beliefs, public critics have often mildly derided the results of economic research

as largely unattached to the true mechanisms that drive economic behavior, and have

hence, criticized these results for their lack of external validity (Trivers 2011).

Yet, when examining the work of well-known economists, one can �nd a great deal of

evidence that only a few scholars believed that human subjects are truly fully-informed

and rational agents. Adam Smith, in The Theory of Moral Sentiments, referred to

human behavior as a continuous struggle between passions and impartial objectivity.

Smith stressed that passions often overrule the impartial perspective, leaving it impo-

tent (Ashraf et al. 2005). Even Jeremy Bentham and his student, John Stuart Mill,

often portrayed as the inventors of the �economic man�, were well aware that their par-

simonious renderings of individual utility lacked external validity because of its complex

psychological underpinnings and the large variances in human character (Persky 1995;

Camerer and Loewenstein 2004).

As indicated by the introductory quotation, however, most economic theory indisputably

draws from the abovementioned concept of the �economic man� (Eichner 1983). Simon

(1959) points out that classical economists had �. . .largely been preoccupied with nor-

mative macroeconomics . . .�, and that they considered rationality a reasonably facile

assumption for deducing theoretical models. Simon furthermore agrees with the critics

and stresses that the extension of these assumptions to the study of micro-economic re-

lationships yields especially fundamental problems because it �. . .neglects the processes

and mechanisms through which [individual adaption to subjective environments] takes

place.� Rather than building deductive theory from untested assumptions, Simon urges

empirical studies on the reality and behavioral implications of subjective utility, infor-

mation and environments (Simon 1955). Awarded with a Nobel Prize in 1978, Simon is

often portrayed as a founder of behavioral economic research. His criticism of classical

economic theory and his subsequent introduction of the �bounded rationality� concept

are considered as the forefront of overcoming the gap between traditional assumptions

of economic behavior and the subjective realities of economic actors (Kahneman 2003).

Indeed, the second half of the last century produced a whole new stream of research

on the mechanisms and processes of human decision making and their impact on eco-

nomic behavior. Scholars have identi�ed several domains in which empirical results

have departed from the �economic man� assumption. Today, arguably, the most impact

is attributable to results that identi�ed human �shortcomings� in decision making under
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uncertainty. Most prominently represented by the research of Daniel Kahneman and

Amos Tversky, psychologists have shown that humans make systematically erroneous

decisions, if one applies the expected behavior of the �economic man� as a yard stick

(Sent 2004). In the tradition of Simon (1959), however, subjects who depart from the

�economic man� should not be confused with irrational subjects if subjectively perceived

environments di�er from objective environments. Therefore, many researchers agree

that such departures or biases should be studied without necessarily branding them ir-

rational, especially as the rationality terminology remains largely ill-de�ned (Milijkovic

2005).

4.2. Fundamentals of bias in decision making

Human biases can be described as skewed subjective perceptions of objective realities.

Biased subjects are deterred from accessing, memorizing or utilizing objectively diagnos-

tic information, but instead yield alternated versions of reality after mental processing.

Biases result from invalid external information cues or invalid cue processing. In the

latter case, subjects transform valid external information cues into invalid internal re-

�ections of these cues. Actions are considered biased if subjects apply invalid information

to form expectations, make evaluations, or render decisions that would be considered

incorrect based on an objective assessment of publicly available information. There has

been an ongoing debate on the origins of biased decision making by human agents. The

predominant view in behavioral economics attributes biased decisions to systematic cog-

nitive processes that underlie human information retrieval and processing (Nisbett and

Ross 1980). In social psychology, however, a considerable strand of research has argued

for considering motivational factors or a�ective states as important drivers of biased

decision making (Kunda 1990). Some researchers have long called for an increasing inte-

gration of cognitively and motivationally-induced biases (Tetlock and Levi 1982), while

others add that motivational and cognitive biases have distinct origins and character-

istics, and that more bene�t comes from analyzing and understanding both concepts

attributively and interactively (Moore and Healy 2008; Hilbert 2012). In the following

sections, we will introduce both approaches to explain the origins of biases, and highlight

their speci�c formation and characteristics.
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4.2.1. Biases from heuristics and cognitive processing

Biases from heuristics and cognitive processing result from skewed information retrieval

or processing. The popular heuristics and biases terminology was coined by Daniel

Kahneman and Amos Tversky, who studied phenomena that indicated ine�ective hu-

man information use, leading them to develop theoretical approaches to help under-

stand the underlying mechanisms (Goldstein and Hogarth 1997). Cognitive biases occur

when subjects systematically access and process distorted information via heuristics from

memories or environmental cues (Kahneman 2003). Several such systematic distortions

have been introduced to the current body of research. In the following paragraphs, a

few cognitive biases will be introduced. We will also highlight the notion that heuristic

decision making is not necessarily ine�cient or biased.

First, humans frequently retrieve skewed information that overly contributes to the for-

mation of speci�c beliefs. Subjects tend to equate the presence of information to the

relevance of that information. This will frequently, for example, lead subjects to overesti-

mate the relative probabilities of certain events that have more exposure than others due

to media coverage and which lack valid data. Anchoring e�ects document the systematic

misuse of information. Subjects make evaluations based on present cues or anchors, even

if these cues are objectively unrelated to the focal evaluation task or imply implausible

results (Mussweiler and Englich 2005).

For example, subjects overestimate the proportion of fatalities related to accidents com-

pared to more subtle illnesses because accidents are more frequently visualized and

sensationalized by the media (Serfas 2011). Similarly and more closely related to inno-

vation evaluation, successful new products are more often featured in the press than

�ops, which may induce an overestimation of success probability for new products in

general. Furthermore, anchoring may prevent innovators from discriminating between

potentially successful innovations. An innovator may perceive the degree of an innova-

tion's novelty as a positive per se because it may underline the personal creative e�ort.

However, the innovator would likely underestimate the potential negative e�ects of nov-

elty, e.g. having to explain the innovation or train potential customers.

Of course, heuristics do not always lead people to bad or �awed decisions.

Many researchers have found empirical evidence that simple heuristics can, in fact, be

very e�ective in human decision making (Gigerenzer and Todd 2008). For instance,

Scheibehenne and Bröder (2007) show that lay people can provide similarly good pre-

dictions for the outcome of tennis tournaments compared to o�cial experts by merely

recognizing player names. In another �eld experiment, forecasts based on name recog-
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nition were not only as accurate as statements about voting intentions in predicting

federal and state elections in Germany but even worked well with very �lousy� samples

(Gaissmaier and Marewski 2011). Such �ndings underline the assertions of prominent

critics like Gerd Gigerenzer, who suggest not to focus the study of heuristics on �awed

results (Gigerenzer and Brighton 2009); a focus on the biased use of heuristics does very

little to explain the ecological validity of heuristics in general (Gilovich and Gri�n 2002).

In fact, �[...] equating limits with failure, and lack of limits with success, may underlie

a deep misunderstanding about the consequences of omniscience, which may inhibit the

retrieval of really relevant information]� (Gigerenzer and Todd 2008).

In sum, a large body of research has explicitly studied heuristics that produce cogni-

tive biases, while other researchers argue that such a focus systematically misrepresents

human decision-making heuristics by focusing on the below-average distribution tail of

heuristic decision making (Gigerenzer and Brighton 2009). We agree with the proponents

of studying cognitive biases, who point out that certain biases arise systematically

by �awed heuristics (Kahneman 2003) and that �awed heuristics imply distortions

in information acquisition and processing. It is by no means uncommon in the business

world or science to focus a study on distortions in order to ultimately overcome them

(Serfas 2011).

4.2.2. Biases from motivation

The previous section highlighted that subjects often make ill-informed decisions, even

if they were properly motivated. In this section, we will focus on motivation. The

following paragraphs will provide a brief introduction to the concept of motivation and

show that motivation may preemptively interfere with the rendering of valid decisions

because it forms uncorrelated subjective goals (Kunda 1990).

Motivation is commonly referred to as subjective goal formation. Motives are related

to emotions; they re�ect preference or susceptibility for speci�c classes of incentives of

similar background. Such preference �nds expression in analogous disposition to per-

ceive and evaluate situations. The dispositional character of motives allows observation

of motivations only if they are stimulated by motive-relevant situations. A motive man-

ifests in a subject's tendency to observe and engage in situations in a speci�c manner

(Rothermund and Eder 2011).

Motives are considered relatively stable over time. They are inherited or learned. Fig-

ure 4.1 presents the basic model of traditional motivation theory. Motivations are con-
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Figure 4.1.: Classical model of motivation from motivational psychology (Source: Rhein-
berg (1997))

sidered structures that are embedded in a person and which are triggered by relevant

stimuli in a given situation. Such stimuli can be located inside or outside the subject.

Intrinsic motivation draws from internal stimuli by which an action itself provides the

focal subject with pleasure or satisfaction. Extrinsic motivation draws from external

stimuli that drive action via material or non-material rewards. Material rewards can

relate to the acquisition of �nancial bene�ts whereas non-material rewards can relate

to aspects of personal security or external appreciation (Heckhausen and Heckhausen

2006). Only the interaction of subject, stimuli and situation create motivation. Conse-

quently, the motivation controls or in�uences behavior, i.e. perception, evaluation and

action (Rheinberg 1997).

Biases from motivation in (innovation) evaluation occur when individuals pursue

goals that are independent of objectively accurate decisions or evaluations. In this case,

intrinsic and extrinsic stimuli provide incentives that bring the subject away from mak-

ing objectively valid evaluations.

Pyszczynski and Greenberg (1987) developed a model that describes how intrinsic stim-

uli for self-enhancement can in�uence motivation to bias decision making. According

to their model, the goal of maintaining high levels of self-esteem and the human ten-

dency towards biased hypotheses and testing creates biases that lead to the creation

of overly positive self-images. Biased hypothesis testing refers to the assumption that

decisions are generally formed based on developing a hypothesis and then collecting in-

formation to test it. However, humans will tend to search for information that supports

the hypothesis because they are more likely to retrieve case-positive information and

put more value on information the earlier it is retrieved Pyszczynski and Greenberg
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(1987). For instance, subjects who were told they performed badly in an intelligence test

attributed more validity to critical reports than supportive ones for the importance of

applying intelligence tests during job interviews (Pyszczynski et al. 1985).

Shepperd et al. (2008) highlight that intrinsic stimuli often motivate self-enhancement,

which may lead to biased evaluations. Subjects make self-serving attributions because

they bene�t in self-worth. Hence, they assume responsibility for the desired outcomes

but neglect responsibility for outcomes that are not desired. In the context of innova-

tion evaluation, such self-serving e�ects may prevent participants from validly assessing

an innovation's value. Innovations that bene�t other participants more than the focal

subject are thus more likely to receive bad reviews by the subject, even if the task urges

objective evaluation.

In sum, motivations are essential drivers of human behavior. Biases from motivation

occur because subjects are exposed to stimuli and situations that drive motivation, and

behavior that hinders the rendering of objectively valid evaluations. Alicke and Sedikides

(2009) found very strong empirical evidence supporting the important role of motivation

in imposing goals that prevent subjects from making objectively valid evaluations.

4.3. Systematic literature review of research on

biases in innovation management

As discussed in the previous chapter, the e�ectiveness of innovation evaluation largely

depends on identifying individuals who hold valuable information and who desire to

apply this information to the evaluation task at hand. However, the previous section

has highlighted the fact that subjects may be hindered from making valid decisions due to

biased information retrieval and processing. Di�erent biases may have distinct origins

in motivation and cognitive processes, or in informational environments that deprive

cognitive heuristics of their e�ectiveness. The following section aims to highlight the

origins and manifestations of such biases in innovation management decisions. We will

especially focus on decisions that are closely related to the evaluation of innovations.

The goal of this section is to provide answers to four central questions:

1. Which biases are most relevant in the innovation management process in general

and in innovation evaluation tasks in particular?

2. How are these biases conceptualized?
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3. To what extent are these biases rooted in motivational and cognitive processes?

4. Which impacts on innovation-related decision making can be observed?

The following section will address these central questions by conducting a systematic

literature review. We will present the reader with a thorough overview of the most

important biases in the domain of innovation management and their respective origins

in cognition and motivation.

4.3.1. Methodology

We began the literature review by selecting a set of relevant and su�ciently well-

regarded scienti�c journals. The selection was carried out by referring to the VHB

Jourqual2 rankings by the German Academic Association of university professors in

business administration. The VHB Jourqual2 ranking re�ects quality perceptions of

national and international scienti�c publications from the perspective of university pro-

fessors in German-speaking countries and is arguably the most popular tool in Germany

for ranking journals and quantifying scienti�c publication quality and performance in

economic disciplines (Schrader and Hennig-Thurau 2009). In order to maintain a high

level of input quality, we decided to cap the journal selection at A-ranked journals, or

the second highest quality level out of a total of six quality levels (A+ to E). The se-

lection was further narrowed down by only selecting journals from the VHB-Jourqual2

sub-rankings forMarketing, Technology and Innovation Management, and General Busi-

ness Studies, which are either the most closely related to innovation management topics

or cover all areas of business administration at a su�cient quality level and are likely

to provide valuable publications for further analysis in the area of innovation manage-

ment (Schrader and Hennig-Thurau 2009). (We scanned the 2011 issues of all journals

in this selection and focused the analysis on those journals that featured at least one

article per issue that dealt with biases in innovation) After the journals were selected,

we set the starting date at 1991 in order to focus on recent publications, yet control for

emerging and fading trends in research during the last two decades. We then scanned

the titles, keyword listings, and abstracts of all publications within the selected journals

for the inclusion criteria keywords of bias(es), heuristic(s), judgment(s), and innovation

(management) to create a list in which each entry represented a single scienti�c article

that could be examined more closely. For better clarity and readability, we will refer to

the individual articles via numerical citations that correspond to the literature overview

table in the Appendix.
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Journal title VHB Jourqual2 rank

Academy of Management Journal (AMJ) A+
Management Science (ManSci) A+
Journal of Marketing (JM) A+
Journal of Marketing Research (JMR) A+
Strategic Management Journal (SMJ) A
Research Policy (RP) A
Journal of Business Venturing (JBV) A
Journal of Product Innovation Management (JPIM) A
Organization Science (OrgSci) A

Table 4.1.: Journals selected for the systematic literature review

4.3.2. Results

Based on abovementioned search criteria, we identi�ed 112 articles from the nine pre-

selected journals. Afterwards, we examined these 112 articles to see whether they sub-

stantially addressed the relationship between judgmental biases and decision making in

innovation evaluation. This examination resulted in a �nal selection of 75 articles. These

articles were then coded by (1) the focal bias(es) they were addressing, (2) whether the

bias(es) were rooted in cognitive and/or motivational origins, (3) methodology and (4)

unit of analysis.

The allocation of biases to articles was carried out by the author and two research

assistants who wrote their graduate thesis about biases in innovation development. In-

dependently, all three reviewers wrote down biases that were referred to in the articles

based on the bias de�nitions that will be provided below. Afterwards, the three lists were

integrated by taking the intersection of all three analyses. Articles that did not provide

a bias that was shared at least by two reviewers were discussed in detail to allocate the

proper bias(es). The following paragraphs will show that some ambiguities exist among

researchers as to how categorize the focal biases of their studies. Bias origins were coded

similarly by matching their description to origins in cognition and/or motivation. The

review will show that scholars most commonly argue for combinations of cognitive and

motivational in�uencing factors behind biased decisions.

Biases in innovation management and evaluation

On average, we extracted 9.4 articles from each journal. Most articles were published in

ManSci (21) and the least number of articles was found in RP (1). Between 1991 and
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Figure 4.2.: Number of articles on biases in innovation management, by bias and year
(Source: Own depiction)

2002, we see little change in the average number of articles published per year, which is

1.6. Strong growth in publication numbers starts in 2003 and rises continuously, with

the average number of articles per year climbing to 5.7 between 2003 and 2012. The

awarding of the Nobel Prize to Daniel Kahneman in 2002, whose research pioneered the

fundamentals of decision biases and covered many facets of biased decisions' impacts in

economic environments (Tversky and Kahneman 1975), may explain the steep increase

in bias-related research thereafter. The �rst research question of the literature review

addresses the distribution of distinct biases in innovation management research articles.

Figure 4.2 visualizes the prevalence of the biases in all selected journals from 1991 to

2012. The graph displays the six biases that are most frequently mentioned throughout

the articles. Out of these, overcon�dence has harnessed the most attention over the last

decade, with 24 publications. Comparing the total number of articles with the number

of articles per bias in Figure 4.2, it can be seen that many articles focused on more than

one bias. Some of these articles presented reviews on the impact of biases, while others

referred to relationships among certain biases. The following paragraphs will focus on the

second, third, and fourth questions mentioned above and address the conceptualization

of the biases, their roots in cognition and motivation, and their potential impact on
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innovation-related decision making.

Representation and availability-related biases

Human agents can systematically misinterpret signal similarity if they fail to account

for other relevant factors. The may relate an object's characteristics to an underlying

category that does not truly representing the object [16]. For example, potential busi-

ness partners might heavily overestimate the possibility of founding a successful start-up

because their information environment may overstate success probabilities. The media

may feature success stories more prominently and the founders could ignore base rates

that imply signi�cantly higher failure rates.

In our literature search, we identi�ed seven articles that referred to misinterpretation

of signal representativeness as the origin of bias. The studies applied laboratory exper-

iments [20][25][43][74] or �eld studies with individual subject data [16][42] to explore

susceptibility to representation-related biases.

It is not surprising that all studies referred to cognitive heuristics as an origin for the bias,

as representation-related biases directly stem from the non-motivated misinterpretation

of environmental information. One of the studies investigated whether genetic factors

could explain susceptibility to management-related biases such as representativeness bi-

ases. In a twin-based �eld study, the researcher found evidence that cognition-related

biases such as representativeness- and availability-related biases can be increased by ge-

netic factors [16].

Three of the experimental studies and one �eld study speci�cally focused on forecasting

problems, which we have closely related to innovation-evaluation in the previous chap-

ters. In the �rst example, a series of experiments investigated how subjective probability

estimates systematically depend on partitioning the variables that are being estimated

[25]. A popular approach in assessing subjective probabilities is to transform (continu-

ous) outcome variables into sets of exclusive and exhaustive events, e.g. �Will the new

smartphone sell less than, equal to or more than x units?�. The experimenters found that

�assessed probabilities are systematically biased toward a uniform distribution over all

events into which the relevant state space happens to be partitioned� [25]. Domain ex-

pertise may reduce but not eliminate such dependency of forecasts on outcome-variable

partitions. The researchers' advice to provide forecasters with multiple partitions is to

raise awareness that forecasters may assign probabilities based on partitions independent

of the underlying prediction objects. The other two experimental studies focused on the
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reaction to diagnostic signals such past demand �gures. The researchers found that fore-

casters underreact to signals in unstable environments and overreact to signals in stable

environments because they ignore the underlying systems or base rates [43]. This rela-

tionship is attenuated if the stable environment shows less true underlying trends (i.e.,

�permanent shocks in the time series�[43]). Furthermore, forecasters, who are very good

at predicting extreme outcomes, are sub-average predictors overall. Precisely predicting

the potential of a radical yet highly successful innovation might actually be signal of

poor judgment, because (a) extreme events such as highly successful radical innovations

are very rare and (b) forecasters who take into account all available information would

be less likely to predict such rare outcomes [20]. A �eld study in the domain of movie

success predictions using information markets further indicates base-rate neglect. If

forecasters have personal preferences for certain prediction objects, predictions of these

objects will likely be overly optimistic. For example, subjects will overgeneralize their

personal preference for sophisticated movies and underestimate the potential for non-

elitist genres such as thrillers [42].

The last experimental study focused on the perception of innovative products [74]. Sub-

jects were presented with either incrementally new or radically new products. The

researchers found that potential customers will often evaluate radically new products as

considerably worse than incrementally new products because they fail to imagine their

use bene�ts. Yet when subjects are provided with several examples of use bene�ts, rad-

ically new products will receive better evaluations than incrementally new products due

to the fact that contextual (overly represented) factors such as di�culty experienced

during the visualization process are less important [74].

Overall, we �nd that individuals will often fail to validly access and assess diagnos-

tic information to form evaluations. The forecasting experiments particularly highlight

human di�culties in drawing valid conclusions from statistical information such as distri-

bution of past demand or the performance of alternative products. The last experiment

described shows that future use value may be particularly hard to evaluate because it

remains a virtual and thus underrepresented entity in the present compared to diag-

nostic signals such as potential switching costs. The �ndings imply the importance of

assisting individuals when they are searching for and using information to form beliefs

in the context of innovation evaluation.
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Con�rmation biases

Con�rmation biases build on the observation that people will more likely seek or inter-

pret information in accordance with their existing beliefs, expectations or formulated

hypotheses (Nickerson 1998). This bias has been closely related to positive test strate-

gies that incline subjects to assume a statement to be true in the absence of compelling

evidence for or against it. Individuals do not naturally attempt to falsify their own

hypotheses to validate their truth, but rather search for supportive arguments for these

hypotheses (Evans 1989).

Five articles from our literature sample addressed con�rmatory information seeking and

interpretation. Three of articles took a formal approach in addressing con�rmation bi-

ases among entrepreneurs [6][10][62]. The �rst article explored why entrepreneurs and

business founders attribute much of their entrepreneurial decision making to intuition.

The authors particularly argued for limited cognitive ability as a bias origin. Company

founders often apply positive hypothesis testing to attribute venture decisions to their

intuition because they �[are] simply not able to consciously identify any more veri�able,

obvious or compelling basis for having proceeded with the venture founding�[10]. The

second article found that entrepreneurs appear especially prone to con�rmation biases.

Sole founders have more opportunity to attribute positive signals to personal decisions

in the absence of status-competing peers, who may frequently provide contrary evidence.

For example, in a corporate environment, managers' assessments are more likely to be

directly challenged by colleagues, which may prevent managers from looking only at

con�rmatory information. The researchers propose that entrepreneurs who are less sus-

ceptible to extant con�rmation seeking are more likely to be successful [6]. Accordingly,

con�rmation seeking may cause entrepreneurs to delay business failure. They escalate

their commitment in business ventures because alternative action would require them

to falsify the initial hypothesis of venture success. In the article, the researchers argue

that con�rmatory information seeking for delaying business failure may allow founders

to balance emotional distress, since longer periods of �anticipatory grieving� may lower

the level of grief triggered by the failure event and allow them to recuperate faster [62].

Apart from entrepreneurship, con�rmatory information seeking may also impact orga-

nizational learning ability. A qualitative study showed that con�rmatory information

seeking may prevent organizations from learning from rare negative events such as failed

innovation projects. As these events provide singular points of evidence, their causes

are often attributed to external factors before related data and implications are fully
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exploited. This is especially true for organizations with successful histories in similar

undertakings. Here, true learning from negative rare events is curbed by seeking infor-

mation from past success, which supports the attribution of failure to external factors

[67].

A �nal experimental study concluded that managers are perceived to be more e�ective

and better at evaluating their own performance if they actively seek positive and neg-

ative feedback from superiors, peers, and subordinates [2]. Individuals perform better

in organizational contexts if they overcome con�rmation bias and show willingness to

personally challenge positive self-image. Such a �nding may be especially helpful in

organizational evaluation tasks where individuals must consider heterogeneous informa-

tion, such as in the evaluation of innovation.

In conclusion, con�rmatory information seeking may strongly in�uence individual deci-

sion making by biasing them toward support of previously rendered beliefs. Three of

the �ve studies reviewed particularly highlight that decision quality will be positively

related to the ability to seek information that is relevant but that does not systemati-

cally support a previously formed hypothesis. In the context of innovation evaluation,

con�rmation biases may block openness to new information or evidence that contradicts

previously-made personal assessments.

Loss Aversion

In total, 16 of the articles addressed loss aversion (LA). LA is a central component

Prospect Theory (PT), which was developed by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). PT

challenges the classical expected value theory for decision making under risk, in which

expected values are rendered on the basis of a normative axiomatic foundation [14].

Instead, PT suggests that individuals perceive the value of risky decisions relative to

reference points, so that marginal utility decreases with distance from the reference

point [60]. Subjects overestimate the probability of unlikely events [41]. In this context,

LA biases individuals to weigh losses and disadvantages more so than gains or advan-

tages [41]. Losses loom larger than changes for the better [54]. As a consequence of LA,

PT predicts that subjects will prefer riskier choices when alternative decision options

are presented as sure losses, than if they are expected to yield sure gains [66].

The selected articles more frequently explained LA more as having motivational rather

than cognitive origins (10 vs. 3). On the individual level of corporate decisions mak-

ers, the pronounced motivational rationale for loss aversion generalizes from behavioral
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ecology, which stresses �instincts for switching risk preference in the face of survival�:

Human agents risk more not only to avoid death but to avoid any certain loss [14][16][31].

Cognitive awareness and experience with risky situations counteracts the motivation to

avert losses [1][31]. On a �rm level, higher risk taking in loss situations is explained by

the motivation to keep the business a�oat [30], especially if certain losses would result

in total failure [62].

We found three main types of studies in the review: theoretical analysis [1][14][41][62],

laboratory experiments [31][47][54][60][66] and �eld studies at the �rm level [18][30][40][47].

On the �rm level, the studies explored the impact of actual �nancial situations, as com-

pared to aspiration levels, on risk-seeking behavior [40][47] and innovation-related spend-

ing [18][30]. All studies found support for LA. Firms invest more in innovation when

they are performing below aspirational levels. This is especially true for family-owned

businesses, where losses are more directly related to the personal wealth of decision mak-

ers [30]. Hence, perceiving organizational performance as below target may induce �rms

to reach overly favorable evaluations in order to start innovation endeavors.

The experimental studies aimed at exploring the relationship of LA to risk taking in

more detail. In particular, the likelihood of making riskier investments in loss situations

appears positively related to the degree to which subjects experience unpleasant feelings

(through increased loss expectation) or pleasant feelings (through mood maintenance)

[60]. Innovation managers are more likely to invest in highly innovative (and perceptu-

ally more risky) ventures than in incremental innovation projects in the face of losses

from previous investments [58]. Additionally, framing subjects with a positive history in

risky decision outcomes attenuates risk propensity, which positively impacts risky deci-

sion making in loss and gain situations [66]. Compared to described outcomes of risky

decisions, self-experienced outcomes increase pessimism with regard to outcome proba-

bilities, but only for gains and not for losses [31]. Subjects only learn to adopt LA in

gain scenarios. Finally, LA a�ects real option valuations. Real option problems closely

resemble information markets as mechanisms for uncertain corporate decision making.

LA induces buyers and sellers to price options below their expected values because call

options can be framed as alternatives to sure gains and put options as alternatives to

potential losses [48]. Researchers stress that the aggregate evaluations of multiple risky

decisions may yield more valid results because it may mitigate the e�ect of overly pro-

nounced risk-averseness in gains and risk-seeking in losses [41]

To sum up, the studies demonstrate that LA contributes signi�cantly to explaining sit-

uations that impact the likelihood of innovation undertakings. As an integral part of
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prospect theory, LA especially a�ects instances in which innovations may be spurred by

perceiving riskless alternatives as sure losses. This can be important in the context of in-

novation evaluation, because it may require evaluators to assess whether environmental

sure loss conditions incline them to be overly risk-seeking and biased towards investing

in innovation objects.

Status-Quo Bias

The status-quo bias describes a human tendency to disproportionately choose options

that are consistent with the previous course of action (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988).

Status-quo biases have been closely related to and even rooted in the previously de-

scribed phenomena of endowment e�ects and loss aversion. Tversky and Kahneman

(1991) found status-quo biases consistent with loss aversion, as proposed by Prospect

Theory when past actions have led to success. In a situation where previous actions have

resulted in success, a change of action will be unlikely to be preferred, as the reference

point (continuing the course of action) would likely be perceived as a sure gain. Yet,

status quo biases even persist when there are no gain or loss frames, in which case the

bias is unlikely to be solely prompted by loss aversion (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988).

Ritov and Brainerd (1992) show that status quo may be at least partially triggered in

cases where maintaining the status quo requires no action and changing it requires ac-

tion. Their experiments indicate that status quo biases do not materialize when keeping

the status quo and changing it requires equal action and that status quo biases can be

reversed in cases where only keeping the status quo requires action.

In total, 11 articles in the sample referred to status quo biases. Out of these, only a few

articles referred to the psychological foundations of the bias. One article that studied

genetic sources of various management-related biases found that status-quo-consistent

decisions may be traced to genetic disposition [16]. Three articles speci�cally addressing

the circumstances in which status quo biases occur in top management decision making

argued that successful past performance acts as a cognitive anchor that prevents chang-

ing the course of action [4][11][66], even if new circumstances allow the decision maker

to do so. Past engagement and success in risky decisions may increase risk propensity

[66], decrease risk perception [66], and disengage the search for critical opinions, which

is closely related to con�rmatory information seeking [4]. Based on o�cial records, one

�eld study showed that the longer the tenure of top managers and the higher their past

performance, the less likely they will be to commit to strategic change [11]. In another
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�eld study that focused on o�cial CEO statements, the researchers documented that

CEOs who pay more attention to future events will be quicker to detect and develop

innovation opportunities [73]. Yet, the more innovative the undertaking, the less likely

the executives will be to abandon the innovation project in the light of poor forecasts,

most likely because they expect excessive payouts if they complete it [58].

Compared to employed managers, entrepreneurs appear to be less susceptible to sta-

tus quo biases because they are, by de�nition, individuals who have self-selected into

challenging the status quo by starting businesses [12]. Yet, in a way closely related to

overcon�dence and con�rmation biases, entrepreneurs may exhibit status quo biases in

the context of failing ventures [21][62]. One experimental study among entrepreneurs

showed that, similar to the case with top managers, previous venture success will in-

crease status quo bias, as will personal investment or the lack of personal options besides

the venture [21]. These personal drivers are, however, moderated by the entrepreneur's

degree of extrinsic motivation. The more an entrepreneur seeks �nancial reward, the

less these factors will hinder him from accepting business failure [21].

In summary, status quo biases are particular relevant in contexts where innovations

compete with on-going concerns regarding resources within organizations. Especially in

organizations that have experienced long-term business success in the past, status quo

biases may negatively impact the evaluation of innovations that systematically part from

previous business practices, such as in the introduction of radically new technologies or

very di�erent customer groups.

Overcon�dence

Researchers commonly describe overcon�dence as �inaccurate, overly positive percep-

tions of one`s abilities or knowledge� (Anderson et al. 2012). Yet, Moore and Healy

(2008) highlight that the literature has often referred to three distinct facets of over-

con�dence that re�ect the �ndings from our sample: (1) Overestimation of actual

performance (often coined optimism), (2) overplacement of relative perfor-

mance, and (3) overprecision regarding outcome certainty.

The �rst variety of overcon�dence describes the overestimation of absolute performance,

level of control, and chance of success, such as in overestimating the ability to suc-

cessfully develop an innovation. According to Moore and Healy (2008), overestimation

is the most empirically studied kind of overcon�dence. The second type of overcon�-

dence refers to believing oneself to be better than others at tasks such as evaluating

the potential success of an innovation. The last kind of overcon�dence expresses exten-
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sive certainty in the precision of one's beliefs. Such overprecision has repeatedly been

demonstrated in experimental studies in which participants were typically required to

provide 90% con�dence intervals to questions with numerical answers, but where these

intervals frequently comprised less than 50% true answers (Soll and Klayman 2004).

Moore and Small (2007) show that overplacement and overestimation are positively re-

lated if subjects draw inferences about relative placement by �rst learning about the

performance of other subjects. This positive relationship particularly emerges in hard

tasks that more closely resemble tasks in innovation management.

These �ndings may resemble the reality of con�dence formation in innovation evalua-

tions tasks. Camerer and Lovallo (1999) posit that overplacement results from perceived

gaps between task di�culty for oneself and task di�culty for others. The authors ar-

gue that neglecting reference groups frequently yields lower expectations about personal

capability and likelihood of others to perform comparably well on tasks. For example,

innovators that aim to venture into new technology �elds will often underestimate the

likelihood of competition in such �elds.

The entrepreneurship literature highlights that individuals will often form perceptions of

relative performance by rating their own potential performance as superior to the perfor-

mance of others (Mobius et al. 2011). Signals about others' past innovation success are

more available than cues about others' failures and personal performance in innovation

projects that will only generate results in the future. Diagnostic signals about one's

own performance in entrepreneurial and innovation-related tasks are hard to come by

because outcomes of entrepreneurial activity always lie in the future for newly-founded

companies (Simon and Houghton 2003; Hayward et al. 2004). Furthermore, if this in-

formation is available but unsatisfactory, it may be neglected, supporting the notion of

con�rmatory information search (Hayward et al. 2006).

We found 33 studies in our sample that referred to overcon�dence. Out of the these, 26

articles identi�ed motivation as the important driver for overcon�dence, most notably

self-enhancement and self-attribution motives. 16 articles referred to cognitive drivers,

of which many closely related overcon�dence to the misinterpretation of signals, (e.g.

[35][41][65]).

The vast majority of our sample investigated overexpectation as a manifestation of over-

con�dence. 19 articles investigated the relationship of optimism to innovation-related

tasks. Out of these, six articles speci�cally focused on �rm actors such as innovation

managers [65] or top managers [9][28][32][36][44] and concluded that overcon�dence is
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positively related to the pursuit, but not the success, of innovation projects. Ten articles

focused on entrepreneurial tendencies to be overly optimistic. Facing similar uncertain

situations, entrepreneurs are more con�dent about the opportunities that stem from un-

certainty and their ability to exploit these opportunities [6][34][41][45][55]. The studies

con�rm the �ndings of Cooper (1988), who stress that such success certainty is system-

atically unrealistic among business founders. A more recent simulation study found that

self-selection e�ects may play an important role in the overoptimism of individuals in

entrepreneurial roles [38].

Four articles positively related the tendency to overestimate personal capabilities to

overplacement of performance in relation to others [32][41][55][70]. Overplacement has

been found to negatively impact information seeking when starting a business, an e�ect

that is attenuated in more uncertain domains [19]. Such a relationship may be explained

by increased myopia in areas that are more unfamiliar [52].

Overprecision was the focus of four articles. Those studies found a general tendency

toward overprecision in judgment [13][46][63], which may be more pronounced in more

uncertain domains [13]. Overprecision can be successfully reduced by providing valid

feedback or stimulating estimators to consider alternative answers [46]. One recent

experiment demonstrated that advisors' con�dence in advice precision may negatively

a�ect advice seekers' payo�s [57].

In summary, overcon�dence appears to be a very present bias in the context of innovation-

related tasks in organizations. Overestimation of oneself and overplacement in relation

to others seem to be pronounced in environments that feature high degrees of uncer-

tainty. In such environments, outcomes are less likely to be traced back to personal

performance, which supports attributive or neglectful behavior in positive or negative

outcomes. The domain of entrepreneurship comprises the bulk of the literature. It may

be easier to regard and study new �rms or their founders as potentially overcon�dent

entities because overcon�dence and success variables relate more closely to each other in

new �rms. In contrast, established �rms may attract overcon�dent individuals only in

particular uncertainty- and innovation-related departments, which may complicate the

study of the relationship between overcon�dence and organizational success.
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4.4. Judgmental biases in information markets for

innovation evaluation

Information markets for innovation evaluation can be prone to biases that may have

negative impact on their results.

In researching biases in information markets, it is possible to draw from speci�c obser-

vations of �nancial asset markets that are not necessarily related to evaluating in-

novations. We highlighted in the previous chapter that information markets are closely

related to �nancial or asset markets, which underlines the presence of market-related

biases in information markets. While speci�c research on the impact of biases in in-

formation markets is still scarce (Wu et al. 2008), we can draw on the large body of

experimental and �eld research in �nancial markets.

One early study tested the extent to which markets can e�ectively aggregate informa-

tion (Plott and Sunder 1982). Information was usually provided in an unambiguous and

well-de�ned form, e.g. as precise likelihoods. The researchers could not refute the no-

tion that privately distributed information is e�ciently re�ected by market prices in

these environments. In reality, however, no market aggregates objective information,

but rather, subjective beliefs. Markets are made by agents that act within the limits

of bounded rationality (Camerer and Lovallo 1999) and real market environments often

provoke biased actions because information hardly allows for unambiguous processing

and application.

In the context of innovation evaluation, information market participants may be subject

to the very biases that a�ect individuals in innovation management, as were presented

in the previous section. The underlying rationales for initiating and running informa-

tion markets for innovation evaluation re�ect the motivations that were discussed in

the previous sections. While the information market resembles a novel mechanism for

innovation evaluation, initiators and participants are comparable to any situation, in

which innovations need to be evaluated. We can therefore integrate �ndings from the

literature with observations from speci�c conditions in information markets and discuss

the impact of biases that are subject to innovation evaluation tasks rather than market

mechanisms.

Representation-related biases in�uence asset prices and prediction errors in information

markets. In �eld experiments at Google and HP, potential prediction outcomes were

partitioned into multiple stocks, where each stock represented a certain interval band
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of the outcome space (Chen and Plott 2002; Cowgill et al. 2008). Yet, another series of

laboratory experiments showed that (1) partitions have signi�cant e�ect on �nal mar-

ket prices and that (2) partitions similarly a�ect experienced traders or market experts

(Sonnemann 2008). Initiators' partition decisions may negatively impact the ability of

participants to reveal valid information. �Unpacking one event (of three) into two compo-

nent intervals increases its judged probability by about .25� (Sonnemann 2008). Closely

related to the representativeness bias discussed in Section 4.3.2, subjects base their in-

formation market actions on the amount and concrete boundaries of events that underlie

the stocks. Sonnemann (2008) suggests that initiators may reduce potential biases and

improve prediction quality by running simultaneous markets that feature di�erent par-

titions and aggregate results from these markets.

Furthermore, participants in (experimental) asset markets have been frequently found

to confuse trading to maximize portfolio values with trading to increase the price of pre-

ferred stocks. Subjects do not cease from buying preferred stocks, even if they receive

strong signals that these stocks will likely perform weakly. Research commonly refers to

this phenomenon as the �wishful-thinking e�ect�. Forsythe et al. (1999) used experimen-

tal markets to explore the wishful-thinking e�ect in political information markets. If

subjects have external incentives that motivate high stock prices (e.g. a high vote share

of the preferred political party), their trading will be biased towards market-external

preferences. Seybert and Bloom�eld (2009) ran a set of experiments to discriminate

between wishful thinking (trading) based on observing market signals that manifest into

larger bets on preferred outcomes, and overestimation that is based on overly positive

private beliefs. Their results indicate that market-based wishful thinking will frequently

be contagious, causing the private overestimations of other participants. As subjects

usually learn about each others' beliefs via bets (or market trades), they �start to think

wishfully.� In the experiments, market trading appeared to positively accentuate the

wishful beliefs of a few traders via the market-based wishful thinking of many.

Such an observation can be particularly important in the context of information markets

for innovation evaluation. In this case, participants will likely relate the positive out-

come of certain stocks with potentially larger personal bene�t. For instance, potential

customers may gain more utility from one potential product characteristic than another,

and employees may bene�t more if information markets predict positive outcomes for

objects that were developed in their own departments. In these examples, stocks would

include a price premium based on overestimation and wishful-thinking.
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Ultimately, overcon�dence must be considered in the context of information markets for

innovation evaluation since certain potential participants are particularly likely to be

overcon�dent and because it has often been observed that overcon�dent subjects can

negatively in�uence the outcome of the related asset market.

Section 4.3.2 has shown that overcon�dence appears more prominent among business

founders, entrepreneurs, innovation managers, inventors and those top managers who

are more strongly engaged in developing and introducing innovations. Additionally, the

previous sections highlighted that �nancial markets may particularly attract overcon�-

dent market agents and su�er from their participation. The last decade has provided

vivid examples of how a few apparently overcon�dent individuals can bring enormous

losses to very large institutions (Clark 2008). As such, researchers have demonstrated

genuine interest in evaluating the impact of overcon�dence on asset markets (e.g. Mal-

mendier et al. (2011)).

Two streams of research in the context of asset markets have investigated the potential

impact of overcon�dent traders on individual gains and market price e�ciency. One line

of research extended classical market models with agents who sacri�ce rationality for

overcon�dence regarding the precision of their information. In these models, overcon�-

dent investors overestimate the value of private estimations, hold risky portfolios, trade

excessively, and deter stock market prices from reaching their fundamental value (Odean

1998; Daniel et al. 1998; Gervais 2001). Additionally, empirical results have revealed that

overcon�dence signi�cantly impacts asset trading. Most prominently, overcon�dent sub-

jects show increased trading activity and lowest individual performance in current �nd-

ings (see Wu et al. (2008) for a review). Closely related to information markets, Deaves

et al. (2009) studied the impact of di�erent manifestations of overcon�dence on trading

behavior in an experimental asset market. The authors found that overestimation and

better-than-average e�ects are positively correlated and signi�cantly increment overall

trading activity in an experimental asset market. Yet their experiments do not provide

insight on how overcon�dence impacts overall market e�ciency. Wu et al. (2008) stress

that more research relating individual overcon�dence to market outcomes is needed.

4.5. Summary

This aims of this chapter were two-fold: �rst, to provide a more thorough understanding

about the origins and impacts of important judgmental biases in the context of inno-

vation and its evaluation; and second, to discuss the impact of judgmental biases on
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information markets in the context of innovation evaluation.

With regard to the �rst target, we found that rich evidence exists demonstrating a

detrimental impact of judgmental biases on the success of innovations. With regard to

the origin of biases, the results lack clarity. While many articles related the biases in

question to motivational or cognitive sources, we can not assert that researchers have

attributed the biases to unequivocal origins by mutual consent. It appears that more

research is needed to better discriminate (or unite, compare Kunda (1990)) and explain

the origins of judgmental biases in the context of innovation evaluation. Based on the

literature review, we found �ve biases that were most prominently featured. Their char-

acteristics and impact in the context of innovation evaluation have been presented in

detail above. Out of these, overcon�dence garnered the most attention by researchers

in innovation management. The review shows that overcon�dence can be considered

a driving force behind much innovation activity. Overcon�dence is frequently found

amongst entrepreneurs and managers who particularly embrace innovation. Overcon-

�dent subjects are more likely see a bene�t in engaging in innovation and in reaching

positive evaluations of innovative undertakings because they underestimate their risk of

failure.

Focusing on the impact of judgmental biases on information in the context of innova-

tion evaluation, the current research in the domain of �nancial markets has provided

important insights for future research. We found that previous research from analogous

domains has explored and analyzed the impact of various judgmental biases on mecha-

nisms and situations that can be closely related to information markets for innovation

evaluation. The �ndings show that important biases in the context of innovation evalua-

tion, such as endowment e�ects, optimism or overcon�dence, frequently and signi�cantly

impact agents' behavior and outcomes in markets that are closely related to information

markets.

In sum, judgmental biases will often have strong in�uence on decision-making in the

context of innovation evaluation. The literature review reveals that most studies have

attributed negative consequences to the presence of judgmental biases. The review of

the research has also suggested that information markets may su�er from participants'

judgmental biases, even though these markets have been deemed highly e�cient in ag-

gregating information. However, very little empirical insight exists regarding how infor-

mation markets function when exposed to judgmental biases in the context of innovation

evaluation.
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In the following chapter, we will carve out the structural elements of our empirical re-

search. On the one hand, the previous chapters have illustrated the potential bene�ts

of applying information markets as organizational mechanism to source and aggregate

information for innovation evaluation. On the other hand, we have discussed how in-

novation evaluation in general and information markets in particular may be prone to

judgmental biases. This chapter will consider these �ndings in the context of our re-

search goals. First, we will discuss a research focus on the overcon�dence bias in the

context of information markets in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, an appropriate level of

analysis is introduced. Next, we will continue by identifying a suitable research method

in Section 5.3. Lastly, Section 5.4 will highlight the research process and introduce our

empirical study.

5.1. Focus on overcon�dence

This thesis set out to provide a more profound understanding on how judgmental biases

impact innovation evaluation. Our have �ndings so far demonstrated that a consider-

able number of biases can be identi�ed in the context of innovation management and

information markets. Section 4.4 illustrated that information markets for innovation

evaluation can frequently incorporate innovation-related biases; however, we also found

that current direct insights are scarce and often anecdotal in nature. Systematic obser-

vation is required to substantiate an understanding of the potential e�ects of bias.

As Franke (2002) stresses in the tradition of Karl Popper's critical rationalism, a re-

searcher needs to test theory-based hypotheses via empirical investigation to reveal ob-

jective realities. Based on the �ndings gathered from the literature, we therefore need

to develop assumptions about the e�ects of particular biases on the outcomes of inno-

vation evaluation tasks via information markets and test these assumptions empirically.

However, available resources, the vast array of biases, and their distinct e�ects require

us to limit our empirical focus.
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Based on the �ndings presented in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, we chose overcon�dence

as the focal bias for our empirical research.

Overcon�dence is a very relevant and prominently-featured bias in the context of inno-

vation management and (�nancial) market research. The previous section demonstrated

that overcon�dence is prominently featured in the research of both domains. More

speci�cally, overcon�dence has been shown to have potentially negative in�uence on the

outcome of �nancial markets' e�ciency in aggregating information (Odean 1998) and on

the success of innovation endeavors (Hayward et al. 2006). As information markets draw

from market e�ciency to increase the viability of innovation evaluation (and hence, the

success potential of innovations), gaining a profound understanding about the impact of

overcon�dence in this context is imperative.

Overcon�dence has been particularly observed among individuals who are frequently

present in the context of innovation evaluation. Entrepreneurs (Trevelyan 2008), inven-

tors (Astebro et al. 2007) and innovation-advocating executives (Galasso and Simcoe

2011), for example, have all been found to exhibit above average degrees of overcon�-

dence and are likely participants in information markets used to evaluate the potential

of innovations.

So far, very limited research exists that speci�cally focuses the impact of overcon�dence

on the e�ciency of information markets as instruments for innovation evaluation. While

Chapter 3 highlighted the fact that information markets have garnered increasing at-

tention as an e�ective tool for evaluating innovations, Chapter 4 showed that limited

research exists in the speci�c domain of innovation evaluation regarding how overcon-

�dence a�ects results when applying information markets to evaluate the potential of

innovations. While previous research has speci�cally called for empirical research to

study the impact of overcon�dence in information markets (Wu et al. 2008), these calls

have so far gone unanswered.

Follow upon the recent work on overcon�dence in psychological experiments that was

presented in Chapter 4, we conceptualize overcon�dence in the context of innovation

evaluation as the belief of having an unrealistically good understanding about the future

potential of an innovation (Anderson et al. 2012). Overcon�dent subjects draw expecta-

tions about their performance and others' performance from skewed distributions, which

leads them to overestimate their own performance and overplace themselves among peers

(Larrick et al. 2007). Accordingly, our concept of overcon�dence will manifest itself in

two ways: the overcon�dent subject will overestimate his ability to evaluate the potential
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of innovations, and the overcon�dent subject will overplace his performance in relation

to peers who also participate in the group-based evaluation task.

Theoretical work in the context of entrepreneurship has indicated that such a di�erenti-

ation between perceived personal performance and the performance of others is common

in innovation-evaluation tasks. Hayward et al. (2006) argue that although founders are

aware that most ventures fail, they believe that they will beat the odds. We therefore

focus on the impact of overcon�dence that leads individuals to overestimate innovation-

evaluation performance on its own and in relation to others.

5.2. Level of analysis

Overcon�dence is an individual characteristic. However, based on the �ndings dis-

cussed in Chapter 4, the impact of individual overcon�dence on innovation-evaluation

at the group level can be driven by two interrelated domains: the impact of overcon�-

dence on overcon�dent subjects' individual actions and the interaction of overcon�dent

subjects with other participants.

First, the characteristics and in�uence of overcon�dence can be observed on an indi-

vidual level. Overcon�dence is a trait that �nds expression via overcon�dent subjects'

actions. Overcon�dence acts upon decision making particularly in the context of inno-

vation evaluation. Con�dence appears to be variably pronounced among individuals

who participate in innovation evaluation tasks. While mild overcon�dence in one's own

personal ability in evaluation tasks has been found to be a very common human trait

by early psychological studies (Fischho� et al. 1977), considerably higher and more het-

erogeneous degrees of overcon�dence appear to be particularly present in innovation

evaluation tasks (Hayward et al. 2006). We presented arguments in the previous section

that self-selection may systematically attract some individuals with particularly high

degrees of overcon�dence, such as entrepreneurs, inventors and top-managers, to par-

ticipate in innovation tasks. The previous chapter showed that the degree of individual

overcon�dence in�uences individual evaluation of innovations, but we also stressed that

an understanding of this phenomenon in the context of information markets is lack-

ing. Hence, the �rst level of analysis in our study addresses the genesis of individual

overcon�dence in innovation evaluation and its impact on individual decision making in

innovation evaluation via information markets.

Second, overcon�dent subjects interact in information markets with other participants.

On the one hand, overcon�dence could potentially in�uence the trading by overcon�dent
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subjects, which would then be perceived, processed and incorporated by other partici-

pants into their actions. On the other hand, overcon�dence could potentially in�uence

the way overcon�dent subjects perceive other participants' behavior in the market. For

example, as discussed in the previous chapter, overcon�dent subjects may be less open

to market signals to update private information (Deaves et al. 2009). Both directions of

interaction can be studied by uniting multiple subjects in information markets, which

leads to the second level of analysis.

In summary, to build an understanding about the impact of overcon�dence on the indi-

vidual level, yet also gain valuable insight about its impact on the quality of information

markets for innovation evaluation, we need to study the particular in�uence of overcon-

�dence on (1) individual behavior and (2) interactions in information markets. Only

then can we gain a true understanding about the relationship between overcon�dence,

individual action and information market outcomes.

Our empirical studies therefore need to focus on two distinct levels of analysis. On the

�rst level, we will explore the impact of overcon�dence on individual behavior in infor-

mation markets in a controlled individual environment. On the second level, we

will investigate the impact of overcon�dence on the evaluation quality of an information

market in an integrated environment using individual agents but group-based

outcomes.

5.3. Methodology

We focus our study on the impact of the individual characteristic of overcon�dence on

both individual behavior and the group-level outcome (i.e. evaluation quality) of infor-

mation markets. Sorensen et al. (2010) show that surveys, �eld studies, and case studies

have traditionally been the methods of choice for innovation management researchers,

although researchers have stressed that laboratory experiments would provide more valu-

able results if the research object �[were] practically and meaningfully isolated from a

broader context of innovation� (Sorensen et al. 2010). In our research, overcon�dence

acts as the independent variable, while the dependent variables are individual behavior

in information markets and innovation evaluation quality. Our research object therefore

�ts the abovementioned suggestion for applying laboratory experiments.

In psychology, causal relationships between traits and behavior are predominantly stud-
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ied via laboratory experiments (Shaughnessey et al. 2012). It has been suggested that

similar research questions in the �eld of management decision making should employ

the same methods as psychology, although experiments could su�er from low contextual

realism (Scandura and Williams 2000). Laboratory experiments can provide signi�cant

bene�ts in answering our research questions.

However, signi�cant practical barriers oppose �eld studies. Our subjects cannot be

easily sampled or recruited for �eld experiments. Furthermore, our focal characteristic,

overcon�dence, is heterogeneously dispersed and is not easily observed among individuals

(Anderson and Kildu� 2009). Additionally, overcon�dence appears concentrated among

individuals like CEOs, venture capitalists and entrepreneurs, who presumably have rela-

tively little time to participate in extensive studies that focus on their individual behavior

and interactions in group tasks. Furthermore, overcon�dent yet high-ranking subjects

may be more reluctant to participate in experiments that could ultimately undermine

their decision-making competency.

More importantly, focusing on the scienti�c methodology, we can only draw inferences

about causal relationships between con�dence and individual actions if we successfully

control for con�dence levels among subjects. The strength of laboratory experiments

lies in the rigid control over variables and environmental conditions in order to draw

conclusions about such causal relationships (Willer and Walker 2007). The systematic

manipulation of overcon�dence in a laboratory experiment produces three advantages

for our research approach.

First, laboratory experiments allow the recruitment of homogeneous subjects in or-

der to reduce variance in characteristics other than the manipulated feature. However,

it should be noted that a large degree of variety in subject characteristics provides addi-

tional variance and unwanted error when relating overcon�dence to individual behavior

and information-market outcomes.

Second, laboratory experiments allow researchers to exert the best amount of con-

trol over the desired independent variable. A successful manipulation creates

variance in individual con�dence that allows the valid investigation of the relationship

between (over)con�dence and behavior in information markets. Aside from its practical

barriers, manipulating con�dence outside the laboratory may likely be impossible be-

cause individuals are highly in�uenced by the context and cues given in previous tasks.

Experiences of task performance within their natural environments are embedded within

individuals, which likely reduces the potential e�ect of con�dence manipulation.

Third, laboratory experiments can create a close relationship between the source
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of overcon�dence and the focal task, in which overcon�dence in�uences subject

behavior. Research has shown that individual levels of overcon�dence do not necessarily

span domains. Being overcon�dent in one task does not reliably predict overcon�dence

levels in another task. Perceived task di�culty and social context largely predict the rel-

evant facets of overcon�dence. Tasks that subjects perceive to be di�cult for themselves

but even harder for others likely produce the highest amount of overcon�dence, both

in an absolute sense and in relation to others (Larrick et al. 2007). To induce the least

amount variance when studying overcon�dence in innovation evaluation tasks, it may

therefore be important to manipulate overcon�dence via a close relationship between

the source of overcon�dence and the task domain.

Overall, a critical assumption underlying the interpretation of laboratory experiments

is that the insights gained in the lab can be generalized to the world beyond.

For physical laws and processes, evidence supports the idea that what happens in the

laboratory is equally valid in the broader world. Yet much controversy exists regarding

the conditions in which the same will hold true for social experiments that focus on

individual psychological conditions or the behavior of human groups. Levitt and List

(2007) highlight that moral and ethical considerations, the nature and extent of scrutiny

of ones actions by others, (self-)selection processes, the context of decision making, and

the stakes of decision making heavily in�uence behavior in the lab, apart from monetary

considerations. The researchers stress that these factors di�er between the laboratory

and the social context the lab aims to resemble, which could prevent researcher from

being able to generalize �ndings in a straightforward manner.

Other researchers have discussed recruiting student subjects in particular. Recruiting

students brings the advantage that the recruiting process does not require extant re-

sources, as subjects are readily available and usually cheap. Another advantage is that

student characteristics can be better controlled in terms of educational background and

domain knowledge, compared to drawing subjects from the general population. Thus,

results would be more closely related to the experimental manipulation since they would

exhibit less unexplained error. Additionally, carefully selected subjects may be more

appropriate than random samples in cases where the experimental results are to be re-

lated to professional groups that can hardly be recruited for experiments. For example,

accounting MBA students have been found to be appropriate subjects for studying the

behavior of professionals, while bachelor students in economics did not su�ciently resem-

ble accountants' behaviors in various experimental tasks (Liyanarachchi 2007). Similar

�ndings have also been reported for studies related to the underlying research of group-
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based innovation evaluation, e.g. the �nding that undergraduate students should not be

used to study the behavior of managers in decision support systems but that participants

can be appropriately sampled from graduate students (Remus 1989). As a consequence,

recruiting students may uncover systematic error if researchers falsely assume the gen-

eralizability of the student behavior in the experiment to the real-world behavior that

the researcher aims to explain.

In the end, Levitt and List (2007) emphasize the exclusive value of laboratory exper-

iments that study economic behavior, regardless of the abovementioned shortcomings.

Instead of using experimental results as highly diagnostic cues for real-life behavior, the

authors suggest to understand them as a crucial �rst understanding regarding fundamen-

tal behavioral mechanisms that would otherwise be di�cult to observe and understand

in real-world studies. Our experiments build upon this suggestion.

Our empirical studies address the impact of the individual characteristic of overcon-

�dence on individual behavior in information markets and on innovation evaluation

quality as a group-based outcome of information market trading. Separate experi-

ments allow us to isolate these two levels of analysis and their respective goals to reach

a more valid conclusion regarding the impact of overcon�dence on each dependent vari-

able. As our analysis units are individual behavior in information markets and outcomes

of information markets, we selected individual and market-related outcomes as granular

dependent variables.

On the individual level, we needed to develop a controlled environment that allowed us

to isolate and investigate the relationship between overcon�dence and individual behav-

ior. On the level of information market outcomes, we needed to test information market

performance in the light of real innovation evaluation tasks to validly assess the impact

of overcon�dence on information market e�cacy.

Finally, it would be di�cult to recruit a su�cient number of subjects when focusing on

outcomes of single market periods as the granular level of analysis. Each market period

characterizes only case for both levels of analysis.

Many experiments in behavioral market economics have encountered such a subject-

related bottleneck by allowing subjects to participate in more than one market period

while still analyzing each period independently (e.g. Seybert and Bloom�eld (2009),

Healy et al. (2010), and Jian and Sami (2011)). Within-subject designs are gener-

ally accepted in psychological and economic experimental research, but researchers have
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been encouraged to better account for subject-based errors during analysis. Methodolog-

ical work has stressed the importance of applying multi-level approaches when analysis

requires controlling for within-subject error (Judd et al. 2001) or aims to explain group-

level outcomes (Kashy and Kenny 2000; Van Kleef et al. 2010).

To summarize, our empirical studies use laboratory experiments to investigate the im-

pact of overcon�dence in innovation evaluation by drawing from student subjects. One

experimental study is focused on individual behavior in information markets, while the

other experiment is focused on the impact of overcon�dence on the outcome of informa-

tion markets for innovation evaluation. Subjects interact in multiple market periods, a

condition which has been successfully controlled for by using within-subject designs to

analyze the results.

5.4. Research process

We constrained our research focus to the impact of individual overcon�dence in infor-

mation markets and, as illustrated in the previous section, the experimental methods

chosen appear to be most salient for studying the individual and group-based level of

analysis. Figure 5.1 re�ects our research process for the empirical studies. We began at

the most granular level by testing whether con�dence in innovation evaluation could be

experimentally manipulated as an individual trait. After developing a feasible manipu-

lation to create arti�cial con�dence levels in the laboratory, we continued on to the �rst

experiment addressing the relationship between con�dence and participation behavior in

the context of information markets. Here, the focus was set upon individual behavior in

a controlled market environment to isolate the e�ects of con�dence. Finally, we studied

the interaction between individual participation behavior at controlled con�dence levels

in information markets and other human agents. In this experiment, the relationship

between participants' con�dence levels and information market evaluation quality be-

came the focus of attention.

In the following subsections, we will introduce the three steps of the research process.

Each subsection will brie�y address the theoretical and empirical background for our

study and highlight our speci�c goals with regard to the gaps in the current literature

and our central research questions.
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Figure 5.1.: Research process and level of analysis of the three empirical studies (Source:
Own depiction)

5.4.1. Individual con�dence manipulation

Causal relationships are studied in laboratory experiments by examining the e�ects that

result from manipulating a particular impact factor. In our case, we aimed to study the

impact of di�erent con�dence levels.

Drawing on research in social psychology, there are numerous examples where exper-

imenters have successfully shaped participants' self-concepts via false-feedback ma-

nipulation.

Frey (1978) provides an early example in which personal performance is experimentally

manipulated to test subjects' reactions to success and failure in public or private con-

ditions after receiving or evaluating performance feedback. In the experiment, student

subjects took an intelligence test and received �ctitious results that were either below

or above the average. Here, the performance-feedback manipulation induced signi�cant

di�erences in subjects' subsequent behavior. Depending on their perceived performance

and public or private feedback on their test scores, the subjects systematically chose

di�erent strategies to increase presented self-value.

More closely related to self-concept manipulation, Greenberg et al. (1992) arti�cially
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induced high and low self-esteem via false feedback. These experiments focused on the

relationship between self esteem and anxiety levels in experiencing and expecting shock.

The authors found that student subjects manipulated to have high self-esteem physio-

logically experienced and reported signi�cantly lower levels of anxiety when experiencing

or expecting shock.

The speci�c manipulation of overcon�dence has only recently been applied in a

psychological experiment. Anderson et al. (2012) studied the status-enhancing e�ect

of overcon�dence. The researchers used overly positive feedback on a pre-experimental

estimation task to induce overcon�dence. This treatment successfully induced overcon-

�dence in student subjects while preventing subjects from gaining increased self-esteem

or suspecting that they had been given false feedback. After the manipulation, overcon-

�dent subjects were paired with subjects who did not receive the treatment to repeat

a similar task as a team. The study showed that arti�cially-induced overcon�dence

positively in�uences subjects' perceived competency and status, both by themselves

and by their respective partners. However, the researchers stress that the con�dence

manipulation carried out speci�cally focused on the ability to predict other peoples'

characteristics. They highlight that individuals are often largely unaware of their accu-

racy in perceiving others, which makes it easier to exploit in experimental manipulation

(Ames and Kammrath 2004). While their study gives indication that con�dence can

be successfully manipulated in a laboratory, it lacks relation to overcon�dence in the

context of innovation evaluation.

In summary, a large body of experimental research in psychology has demonstrated the

feasibility and success of manipulating self-concepts in general and overcon�dence in par-

ticular. Based on the research, it is possible to develop and test a suitable treatment that

allows us to induce overcon�dence by providing manipulated feedback. The treatment

check addresses the domain of innovation evaluation because we later focus on innovation

evaluation tasks. Also, the above-mentioned study by Anderson et al. (2012) highlighted

that the speci�c manipulation they used should not be indiscriminately transferred to

di�erent task domains.

5.4.2. Overcon�dence and individual behavior in information

markets

On the individual level, we aimed to gain an understanding of the impact of overcon�-

dence on individual behavior in information markets. However, in real-life information
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markets with multiple human participants, observing individual traits and overall mar-

ket behavior to help understand relationships between individual traits and individual

behavior may be impossible. All market actions (except the �rst market action) are

potentially subject to interactions between the initial subjective condition and the mar-

ket actions of other participants. This would likely prevent a researcher from validly

explain variance in a subject's behavior based on his condition alone, which, in our case,

relates to con�dence. Yet, researchers have also stressed that too little is known about

the direct relationship between con�dence and market behavior (Oberlechner and Osler

2012). Our �rst experiment therefore set out to create an experimental environment

that would allow us to learn about the direct e�ects of di�erent con�dence levels on

individual trading behavior in information markets.

In an experimental setting, a researcher should rigorously control the environment across

di�erent treatment conditions. In a market experiment, such control requires stability of

the market environment across treatments. Researchers have previously engaged actors

to control and stabilize live human interactions in studies that focused on economic be-

havior (e.g. Kopelman et al. (2006)). In an information market, such actors could aim

to keep their trading stable based on pre-de�ned rules that are remain constant over ex-

perimental conditions. Yet, information market experiments do not necessarily require

the visual presence of other human participants. The human actor may be exchangeable

with an arti�cial agent if it acts su�ciently human. Earlier research has pointed to the

importance of human subjects at least perceiving the agents to be human. Otherwise,

they could exhibit behavior that might be more geared toward interaction with arti�cial

machines, e.g. appearing to be less disciplined in their actions (Brown-Kruse 1991).

Yet, more recent experiments in market economics have provided evidence that arti�cial

agents can be incorporated in human-subject experiments without provoking unnatural

human-subject behavior (Du�y 2006). We drew from these �ndings to create an arti�-

cial market environment for the �rst experiment that would best control the impact of

overcon�dence on individual behavior. In the experiment, human subjects would per-

ceive that they were trading with other human subjects, while really interacting with

an arti�cial market maker.

We integrated the �ndings from Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 to develop our hypotheses

about the relationship between overcon�dence and individual behavior in information

markets for innovation evaluation. The hypotheses will be presented at the beginning

of Chapter 7.
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5.4.3. Overcon�dence and the prediction quality of information

markets

The experimental design of the �rst experiment prevented us from drawing inferences

about the impact of overcon�dence on the prediction quality of information markets.

However, prediction error is arguably the most important success variable in the context

of information markets for innovation evaluation. Initiators of information markets will

be more interested to learn how to deal with excessive con�dence if it signi�cantly alters

the predictive quality of the markets. Hence, we developed a second experiment, pre-

sented in Chapter 8, that allowed us to study the impact of overcon�dence on prediction

quality as a group-based outcome of information markets. We integrated the theoretical

�ndings from Section 4.4 about the potential impact of overcon�dence on the predic-

tion quality of information markets for innovation evaluation and also drew from the

empirical �ndings that will be reported in Chapter 7. Here, particular attention will be

given to the dimensions of increased aggressiveness in trading by overcon�dent subjects

and the contingency e�ects of this aggressiveness on non-treated subjects' trading and

evaluation behavior.

Furthermore, Section 2.2 documented that innovation projects likely induce di�erent be-

haviors for searching out and acquiring diagnostic information, depending on how much

information is initially available to the evaluators and the price to search for additional

information.

We took these earlier �ndings into account by studying the impact of overcon�dence

on the prediction quality of information markets in two scenarios in which information

market participants have distinct access to diagnostic information.

First, we created a basic experimental setting in which we controlled how well subjects

were informed regarding the prediction task. All subjects received free pieces of similar

diagnostic information, which was aimed at creating similar knowledge about the predic-

tion task among the subjects. The subjects were expected to use the given information

to form expectations regarding the prediction task and to trade within the information

market. In this basic setting, we began by treating a set of subjects either with over-

con�dence or low con�dence. Next, we awarded them with diagnostic information, and

brought them together with a matching number of uninformed traders, who received nei-

ther manipulated feedback nor diagnostic information. Lastly, we compared the impact

of overcon�dent traders compared to low-con�dence traders on the prediction quality

of the information markets in the case where treated subjects were given free access to
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diagnostic information.

In addition, we investigated how overcon�dence impacts the willingness of subjects to

engage in costly information searching. For example, entrepreneurship scholars have

shown that overcon�dent individuals are less likely to engage in information acquisition

or search to make more reasoned decisions (Trevelyan 2008). As a consequence, higher

con�dence may negatively impact information seeking in innovation endeavors where

uncertainty is particularly high. Again, a group of subjects were either treated with

overcon�dence or low con�dence. Then, instead of receiving information for free, sub-

jects were given the opportunity to acquire information for a cost after learning about

the information markets' underlying prediction task. As in the basic experimental set-

ting, treated subjects then entered the information market together with a matching

number of uninformed traders, who received neither manipulated feedback nor diagnos-

tic information. Lastly, we assessed the impact of overcon�dent traders compared to

low-con�dence traders on the prediction quality of the information market in the case

where the treated subjects were given the opportunity to acquire diagnostic information

at a cost.
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We needed to develop and test a feasible treatment for manipulating individual con�-

dence before we could study the impact of di�erent con�dence levels under laboratory

conditions. In order to introduce overcon�dence as an experimental variable, ran-

domly selected subjects needed to exhibit overcon�dence overall and relative to their

peers after treatment. This chapter will present the treatment check used. We tested

the feasibility of our con�dence treatment in an experiment conducted prior to the

information market experiments. In this chapter, the experimental design and the im-

plementation of the treatment check will �rst be presented in detail. We will then discuss

our choice of innovation evaluation tasks before showing that overcon�dence can indeed

be induced experimentally.

6.1. Experimental design and implementation

We aimed to induce overcon�dence and low con�dence by presenting the subjects with

manipulated feedback following ten innovation evaluation questions. We conducted a

treatment check with 99 graduate and undergraduate engineering students at Hamburg

University of Technology, who were recruited in an introductory business course lecture.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three experimental groups: overcon�dence,

low-con�dence, or the control group, which did not receive any treatment.

The treatment check was carried out by each subject on individual computer worksta-

tions. It consisted of two rounds of ten evaluation questions and one feedback

interval for the three experimental groups, as depicted in Figure 6.1.1 The treatment

was issued after the �rst round of evaluation questions and is henceforth described as

either positive or negative feedback.

After a brief explanatory screen, the experiment began with the �rst round of evaluation

questions. All questions were related to innovative developments in the German auto-

1The evaluation questions can be found in the appendix.
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mobile industry. In each question, the subjects needed to estimate percentage values

between 0 and 100, e.g. the percentage of newly registered hybrid vehicles in Germany

in the current month. The subjects were told that estimates would be regarded correct

if they di�ered from the true underlying value by no more than ten percent. We choose

this interval so that subjects would truly believe they had performed exceptionally well

in the case of positive feedback.

The initial ten-question task was completed after the subjects had estimated how many

questions they believed they had answered correctly. For each round of evaluation ques-

tions, they were o�ered the chance to win a e50,- voucher for a large online retail store.

They were told that the chance of winning would be equally in�uenced by how many

questions they answered correctly and by how well they estimated their own perfor-

mance. Subjects were told that it was in their best interest to correctly answer as

many questions as possible and to evaluate the own performance as well as

possible.

Figure 6.1.: Experimental procedure, by treatment group, in the treatment check
(Source: Own depiction)

When con�dence is well calibrated, subjects should be able to guess the number of ques-

tions answered correctly. In the case that subjects believed they had answered more

questions correctly than truly answered correctly, they were deemed as naturally over-

con�dent, and if subjects answered more questions correctly than they had indicated,

they were categorized as naturally undercon�dent.
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After the �rst round of questions and the self-assessment, subjects in the treatment

groups were presented with manipulated feedback, indicating that they an-

swered eight questions correctly if they were in the overcon�dence group, or

eight questions incorrectly if they were in the low-con�dence group. Subjects

were provided with a manipulated histogram that displayed their alleged relative per-

formance among their peers in the experiment. Subjects in the control group did not

receive any feedback. Afterwards, all subjects were asked to answer an additional set of

ten questions, including a self-assessment to measure the manipulation e�ect.

6.2. Innovation evaluation tasks

We chose innovation-related prediction tasks from the German automobile industry

for a number of reasons.

First, the automobile industry is highly relevant and by far the most attractive future

employer for German engineering students (Trendence Institut 2011). Thus, we hypoth-

esized that the interest and involvement of our subjects would be su�ciently high to

make informed predictions regarding speci�c real-world evaluation tasks. In addition,

master students in the engineering disciplines are more likely to be found among man-

agers in engineering companies than students from other disciplines.

Second, German public o�ces for automobile registration statistics are required to fre-

quently publish information that allowed us to validate the true underlying values of our

tasks and hence incentivize our participants according to their true information market

performance. We developed a set of 20 innovation-related questions ranging from as-

sessing the potential market success of speci�c models to evaluating the market share

development of drive train technologies, e.g. the market share growth of hybrid cars

among newly registered vehicles.

Our evaluation tasks di�ered from typical tasks in behavioral experiments since we in-

corporated real-world innovation evaluations in our experiment. We decided to

abandon the economic experimental paradigm and to use abstract stimuli in our infor-

mation markets for two important reasons.

First, we built upon the previously-discussed theory that overcon�dence stems largely

from the misinterpretation of task relevant information. We believed that memorized

information is accessed very early and perceived to be highly diagnostic for render-

ing evaluations. Memorized information thus heavily in�uences the willingness to use
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Variable Low con�dence CONTROL Overcon�dence

Con�dence level in 1.97 1.78 1.79
the �rst evaluation task (2.13) (2.36) (2.17)
Con�dence level in -0.06 0.94 2.13
the second evaluation task 1.47 2.54 2.01
Change in con�dence
between �rst and second -2.03 -0.84 0.34
evaluation task (1.82) (2.11) (2.25)

Notes. n = 99; MANOVA for between-group di�erences in con�dence change is signi�cant at p <0.001;

post-hoc LSD tests between groups within dependent variables are signi�cant at p < 0.05.

Table 6.1.: Treatment check results

and adopt new information. We therefore required prediction targets that allowed par-

ticipants to access their memory to generate initial beliefs. According to the theory

presented, this will foster subjects' ability to attribute their performance to their supe-

rior evaluation skills.

Second, innovation evaluation is a relevant practical task in a speci�c environment. We

aimed to shed new light on potential barriers to valid innovation evaluation. We were

convinced that we could best balance external and internal validity by using real-

world stimuli for our evaluation tasks. On the one hand, the arguments presented above

highlight the importance of using stimuli that resonate with subjects' memorized infor-

mation. On the other hand, a smaller bridge between real-world tasks and experimental

tasks increases the validity of theoretical inferences about the impact of overcon�dence

in the speci�c domain of innovation evaluation and does not limit the results to the

domain of experimental economics.

6.3. Results

The statistical results of the treatment check are presented in Table 6.1 and are further

illustrated by Figure 6.2. We conducted a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)

to examine whether (a) the treatment led to signi�cant group di�erences in con�-

dence after the second evaluation task and (b) con�dence was signi�cantly higher in the

overcon�dence group than among non-treated and low-con�dence treated individuals.

The table reveals that the treatment signi�cantly di�erentiated the con�dence levels be-

tween the three experimental groups (F = 9.576; p < 0.001). Overcon�dent individuals
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Figure 6.2.: Change in (over-)con�dence before and after treatment in the treatment
check (Source: Own depiction)

overestimated the amount of questions answered correctly (x̄ = 2.13) signi�cantly more

so (p <0.05 for both pairwise comparisons) than members of the control group (x̄ = 0.94)

and subjects in the low-con�dence treatment (x̄ = -0.06). Additionally although the

low-con�dence subjects yielded the lowest con�dence (p < 0.05), the treatment barely

managed to make them under-estimate their evaluation precision. Figure ?? illustrates

the change in con�dence between pre- and post-treatment evaluation. All three experi-

mental groups share roughly the same con�dence before the treatment. We observe that

overall con�dence appeared to have sunk for the second evaluation after the treatment.

This is additionally underlined by the change in con�dence in the control-group. Ques-

tions may have been perceived more di�cult to answer, which they were visibly not in

reality. Figure 6.2 and the second row of Table 6.1 show that changes in con�dence

following treatment di�ered signi�cantly among the experimental groups (F

= 11.064; p < 0.001). Only the subjects in the overcon�dence treatment in-

creased their con�dence from pre- to post-evaluation (x̄ = 0.34). Subjects in

the control group (x̄ = -0.84) and the low con�dence group (x̄ = 2.03) decreased in con-

�dence between tasks, di�ering signi�cantly from the overcon�dent subjects (p < 0.05

for both pairwise comparisons). Furthermore, subjects in the low con�dence condition

produced a signi�cantly bigger drop in con�dence than subjects in the control group
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(p < 0.05). These results show that the treatment was successful in inducing higher and

lower con�dence in individuals with regard to innovation-related evaluation tasks. Over-

con�dence was signi�cantly increased through our treatment and the negative feedback

condition allowed us to signi�cantly reduce con�dence compared to the no treatment

condition.
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7. Experiment 1: Overcon�dence

and Individual Behavior in

Information Markets

This chapter presents our �rst experiment, in which we studied the impact of overcon�-

dence on individual behavior in information markets. By drawing from theoretical and

empirical �ndings on the impact of overcon�dence on individual behavior in the context

of �nancial markets and innovation evaluation, three hypotheses were developed regard-

ing how overcon�dence would in�uence participants' trading in information markets. A

laboratory experiment provided a controlled environment to aptly test the hypotheses

and gain novel understanding on how overcon�dence acts on individual information-

market trading.

7.1. Development of hypotheses

Theoretical insight from psychology and empirical �ndings from closely related domains

such as entrepreneurship, innovation management and �nancial markets suggest how

overcon�dence will impact individual behavior in the context of innovation evaluation

via information markets. We can distinguish three behavioral e�ects that appear to fol-

low overcon�dence among investors, entrepreneurs, inventors and management decision-

markers when making decisions in uncertain contexts such as �nancial investments,

innovation evaluation or new business endeavors.

First, overcon�dent individuals seem to make quicker decisions than their non-

overcon�dent peers (Statman et al. 2006). Second, they pursue decisions with more

aggressiveness and vigor (Camerer and Lovallo 1999; Koellinger et al. 2007). Finally,

overcon�dent individuals appear to be less likely to update their beliefs and modify

their decisions when contradictory cues urge them to do so (Biyalogorsky et al. 2006;

Astebro et al. 2007). In an information market, evaluations, beliefs, and the process of
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individual belief formation and articulation can be observed through trading activity

(Arrow et al. 2008). Hence, we ultimately rely on market-based variables to propose

relationships between con�dence and behavior in information markets.

Modeling decision making under uncertainty using biased-hypothesis testing inte-

grates motivational and cognitive drivers and explains how decisions can be in�uenced

by nuances in con�dence (Feldman and Lynch 1988). Subjects approach decision-making

under uncertainty with an initial hypothesis that is then tested in the light of additional

information (Pyszczynski and Greenberg 1987). Such information is sought out sequen-

tially based on its accessibility and is then evaluated for its perceived diagnostic utility.

Cognitive load for processing additional existing private information will be lowest be-

cause it is most easily accessible and most closely related to subjective mental models.

Hence, private information will be acquired and processed �rst for testing the hypothesis

(Gentner and Stevens 2014). At the same time, diagnosticity of new information depends

on its relatedness to previously accessed information, which acts as an anchor for the

validity and diagnosticity of all subsequent inputs (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). The

more closely the new information concurs with the previously accessed information, the

more likely that it will be regarded as helpful.

As a consequence, initial information inhibits evaluators' ability to consider con�icting

assessments when being confronted with new and contradictory information. Alternative

outcomes are likely to be ruled out. Subjects will only draw from con�icting information

to test their hypothesis if it appears unambiguous and truly diagnostic. According to

Pyszczynski and Greenberg (1987), the more con�dence subjects possess, the more bi-

ased their hypothesis testing will be. Con�dence increases relative value of initial private

information compared to external signals.

Motivational drivers may further drive decision-related con�dence and explain the

degree of bias when modeling decision making as hypothesis testing (Kunda 1990). The

stronger the subjects' motives for making accurate decisions, the more thoroughly they

will generate and test hypotheses in the light of unbiased information retrieval, process-

ing and evaluation. However, as Section 4.2.2 has shown, subjects may have motives

that are separate from accurate decision making. For example, the more the evaluators

will personally bene�t from an innovation, the more motivated they will be to attribute

success potential to that particular innovation, compared to alternative new endeavors.

Such motivation may arise from self-enhancement in the case that the innovation has

been introduced by the evaluators themselves or that it increases job security or facil-
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itates wage raises (Shepperd et al. 2008). Furthermore, positive self-image from strong

con�dence may motivate overcon�dence in subjects. Self-deceit in believing oneself to be

relatively more con�dent and capable than in reality reduces cognitive load in the por-

trayal of this image to the external environment (Von Hippel and Trivers 2011). Much

experimental evidence exists to support the notion that motivational biases in�uence

how subjects generate hypotheses, search for information and then evaluate those hy-

potheses (Larrick et al. 2007). For example, self-threatening hypotheses produce aversive

states, which lead subjects to select less threatening hypotheses (Pyszczynski and Green-

berg 1987). Subjects will seek information that prevents aversive states of arousal and

supports self-enhancement. When given either success or failure feedback on a suppos-

edly valid performance-assessment test, subjects will particularly engage in information

search to understand their performance in cases where which all subjects received low

scores but not in cases where only they received low scores (Pyszczynski et al. 1985).

A frequent observation is that overcon�dent subjects appear to require less time

to evaluate situations and make decisions in the context of innovation evaluation.

Researchers have argued that spotting and acting more quickly upon perceived oppor-

tunities is at the very core of becoming an entrepreneur or inventor (Lowe and Ziedonis

2006). Wally and Baum (1994) found that executives who scored high on tolerance for

risk, use of intuition and propensity to act, took speedier decisions in strategic contexts

such as deciding on new business endeavors.

However, a stronger degree of biased hypothesis testing may explain why overcon�dent

subjects require less time to act upon their expectations. Overcon�dence leads subjects

to attribute higher validity to signals that support initial assessments. Subjects require

less initial information and less additional supportive information to reach a threshold

at which their degree of information allows them to make decisions and act upon them.

The more con�dent subjects are, the more a�rmative private and public signals will

be that appear to support the initial hypothesis or the initial assessment. The environ-

mental conditions of entrepreneurship and innovation development positively in�uence

the selection of overcon�dent subjects who engage in biased hypothesis testing because

limited information on technical feasibility and market conditions favors subjects who

are able to make decisions with little information (Busenitz and Barney 1997).

As discussed, decision making in the context of information markets for innovation

evaluation can be observed via trading (Arrow et al. 2008). The more quickly individ-

uals decide that their beliefs about future states (in our case, an innovation's success
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potential) di�er from current market predictions, the earlier they will assume trading

opportunities to exploit that gap. They require less information from external market

signals to validate their expectations. Accordingly, they begin trading more quickly in

the information market. Based on all of the factors discussed above, we formed the

following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 Individual con�dence will be positively related to earlier trading

actions.

Particularly in the domain of �nancial markets, overcon�dence has often been related

to the intensity and aggressiveness of belief expression via the amount of investment.

Individuals who assume that they possess superior information, knowledge or capabili-

ties have been observed to enter markets excessively (Camerer and Lovallo 1999), even

if their expected payouts are negatively related to increases in market participation. By

analyzing the trading behavior of over 35,000 households using a large brokerage �rm,

Barber and Odean (2001) found that the group of more con�dent investors traded 45%

more than the less con�dent group, but that they su�ered from a larger penalty on

returns by this increased trading activity. While household investors exhibit higher de-

grees of overcon�dence in investment decisions, experts such as pension fund managers

still su�er from signi�cantly overestimating their capability in evaluating the future re-

turns of investments (Gort et al. 2008). These �ndings are re�ected in related domains

and among other experts, too. For example, companies with overcon�dent CEOs invest

more and use more debt than less con�dent peers (Ben-David et al. 2007).

As discussed for the previous hypothesis, overcon�dent subjects require less time and

information to validate private assessments even when new information arises. More

con�dence reduces cognitive expenditure for processing additional information to val-

idate an initial hypothesis that a certain investment opportunity appears attractive.

Poorly-de�ned external signals such as market-price changes appear particularly less

salient than private information; thus, the perceived marginal utility of waiting or ac-

tively searching for external information and processing it will be lower for overcon�dent

individuals (Zacharakis and Shepherd 2001). Fewer resources are required to evaluate

investments and more become available for investing.

In addition, overestimating the validity of private signals reduces awareness of underlying

uncertainty regarding the evaluation objects (Odean 1998). As a consequence, overcon-

�dent subjects are more certain that predicted outcomes will materialize in the future.

This reduces the necessity to invest time and e�ort in mechanisms to diversify risk Bar-

ber and Odean (2001). For instance, uncertain future outcomes usually require investors
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to balance portfolios and hedge against risk. Overcon�dent subjects feel less of a need

to engage in costly optimization and allocation strategies. Instead, they are more likely

to invest funds in outcomes they feel are more likely. For example, overcon�dent CEOs

invest systematically larger proportions of private funds in their companies (Malmendier

et al. 2011) and overcon�dent �nancial investors invest larger amounts of funds and hold

less diversi�ed investment portfolios (Wu et al. 2008).

Based on the previous discussion, con�dence may be positively related to the overall

level of investment in information markets. Investments are made via purchasing or

selling information market stock. Higher con�dence leaves individuals with more time

and mental capacity to engage in trading. This leads to our second hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 Individual con�dence will be positively related to total stock

turnover.

Ultimately, and highly important from the perspective of obtaining valid innovation

evaluations, overcon�dence may prevent subjects from altering initial evaluations and

updating private information based on non-a�rmative public signals. We found many

indicators in related research domains that overcon�dent individuals will be less likely

to change their beliefs, even if new information strongly challenges their current as-

sessments. Financial market researchers have similarly argued that higher individual

overcon�dence will emphasize the value of existing private information compared to

novel public signals that become available (Daniel et al. 1997). Financial investors' be-

liefs in initial estimates are fostered by market information that is positively correlated

with these beliefs but unlikely to be disturbed by alternative market signals (Baron

2000). In the same vein, inventors have been found to continue developing their innova-

tions, even when experts tell them to stop �wasting� more funds (Astebro et al. 2007).

Entrepreneurs will continue unsuccessful development for longer times than established

companies because they are more likely to be overcon�dent regarding their capabilities

for succeeding with their ventures (Lowe and Ziedonis 2006).

The previous paragraphs haven given an indication of why overcon�dent individuals

will be less likely to change their beliefs by relating the decision-making outcomes of

overcon�dence to biased hypotheses. In the evaluation process, information signals are

considered in the light of previously acquired and processed information. The more

these signals concur with previously evaluated information and the more they support

the initial hypothesis, the more will they be regarded for the purpose of updating pri-

vate assessments. This relationship is increased with higher degrees of con�dence. As

a consequence, overcon�dent subjects will focus on private assessments when making
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evaluations in the innovation context because external evaluations are more likely to

provide critical feedback. Many studies of have found this myopic self-focus to exist in

market-entry decisions (Moore et al. 2007; Simon and Shrader 2012).

Furthermore, neglect of external information appears particularly strong in the later

stages of the evaluation processes. Having invested in actions following assessments

enforces these assessments' perceived validity, which has been attributed to endowment

e�ects that overemphasize the value of private assets or self-enhancements motives (Ham-

mond and Keeney 1998).

In an information market context, higher con�dence will therefore be related to a lower

degree of learning from market signals and less trading in accordance with these market

signals. Less belief updating occurs because higher con�dence will manifest through

more trading based on initial beliefs. Additionally, reluctance to update beliefs based on

market signals will become apparent when comparing pre- to post-market beliefs. Higher

con�dence will reduce the impact of market signals on belief updating. We therefore

hypothesize that reduced belief updating will be expressed via the following e�ects:

Hypothesis 3 Individual con�dence will be positively related to higher net

turnover towards initial private estimates.

Hypothesis 4 Individual con�dence will be negatively related to the willingness

to change before-market estimates based on information market

signals.

7.2. Experimental design

7.2.1. Participants

We recruited 114 graduate engineering students from a German university of tech-

nology to participate in the experiment. All participants held bachelors' degrees in

engineering disciplines and were currently enrolled in a business administration course

at Hamburg University of Technology. The average age was 24 (sd = 2, 47) and 22%

were females.

The experimental subjects were drawn from di�erent classes than the pre-test, thus en-

suring that no pre-test participants were present in the main experiment, minimizing

the risk of knowledge exchange between pre-test and experimental subjects.

Similar to the treatment check, we recruited student subjects with backgrounds at the
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intersection of business and engineering, as these subjects would be more likely to bear

resemblance to participants in real-world innovation evaluation tasks (Moenaert and

Souder 1996).

We issued pre- and post-experimental questionnaires to control for deviations in

the subjects' predisposition regarding relevant criteria for participating in information

markets for innovation evaluation. By drawing from existing scales, we checked the sub-

jects' interest in participating in �nancial markets, their likelihood of engaging in risky

�nancial investments, and their involvement with the product domain for innovation

evaluation used in the experiment.

After the market exercise, we presented the subjects with an information market quiz

developed by us to test their understanding of how to act in information markets and

bene�t from superior private information through trading.

Ultimately, 15 subjects needed to be removed from the analysis. Twelve subjects

were excluded, either because their quiz answers showed that they did not understand

the information market, or because the trading data indicated that they were displaying

erratic behavior (e.g. always setting pre- and post-estimation values to �100� but not

trading accordingly). Three additional subjects iteratively clicked �buy� and �sell� more

than 400 times during the market, which is possible in our market maker environment.

They committed 30 times more trades than the average participant. Thus, they were

excluded from the analysis as market outliers. After removing these 15 subjects, 99

subjects participated successfully in the experiment.

7.2.2. Implementation

The experiment was implemented in z-Tree, a software framework for programming

economic experiments (Fischbacher 2007). The laboratory setup for the experiment is

depicted in Figure 7.1.

Eight subjects participated in each session. Subjects drew a number that determined

their workstation during the session. Each workstation was separated by non-transparent

walls that prevented any visual interaction during the experiment with any other sub-

ject or the experimenter. In addition, subjects wore noise-canceling headphones during

the experiment to minimize the impact of hearing other subjects trade on individual

participation behavior. To further avoid cross-subject in�uences, we reduced PC inter-

action to the proprietary track-pads and keypads. We did so after becoming aware in the

pre-tests that using (and therefore clicking) computer mice for trading created a strong

audible sensation among fellow subjects. Sessions were either run as treatment sessions
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Figure 7.1.: Laboratory set-up for the �rst experiment (Source: Own depiction)

or control sessions. In treatment sessions, half of the subjects received an overcon�dence

treatment and half of the subjects received a low-con�dence treatment.

While subjects interacted in an isolated and arti�cial information market where

they did not trade with other human subjects, the experiment required them to believe

they were interacting with other traders. Therefore, the control group subjects partic-

ipated in separate sessions because their overall participation time was slightly lower

than for treated subjects, as they did not participate in the feedback process. If they

had participated jointly in sessions with treated subjects, they would have faced consid-

erable waiting times during the feedback round to keep up the illusion of joint trading.

The experiment consisted of �ve parts, as depicted in Figure 7.2.. At the beginning of the

experiment, the subjects answered a pre-experimental questionnaire in which we checked

for their involvement with the focal product domain and �nancial markets, and for their

willingness to take �nancial risks, as potential control variables for later analysis. The

subjects were then presented with the same ten evaluation questions given to the groups
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Figure 7.2.: Experimental procedure, by treatment group, in the �rst experiment
(Source: Own depiction)

during the treatment check.1 For the same reasons as stated for the treatment check,

the innovation evaluation questions were drawn up based on novel developments in the

German automobile industry. Again, subjects were told that their chance to win a e50,-

voucher was in�uenced by how many questions they answered correctly and by how well

they estimated their own performance. As in the treatment check, the manipulation was

the third part of the experiment and remained unchanged, except that the histogram

now compared the subject's performance with its alleged peers in the information mar-

ket. Again, subjects in the control group did not receive any feedback.

The information market task consisted of six independent market periods following

the feedback manipulation. Subjects were told that they would be trading with three

participants in each market. Every market dealt with one innovation evaluation ques-

tion, e.g. �By what percentage will the sales volume of electric vehicles increase in the

current quarter, compared to the same period of the previous year?� Before and after

trading, the subjects were asked to report their estimations of the true values to evaluate

the e�ect of information market trading on individual belief updating regarding the true

value. An additional monetary incentive was o�ered based on the mean error from these

two estimates to incentivize the revelation of true beliefs.

Market running-time was considerably shorter than in most real-world applications

of information markets used for innovation evaluation. Each market ran for 180 seconds.

1The complete set of evaluation questions and information market prediction tasks are included in the
Appendix.
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This limited subjects' ability to gather novel information and learn new information ex-

ternal to the market. However, such a limitation was crucial to the experiment because

our hypotheses were particularly aimed at studying overcon�dent traders' actions based

on changes in the market-internal information environment, i.e. the market prices. Addi-

tionally, each market represented one case for subsequent empirical analysis. Stretching

market running times to a duration that resembled real-world applications would have

prevented a su�cient number of equally controlled cases that allowed for reliable statis-

tical analysis. While the short running time may have therefore negatively in�uenced

external validity, it was necessary to ensure internal validity and reliability.

We facilitated trading through an automated market maker using Market Scoring

Rules to update prices (see Section 3.3.3 or Hanson (2003) for a detailed discussion of

the mechanism). The experimental procedure incorporated means of incrementing the

subjects' impression of a real inter-human information market. We derived the arti�cial

agent's behavior by analyzing trading volumes and behavior in four-subject test markets

before the experiment in order to simulate the action of three human co-participants.

Accordingly, the markets' starting prices were based on the subjective pre-market esti-

mates but were not identical to the subjects' pre-market estimates. Instead they were

1) randomly set above or below the subjects' initial estimates and 2) randomly set at

a distance of 10 or 25 percentage points from the subjects' initial estimates. For exam-

ple, if the subject initially estimated a true underlying value of 30 percent, the market's

starting price might have randomly been set at 55 percent, which is 25 percentage points

above the initial estimate. Both means were used to create the impression of heteroge-

neous individual estimates of other market participants before the market.

If the market's starting price was set below a subject's initial estimate, the arti�cial agent

traded towards a market price below the subject's initial estimate during the trading

period. If the market starting price was set above the subject's initial estimate, the

arti�cial agent traded towards a market price above the subject's initial estimate during

the trading period.

The arti�cial agent was set to trade towards a market price that di�ered from the sub-

ject's belief by 25 percentage points if the starting price di�ered by 10 percentage points

from the initial estimate, and by 50 percentage points if the starting price di�ered by

25 percentage points from the initial estimate.

The arti�cial agent's trading direction (towards a goal above or below the subject's ini-

tial estimate) and the goal of its trading (25 or 50 percentage points from the subject's

initial estimate) were covered by appropriate covariates during empirical analysis.
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Figure 7.3.: Information market interaction screen for subjects under LC-treatment
(Source: Own depiction)

Finally, a combinatorial design was chosen to arrange prediction tasks and periods over

sessions and subjects. The design was adapted to cover eight sessions per treatment con-

dition and to control for the e�ect of task and period in subsequent statistical analysis.

Figure 7.3 shows the information market interface. The top left corner shows the treat-

ment manipulation and the lower left corner the current prediction task. The stock price

development is shown in the top right corner and participants can buy or sell either big

(50) or small (5) packages of stock in the lower right corner, which also displays the

current budget and portfolio.

After all markets had closed, two prediction tasks were selected randomly and the sub-

jects' portfolios were paid out based on their true underlying value in the corresponding

real-life market periods. Subjects were aware that the results would be determined

by their performance in these randomly selected market periods. This procedure has

previously been found to reduce the danger of carry-over e�ects, i.e. where perceived

performance in one market period a�ects behavior in subsequent market periods (Deaves

et al. 2009). Subjects were ranked based on the sum of portfolio values from the selected

market periods. Their �nal rank determined their probability of winning two vouchers

worth e50,- and e25,-.
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The last part of the experiment consisted of the post-experimental questionnaire. First,

we provided questions to evaluate subjective performance perceptions and subjective

reasons for their respective performances. The questionnaire then asked subjects about

how much they enjoyed the experimental tasks. Finally, the questionnaire addressed

whether the subjects understood the information market correctly, and collected infor-

mation on participants' age, gender, place of origin, and course of study.

7.2.3. Instructions

The day prior to their session, each subject received a written document with detailed

instructions on all aspects of the innovation evaluation tasks (except the treatments),

including the incentives, and how to trade and compete in the information market.

Instead of including a practice session, we developed a thorough 10-minute video tutorial

that was hard-wired into the experimental software. The video was displayed before the

initial estimation task and guided the participants through all potential interactions of

the evaluation task and information market. Two speci�c versions of the video were

produced to �t the treatment and control groups. The control group version did not

cover the feedback regarding the initial evaluation task.2

7.3. Sample and data preparation

7.3.1. Missing data

The experiment yielded data from 99 participants. 521 market periods were validly per-

formed by the participants and recorded by the experimental software. It is important

to explain the mismatch between the expected yield from the 99 participants, which

would have been 99 × 6 = 594, and the actual yield, which was 521 market periods.

Table 7.1 shows the number of subjects per market period yield. Out of 99 subjects, 63

subjects contributed all six market periods to the analysis. However, 36 subjects con-

tributed only �ve or less periods to the analysis. There are two distinct reasons for this

distribution. First, the subjects that only contributed one to three periods were part

of the �rst experimental session, which was in fact the �rst real experimental session

in the laboratory. While running �awlessly during pre-tests, the experiment server was

evidently unable to handle the amount of subjects during the �rst session, which had

eight participants. Only one subject (the one seated at the computer that was acting

2The version of the video for treated subjects can be viewed here: http://youtu.be/yFl-GhfJ9yU
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Number of recorded market periods Number of subjects

1 3
2 3
3 1
4 14
5 15
6 63

Table 7.1.: Number of subjects per recorded market periods yield

as the server) was recorded correctly, while periods from the other participants were

not properly recorded. This became visible after the session. As a solution, another

computer was set up as experimental server so that two separate servers could handle

four subjects each. This setup recorded all sessions �awlessly thereafter. Second, the in-

stances in which only four or �ve periods were recorded from subjects can be explained

by programming errors. As discussed earlier, the starting prices in the markets were

partly determined by the subjects' initial estimations. After the initial estimate, the

market would either start below or above this estimate, either with a small or a big

distance. In the erroneous sessions, however, the starting price was not taken from the

corresponding initial estimate but from an estimate from a previous prediction target.

Therefore, trade direction and trading distance were no longer related to the prediction

task, as intended by the experimenter. This happened with two periods (periods two

and �ve) in two sessions, after which it was corrected. It then occurred once more in two

sessions with one period (period three). In total, the computer and programming errors

caused 594− 521 = 73 or 73
594

= 12.3% missing values that needed to be accounted for

and appropriately dealt with.

Two potential problems arise from missing data. First, missing data decreases the sta-

tistical power of subsequent analysis, which refers to the ability to discover signi�cant

relationships among variables in datasets (Roth 1994). The issue mainly becomes prob-

lematic if the given data shows no statistically signi�cant relationships supporting the

previously stated hypotheses and if the researcher holds a reasonable belief that the sam-

ple is too small. From a validity perspective, the second problem is far more concerning.

Parameter estimates can be biased if data is systematically missing from speci�c pa-

rameters in variables that hypothetically relate to the dependent variables in question.

If, for example, low-con�dence treated individuals stopped evaluating their relative per-

formance after the market because they were ashamed that their performance became
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visible after the experiment, data would be systematically missing for a speci�c parame-

ter of an important variable. Now, any form of substitution for the missing values would

decrease correlation of con�dence treatment and subjective performance evaluation, thus

negatively impacting the results' validity (Roth 1994). It was therefore important to as-

sess whether the data is Missing Not At Random (MNAR) (Allison 2001).

Participants' responses were not systematically skewed in our case, but the measure-

ment was randomly interrupted and thus independent from all subjective responses and

characteristics in the dataset. Yet, as the missing data was either generated in the

�rst session or systematically during periods two and �ve, the data would need to be

considered MNAR if the period or session numbers were signi�cant indicators for other

variables that are relevant to our analysis. Correlation analyses, however, which in-

cluded both period number and session number, indicated no relationship of the two

variables with any of the other variables in the model. We could therefore refute the

MNAR assumption and consider the data Missing At Random (MAR), which allows us

to ignore the missing data in subsequent analysis (Allison 2001).

7.3.2. Variable operationalization and construct validity

Before the data could be analyzed for its model �t and the hypotheses tested, they

needed to be prepared and coded so that statistical results could be valid and be inter-

preted.

Table 7.2 presents the dependent and independent variables that are included in the

statistical analyses and their code schemes. The upper part of the table shows the de-

pendent variables and brie�y describes their operationalization.

First, the overall stock turnover describes the total sum of information market stocks

that were traded by subjects per market-period. The �gure is calculated by simply

adding up all of stocks that a participant traded in the period.

Second, the time of �rst trade describes the time di�erence, in seconds, between the

start of a market period and the �rst trade by the subject. This variable is calculated

by recording the time stamp at which the �rst trading action was executed by the par-

ticipant. If a subject started trading immediately when the market started, the time of

�rst trade for the period would be �0�.

If a participant made a trade that resulted in a market price with a higher di�erence

from their initial estimate, we added the stocks traded as �against initial estimate�. Vice

versa, if their trade reduced the di�erence between market price and their initial esti-
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Variable Operationalization by subject

Dependent variables
Total stock turnover Total sum of stocks traded
Time of the �rst trade Seconds between the market period start

and the subject's �rst trading activity
Net stock turnover towards The sum of stocks traded against the initial estimate
initial estimate subtracted from the sum of stocks traded towards

the initial estimate by a subject in a market period
Delta between pre- and post- The absolute di�erence between pre-market estimate and
market estimate post-market estimate by a subject in a market period

Independent variable
Treatment Condition -1 (Low con�dence)

0 (Natural con�dence)
1 (Overcon�dence)

Covariates
Trading Distance 0 (Close distance)

1 (Far distance)
Arti�cial-Agent Trade Direction -1 (Downwards)

1 (Upwards)
Gender -1 (Female)

1 (Male)
Financial Product Risk Attitude Metric coe�cient

(extracted via regression from factor analysis)
Product Domain Involvement Metric coe�cient

(extracted via regression from factor analysis)

Table 7.2.: Operationalization of variables included in the statistical analysis for Exper-
iment 1

mate, we added the stocks traded as �towards initial estimate�. By subtracting the sum

of stocks traded �against initial estimate� from those traded �towards initial estimate�,

we derived the net stock turnover towards the initial estimate. The delta between pre-

market and post-market estimate is measured by the absolute di�erence between the

individual prediction target estimations before and after each information market.

The independent variable and covariates were coded binary and did not require

any preparation besides a sensible coding scheme.

The �rst covariate Trading Distance (TD) refers to the distance from the initial estimate

that the arti�cial trading agent sets as its trading goal.

Arti�cal-Agent Trade Direction (AATD) describes whether the arti�cial agent has set his
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trading goal higher or lower than the subject. When the arti�cial agent traded towards

an estimate above the subject's estimation, the variable is set to �1� and �0� otherwise.

Additionally, covariates for gender, Financial-Product Risk-Attitude (FPRA), and Prod-

uct Domain Involvement (PDI) are included in the analysis. Gender is considered to be

very closely related to the extent to which individuals are overcon�dent. It has previ-

ously been shown that men are more prone to higher con�dence levels. A few researchers

have gone so far as to use gender as a proxy for overcon�dence (Barber and Odean 2001).

The two construct-based covariates FPRA and PDI are included because they aim to

control for domain familiarity in the experimental environment, which has two mains

domains: engagement and interest in risky �nancial trading; and exposure to new de-

velopments in the car industry. It has been frequently shown that domain familiarity

can signi�cantly impact subject overcon�dence and subsequent behavior (Larrick et al.

2007). Among other aspects, subjects feel more certain in familiar domains and tend

need less time to adapt to the environment, which supports the notion of controlling

for FPRA and PDI. Both are established re�ective constructs that are directly adopted

from their authors (Weber et al. 2002; Chandrashekaran 2004).

Items Product Domain Involvement Financial Products Risk Attitude

PDI1 0,879 0,142
PDI2 0,909 0,032
PDI3 0,621 0,300
FPRA1 0,156 0,636
FPRA2 0,081 0,839
FPRA3 0,121 0,632

Variance explained 0,34 0,27
Cronbach's α 0,76 0,59

Notes. Exploratory Factor Analysis: Principal Component Analysis

(Eigenvalues > 1); Varimax-Rotation.

Table 7.3.: Measurement of constructs for covariates

Finally, the two construct-based covariates needed to be further investigated via factor

analysis. First, it needed to be veri�ed that the questionnaire items reliably re�ected the

underlying constructs, which was, in this case, indicated by su�cient levels of Cronbach's

α for low item numbers (Peterson 1994). Carrying out a factor analysis using principal

component analysis and varimax rotation, the rotated components matrix showed that

all relevant factor loadings are higher than 0.6. As can be also seen in Table 7.3, cross

loadings are very low and do not pass a threshold of 0.3, which would have called for fur-
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ther investigation of discriminant validity (Ferguson and Cox 1993). The PDI construct

explains 34% of total item variance, whereas the FPRA construct explains 27% of total

item variance. Finally, the factor values for each subject were extracted via multiple

linear regression to introduce individual construct values as covariates in the statistical

analyses that followed.

7.3.3. Data adequacy and statistical model

The experiment used a within-subject design with multiple measurements per sub-

ject. Each subject participated in multiple market periods and each market period

produced a single case. Dependent cases were nested within groups that shared inde-

pendent variable characteristics, e.g. the subject's treatment condition or demographics.

We therefore needed to consider the grouping of subjects' characteristics to explain vari-

ance between di�erent subjects' market periods. Otherwise, sampling variance would

be underestimated, which would lead to in�ated alpha levels or type I error rates (Hox

1998). Signi�cance tests ignoring the nested data structure would produce undue sig-

ni�cant e�ects. Accordingly, the statistical analysis needed to be carried out using

hierarchical linear models (HLMs). These can validly accommodate hierarchical data in

which one response variable is measured at the lowest level (Level 1) while explanatory

variable is measured at existing levels (Level 1+n) (Hox 1998).

In this experiment, market-period variables were entered into the models as their small-

est units at Level 1 and subject characteristics were entered into the model as Level 2

grouping variables (Snijders and Bosker 2012).

We begin this section by displaying the descriptive results for the model variables. Ta-

Variable Mean sd 1 2 3 4 5

1. Total stock turnover 406.08 201.722
2. Time of �rst trade 14.53 13.421 -0.223∗∗∗

3. Net stock turnover 275.70 231.775 0.489∗∗∗ -0.303∗∗∗

towards initial estimate
4. Delta between pre- and 13.38 11.709 -0.140∗∗∗ 0.083† -0.028
post-estimate
5. Trading Distance 0.48 0.500 0.109∗ -0.041 0.276∗∗∗ 0.419∗∗∗

6. Arti�cial Agent Trade 0.19 0.983 -0.123∗∗ 0.108∗ -0.154∗∗∗ -0.004 0.038
Direction

Notes. n = 521; ∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 7.4.: Correlation, means and standard deviations for variables at Level 1

ble 7.4 shows the descriptive statistics for the Level 1 variables at information-market-
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Variable Mean sd 1 2 3

1. Treatment 0.303 0.826
2. Gender 0.434 0.905 0.197†

3. Factor FPRA 01 1.0001 -0.064 0.298∗

4. Factor PDI 01 1.0001 0.075 0.201∗ 0.002

Notes. n = 99; 1= Standardized regression coe�cients;
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 7.5.: Correlation, means and standard deviations for variables at Level 2

level based on the total sample of 521 information-market periods. The descriptive

statistics for the subject-level variables are presented in Table 7.5. The table shows

signi�cant correlations between gender and both factor regression coe�cients at the p <

0.05 level. However, checking variance in�ation factors did not reveal any values larger

than conservative cuto� points (V IF > 10, Belsley et al. (2005)) that may indeed in-

dicate multicollinearity problems. The next step was to check whether the data was

adequate for HLM analysis and �t model assumptions. We relied on the diagnoses sug-

gested by prominent HLM-textbook authors (Raudenbush and Byrk 2002, pp. 252-286;

Snijders and Bosker 2012, pp. 153-173). According to them, data adequacy should be

checked and discussed by investigating �t using the following assumptions:

• Speci�ed model distribution of outcome variables

• Normal distribution of Level 1 residuals

• Homogeneous variances of Level 1 residuals

• Normal distribution of Level 2 random coe�cients

• Normal distribution of Level 2 residuals

The subsequent discussion of data adequacy is graphically supported by Figure 7.4,

which displays the relevant histograms and scatter plots. We applied linear HLM mod-

els, which usually prescribe normal distributions for the four dependent variables (Rau-

denbush and Byrk 2002, p. 266). The �rst row in Figure 7.4 compares the normality as-

sumption with the true distribution by comparing histograms of the sample distributions

with unbiased normal distribution curves. We �nd that the two trading-amount-related

variables �t nicely with normal assumption distributions, while the other two variables

exhibit visible kurtosis (time of �rst trade = 4.271; Delta estimate = 1.079) and skew

to the left (time of �rst trade = 1.815; Delta estimate = 1.067). While researchers have
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Figure 7.4.: Distributions and residual normality checks for the HLM analysis
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pointed out that close normality �t of dependent variables is mainly important for small

sample sizes (n < 50) and that residual normality is signi�cantly more important for

model �t (Hair et al. 2010), deviations should nonetheless be thoroughly investigated.

As suggested by Raudenbush and Byrk (2002), we transformed the two corresponding

dependent variables via their square roots to �t normal distributions. Afterwards, we

built the model with the transformed the dependent variables. The analysis of both

models revealed identical coe�cient estimates and standard deviations. Additionally,

we ran all analyses simultaneously and estimated the model using robust standard er-

rors. Robust variance estimators supply a basis for hypothesis tests, even if distribution

assumptions of the HLM are incorrect (Raudenbush and Byrk 2002, p. 278). However,

we found insigni�cant di�erences between mode-based and robust standard errors, which

indicates valid model speci�cation. Accordingly, we decided to hold on to the untrans-

formed variables and model-based estimators, as they can be interpreted more feasibly.

Investigating the residual distribution at Level 1 and Level 2, we �nd su�cient �t overall

with the normality assumption. Deviations appear at the edges, where extreme values

are situated. The only meaningful deviation from normality can be observed at the �time

of �rst trade� variable. This, however, disappeared when the abovementioned transfor-

mations were applied. It was therefore not regarded as a barrier to building the model

and investigating its results.

Heteroscedasticity in an HLM violates the assumption of homogeneous error variances

at Level 1. Our primary analysis revealed heteroscedasticity for all models. Yet, HLM

allows us to account for heteroscedasticity by explaining variance deviations via system-

atic di�erences at Level 2. We indeed observe that heteroscedasticity disappears if we

explain variance deviations by the treatment condition. This appears sensible because

our treatment apparently reduces within-group variance in con�dence levels and - in line

with our hypothesis - subsequent behaviors.

7.4. Results

As mentioned, the sample covered trading in 521 information market periods in total,

each dealing with one innovation evaluation question from the German car market. 7,929

overall trading actions resulted in an average information market stock turnover of 406.1

stocks per subject and market. The results are presented in the same order in which the

hypotheses were presented in Section 7.1. All four hypotheses were tested via HLM anal-

ysis using the software package HLM 7. Following suggestions by Snijders and Bosker
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(2012, pp. 102-107), the statistical model was built by starting with an estimation of

the �xed e�ects at Level 1 (Model 1) and then extended by introducing subject-based

random e�ects such as treatment and covariates at Level 2 (Model 2). This section will

focus on presenting the hypothesis-related results and will highlight some additional no-

table �ndings. The discussion of these results will be carried out in the following section.

The �rst hypothesis claimed that con�dence would negatively impact the time until

Time of �rst trade
Variable Model 1 Model 2

Fixed e�ects
Intercept 14.80∗∗∗ 15.30∗∗

(0.89) (0.96)
Trading Distance �1.07 �1.12

(1.09) (1.09)
Arti�cial Agent Trade Direction 1.62∗∗ 1.57∗

(0.55) (0.56)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - �3.14∗∗∗

(0.78)
Gender - �0.99

(0.90)
Financial Risk Attitude - �0.38

(0.77)
Product Domain Involvement - 0.24

(0.57)

Deviance 4096.25 4080.46
Deviance Change (d.f.) 15.79 (4)∗∗∗

Additional Variance explained 4.6%

Notes. n for market level = 521; n for subject level = 99.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 7.6.: The impact of con�dence on the time of �rst trade (in s)

subjects become active traders during the market periods. The results of the HLM anal-

ysis regarding the second hypothesis are presented in Table 7.6. We �rst looked at the

�xed-e�ects Model 1 before focusing the actual hypothesis test. Model 1 illustrates the

results of the �xed-e�ect covariates, Trading Distance TD and Arti�cial-Agent Trade

Direction AATD. We �nd that TD does not appear to have a relationship with the �rst

trading time, while the AATD relates signi�cantly to the �rst trading time. Whenever
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the market traded upwards, subjects waited longer to make their �rst trade (p < 0.01).

Subjects should see equal opportunities for generating pro�ts in instances where prices

moved upwards or downwards away from their initial estimates. However, they took

roughly 1.6 seconds longer to make their �rst trades when prices moved upwards.

Model 2 provides a signi�cant reduction of 4.6% in Level 1 variance in the second anal-

ysis and hence, signi�cantly improves model �t (p < 0.001). None of the random-e�ects

covariates signi�cantly explain any of the error level reduction. Of the additional vari-

ables, only the treatment condition signi�cantly relates to the �rst trading time. In

accordance with the second hypothesis, higher con�dence leads to signi�cantly earlier

engagement in information-market trading (p < 0.001). On average, overcon�dent in-

dividuals will trade 2 × 3.14 = 6.28 seconds earlier than subjects in the low-con�dence

treatment condition. Hence, Hypothesis 1 is not refuted.

Table 7.7 presents the HLM analysis regarding the impact of con�dence on overall stock

turnover, thus providing a test for the second hypothesis. Model 1 �rst illustrates the

results of the �xed-e�ect covariates, Trading Distance TD and Arti�cial-Agent Trade Di-

rection AATD. Both have a signi�cant impact on individual stock turnover. Evidently,

a pushier arti�cial trader induces subjects to also trade more intensely. The more the

arti�cial agent opposes their beliefs, the more opportunities arise for subjects to harness

pro�ts based on their initial evaluations. When TD was high, subjects traded 46.09

stocks more than in a low TD environment (p < 0.001, Model 2). More interestingly,

individual stock turnover was negatively related to AATD. If the arti�cial agent traded

towards a target above the subject's estimate, subjects traded 46.24 stocks less than if

the computer traded towards a target below the subject estimate (p < 0.01, Model 2).

This �nding may indicate that subjects are more likely to adopt higher estimations than

to alter their estimations downwards, which has previously been observed in the context

of wishful thinking (Seybert and Bloom�eld 2009). Further support for such a notion

may become visible when examining the impact of AATD on the net stock turnover

towards initial estimates.

Including the subject-based variables in Model 2 signi�cantly decreases the overall

model's mean square prediction error, as indicated by the deviance change and the

percentage of additional variance explained. 9.5% of additional Level 1 variance can be

explained by the adding the subject level variables (p < 0.001). Concerning the �rst hy-

pothesized relationship, con�dence indeed exerts a mildly signi�cant and positive impact

on trading activity (p < 0.1). Though we are reluctant to refute it we only �nd limited
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Overall stock turnover
Variable Model 1 Model 2

Fixed e�ects
Intercept 395.12∗∗∗ 378.62∗∗∗

(16.31) (17.62)
Trading Distance 44.72∗∗∗ 46.09∗∗∗

(12.22) (12.20)
Arti�cial Agent Trade Direction �23.93∗∗ �23.12∗∗

(8.41) (8.48)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - 29.07†

(16.81)
Gender - 34.74∗

(16.85)
Financial Product Risk Attitude - 36.63∗

(16.85)
Product Domain Involvement - �0.43

(11.93)

Deviance 6739.55 6721.53
Deviance Change (d.f.) 17.47 (4)∗∗∗

Additional Variance explained 9.5%

Notes. n for market level = 521; n for subject level = 99.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 7.7.: The impact of con�dence on total stock turnover

support for Hypothesis 2. Both gender (i.e. being male) and FPRA have larger e�ects

on the sum of individual stock turnover (p < 0.05). Overall, stock turnover seems to be

triggered more strongly by these two subject characteristics than by con�dence.

The �nal two hypotheses explore the relationship between con�dence and the willing-

ness to update information and behavior if external information deviates from internal

estimates. First, the relationship was analyzed within the information market by looking

at the net stock turnover towards initial estimates. Then, we examined the relationship

between con�dence and the change in pre- and post-market evaluations of the underlying

prediction targets, to focus on a market-external variable.

The third hypothesis proposed that con�dence will be positively related to an individ-

ual tendency to trade stocks towards initial estimates, i.e. trading is less likely based on
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updated beliefs, but to hold on to the original estimate. Preceding the hypothesis test,

table 7.8 shows that both �xed-e�ects covariates TD and AATD are positively related to

the net turnover (p < 0.001). Comparable to the �rst HLM analysis, a larger TD induces

subjects to trade more stocks towards their estimate because they need to invest more

e�ort to align stock prices with their estimations. AATD is also signi�cantly related

to the dependent variable, which strengthens the prior assumption that subjects may

indeed have preference for long positions. Subjects appear to be less likely to oppose

positive price movements via selling than to oppose negative price trends via buying

information market stocks. After adding the subject-based variables in Model 2, we �nd

Net stock turnover
towards initial estimate

Variable Model 1 Model 2

Fixed e�ects
Intercept 222.60∗∗∗ 196.69∗∗∗

(18.35) (18.58)
Trading Distance 123.79∗∗∗ 125.40∗∗∗

(14.38) (14.52)
Arti�cial Agent Trade Direction �39.28∗∗∗ �38.09∗∗∗

(9.26) (9.14)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - 69.50∗∗∗

(19.09)
Gender - 54.24∗∗

(16.86)
Financial Risk Attitude - 13.48

(14.75)
Product Domain Involvement - �20.75

(13.04)

Deviance 6849.95 6820.84
Deviance Change (d.f.) 29.11 (4)∗∗∗

Additional Variance explained 15.5%

Notes. n for market level = 521; n for subject level = 99.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 7.8.: The impact of con�dence on net stock turnover towards initial estimate

a signi�cant positive relationship between con�dence and net stock turnover towards the

initial estimate, which gives supports the third hypothesis (p < 0.001). The more con-

�dent subjects are, the more likely they are to hold on to their original estimates when
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engaging in information-market trading. We therefore cannot refute Hypothesis 3.

On average, overcon�dent subjects traded 139 more stocks towards their initial estimate

than subjects in the low-con�dence condition. Similarly, gender appears to have had

a strong and signi�cant impact on how likely subjects were to align their trading with

initial estimates (p < 0.01). In contrast to the analysis of overall trading activity, FPRA

no longer signi�cantly explains variance in the dependent variable. While it can help to

explain overall trading activity, it does not explain the negligence to update expectations

from external trading activity when engaging in trades during the information-market

periods.

We can further drill down the results for Hypothesis 3. Figure 7.5 decomposes trad-

ing activity towards and against initial estimates and furthermore partitions trading by

the time interval of the trading period and treatment condition. In the graphic, the

Figure 7.5.: Development of market transactions, by treatment condition, over the mar-
ket's running time (Source: Own depiction)

overall market running time is split into �ve segments of equal duration (36 seconds).

The ordinate depicts the amount of stocks traded by the treatment group during the

time segment, either towards or opposing the initial estimation. We observe that higher
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con�dence indicates signi�cantly higher trading towards initial estimates at all time seg-

ments. In addition to that, trading towards initial estimate peaked in the middle of the

market's running time. Interestingly, however, trades that opposed the initial estimate

paint a slightly di�erent picture. Here, trading only took o� at the end a market's run-

ning time. Only then did stronger discrimination between the three treatment conditions

becomes visible, most notably through the signi�cant increase in opposition trading by

low-con�dence subjects.

The fourth hypothesis focused on the relationship between con�dence and the amount

Delta between pre- and
post-market estimate

Variable Model 1 Model 2

Fixed e�ects
Intercept 8.57∗∗∗ 9.10∗∗∗

(0.58) (0.67)
Trading Distance 9.81∗∗∗ 9.78∗∗∗

(0.96) (0.96)
Arti�cial Agent Trade Direction 0.28 �0.28

(0.35) (0.35)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - �2.28∗

(0.91)
Gender - �1.05

(0.83)
Financial Risk Attitude - �0.80

(0.72)
Product Domain Involvement - �0.84

(0.83)

Deviance 3771.92 3761.24
Deviance Change (d.f.) 10.67 (4)∗∗∗

Additional Variance explained 5.5%

Notes. n for market level = 521; n for subject level = 99.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 7.9.: The impact of con�dence on the delta between pre- and post-market
evaluation

of change from pre- to post-market evaluations of the underlying prediction target. The

hypothesis was, again, tested via HLM analysis. The results are displayed in Table
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Dependent variable Treatment Condition Hypothesis
LC CONTROL OC

Time of �rst trade 18.0 s 14.1 s 11.5 s H1 supported
in seconds (15.6) (13.6) (12.6)
Overall stock 382.8 391.8 444.6 H2 weakly
turnover (196.9) (218.9) (182.0) supported
Net trades towards 201.2 276.2 349.6 H3 supported
initial estimate (246.4) (212.9) (212.7)
Deviation between pre- 15.1 14.7 10.2 H4 supported
and post-estimate (10.6) (12.9) (10.9)

Notes. n for market level = 521; n for subject level = 99; sd in brackets.

Table 7.10.: Average outcomes for dependent variable by treatment condition

7.9. The TD did have a strong positive e�ect on the change in subject's estimation

(p < 0.001). When the TD was far, subjects adjusted their estimation, on average, 9.78

points more than in cases where the TD was small (Model 2). Interestingly, while the

AATD had a signi�cant impact on subjective in-market behavior, it did not signi�cantly

impact estimation updating.

Concerning the hypothesized relationship between treatment and estimation updating,

it can indeed be observed that higher con�dence likely leads subjects to change their ini-

tial updates less strongly. On average, overcon�dent subjects changed their pre-market

estimations by 4.56 points less than subjects in the low-con�dence condition. The neg-

ative relationship between con�dence and evaluation delta is signi�cant (p < 0.05). Our

model thus provides support for Hypothesis 4.

7.5. Discussion

The experimental study examined the speci�c behavior related to individual overcon�-

dence when evaluating the future success of innovations via information markets. The

results indicate that con�dence levels can have a signi�cant impact on individual par-

ticipation behavior in such group evaluation mechanisms. Table 7.10 summarizes the

results and presents the average outcomes by treatment condition. Consistent with

Hypothesis 1, overcon�dent individuals are among the �rst to communicate their pre-

dictions regarding the success of innovative technologies and new products compared to

less con�dent peers. This implies that early information cues transmitted via the mar-

ket mechanism are likely to originate from the evaluations of overcon�dent individuals.
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Given that participants also update their beliefs based on market signals, these early

signals and consequently, the beliefs of overcon�dent participants, may have a relatively

strong impact on aggregated beliefs. According to our theoretical basis, the earlier the

subjects receive signals, the higher the likelihood that the signal will be processed as

relevant information. However, overcon�dent individuals not only communicate their

evaluations earlier. Over the total evaluation period, they are more active, trading sig-

ni�cantly (though weakly signi�cantly) more information market stocks, which is con-

sistent with Hypothesis 2. Hence, a disproportionately high amount of overcon�dent

traders' actions will be found among all stock price changes. Overcon�dent participants

distribute more private evaluations via the information market mechanism than well-

calibrated subjects. Thus, their assessments of innovation success will have relatively

big impact on aggregated predictions.

Furthermore, we examined whether overcon�dence reduces willingness to change be-

liefs when contradictory information emerges. Again, our �ndings are consistent with

the hypothesis. We �nd support for Hypothesis 3 when looking at market trading.

However, we also presented arguments that unobserved trading motives or noise trading

very likely hinder a clearer view of the e�ect of contradictory information on trading via

belief updating. It would be highly interesting to observe the behavior of overcon�dent

individuals in �eld applications where information markets are run over longer periods

of time and contradictory information is not only facilitated via market prices but also

directly from external sources such as competitors, customers or colleagues. It may be

possible that an increase in running time and externally-induced contradictory informa-

tion will emphasize the positive relationship between overcon�dence and unwillingness

to update evaluations. Nonetheless, when examining pre- and post-market evaluations

in our study, we indeed �nd highly signi�cant di�erences in the absorption of market

signals to form updated predictions, which is consistent with Hypothesis 4. The more

overcon�dent an individual is, the less likely he will be to take market information into

account when making a �nal evaluation after the group mechanism has �nished. This is

especially important when considering that overcon�dence is likely to concentrate among

corporate decision makers. Information markets provide them with valuable insights on

innovation potential by accessing various sources of previously untapped information.

Alas, deciders who should be using the aggregated predictions for making valid evalua-

tions may be most reluctant to do so.

This experiment gives the indication that initiators of group methods to evaluate inno-

vations may need to pay close attention to the participants involved. Evaluation results
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may incorporate predictions by overcon�dent individuals disproportionately. This may

prove challenging to address, as relevant information may be hidden among individuals

who rarely participate in innovation evaluations or other management decisions. They

are likely to exhibit less con�dence in their evaluations and consequently hesitate to

communicate their beliefs via information market stock trading. Relevant information

may thus get lost if participants lack con�dence. However, such e�ects may be even

more prominent in evaluation methods, where the contribution of valid information is

not systematically incentivized. While being prone to overcon�dence biases, information

markets may still outperform classical forms of information aggregation with regards to

the impact of biased participants due to the �nancial incentives for revealing true beliefs.

Here, more understanding about the impact of overcon�dence on competing mechanisms

such as Delphi is needed.

Our research highlights promising avenues for future research. Most importantly, we did

not address whether overcon�dence actually improves (or worsens) overall innovation

evaluations via information markets. We can infer from our �ndings that the qual-

ity of information market predictions will be highly dependent on the relative quality

of overcon�dent participants' information and their relative presence as participants in

the markets. If overcon�dent individuals hold more valid expectations of innovations'

success potential, they will likely improve predictive quality. However, as stated by

the literature, overcon�dence is often accompanied by overly optimistic expectations,

which strongly puts into question the superiority of overcon�dent individuals' predic-

tions (Lovallo and Kahneman 2003; Trevelyan 2008; Dushnitsky 2009). Further research

is required to address the impact of information distribution among participants. Before

that is done, evidence that overcon�dence leads to di�erent evaluation behavior must

not be confused with the implication that the presence of overcon�dence generally leads

to ine�cient innovation evaluations. To address this question, the prediction quality of

information markets for innovation evaluation will be explored in Experiment 2.

Finally, another important aspect for further investigation relates to the speci�c envi-

ronment that was presented to the subjects. In our experiment, participants were not

confronted with any information, besides market prices, that could violate their private

beliefs. After learning about their potentially superior (or inferior) evaluation skills,

they received only market signals. Yet, in real-world settings, subjects will very likely

learn about the validity of their evaluations via a more direct means of communication

and further information sources.
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and the Prediction Quality of

Information Markets

The results of the �rst experiment indicated that overcon�dent participants can exhibit

speci�c behaviors when trading in information markets and extracting information from

those markets. At least under the given experimental conditions, higher con�dence led

participants to more aggressive trading activity and less sensitivity to market signals.

However, the �rst experiment did not address the relationship between participants' con-

�dence, the information environment, and the information market's predictive quality.

This question is therefore the focus of our second experiment.

The experimental setup used to study the prediction quality of information markets was

brie�y introduced in Section 5.4. The dependent variable is the prediction quality of

information markets, with the goal of explaining the relationship between the con�-

dence level of traders and the prediction quality of the information market.

In our experiment, an experimental case consists of one information market period.

During each period, one information market stock represents an innovation evaluation

outcome. In the market periods, two informed traders, both of whom receive either

overcon�dence or low-con�dence treatment, are joined by two uninformed and untreated

noise traders. Accordingly, cases are allocated to a single treatment condition, in which

either overcon�dent traders or low-con�dent traders are present.

In the basic experimental setting, all treated subjects received the same three

pieces of diagnostic information. As a result, the treated subjects can be considered

well-informed because they have received diagnostic external information, whereas the

noise traders can only draw from their personal information bank and market signals to

form expectations. This setting is later extended by a scenario in which treated subjects

are given the option of purchasing zero, one, or three pieces of diagnostic information at

a cost.
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8.1. Development of hypotheses

The second experiment focuses on prediction quality as the central dependent variable.

In it, we are studying the impact of overcon�dence treatment on the prediction quality

of information markets.

We consider two relevant prediction dimensions that are in�uenced by the information

market: �rst and foremost, the information market yields aggregate market predic-

tions via the market prices that result from trading; and secondly, the information

market and its outcomes may impact individual predictions after the markets have

�nished. The research framework highlights the fact that decision makers often partic-

ipate in information markets and may (at least to some extent) learn from the results

when rendering decisions afterwards. We therefore �nd it similarly important to also

address individual predictions after the information markets have �nished in order to

test assumptions about how market prices impact individual post-market predictions.

Hence, the development of hypotheses branches out into aggregate market predictions

and individual post-market predictions.

8.1.1. Overcon�dence and prediction quality of information

markets

In the case that information aggregation in a market strictly follows the e�cient market

hypothesis, the market prices' prediction quality will only be subject to the quality of

individual information, as it will be e�ciently revealed in the trading process.

Yet, Section 4.4 has highlighted research results from the domain of behavioral economics

showing that activities and outcomes in experimental and real-world markets often di-

verge from the predictions of the e�cient-market hypothesis. Among other outcomes,

speculative trading and information cascades may increase market error when agents do

not update or reveal information rationally via trading (Glaser et al. 2003).

The �rst experiment revealed that individual biases can signi�cantly in�uence trading

behavior, independent of individual information quality. Weber (2000) highlights that

participants' information quality and trading behavior needs to be synchronously consid-

ered as a central subject-based driver of market prices' predictive quality. We therefore

focused the development of our hypotheses on the in�uence of information quality, trad-

ing behavior and the interaction of these two drivers on market prediction quality.

The argument that more informed traders increase market prediction quality
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is economically straightforward. Better information quality among market participants

leads to more informed trades, which reduces market price error (Fama 1970). Except

for the theoretical case where perfect information among all traders prevents any trad-

ing activity (Milgrom and Stokey 1982), the presence of more information will generate

better market predictions.

In our experiment, we control the manipulated subjects' information by providing the

treated subjects with identical diagnostic cues regarding the information market pre-

diction tasks. Previous research has argued that overcon�dent individuals will be less

likely to absorb diagnostic cues if those cues diverge from personal expectations (Hay-

ward et al. 2006). In our case, it is thought that this can induce greater variance and

error in individual predictions before the market by overcon�dent subjects. Yet, the

experimental setup presents the diagnostic cues jointly with the tasks, which supports

hindsight among treated subjects. As they are not required to express task-related ex-

pectations before the market starts, all treated subjects are expected to form beliefs as

if the newly-acquired information had been previously possessed (Astebro et al. 2007;

Cassar and Craig 2009). As a result, we can expect their individual predictions before

the market to be relatively homogeneous, with variance lower than noise traders' individ-

ual predictions and independent of the treatment condition. Consequently, the quality

of treated subjects' predictions is not expected to increment average market prediction

errors but rather keep them within the boundaries of their informational background.

Noise traders, on the other hand, do not receive diagnostic cues, which would reduce

individual prediction errors and variance in prediction error among those participants.

Noise traders are thus expected to exhibit highly uninformed individual predictions with

large variances in prediction quality. Additionally, the noise traders do not have access

to diagnostic information during the market, except for what they can extract from

market signals. The information market prices are thus expected to su�er in prediction

quality if these uninformed individuals reveal their information via trading, in�uencing

market prices.

Hypothesis 5 Noise traders' average individual prediction errors before the

market will increase average market-prediction error.

The �rst experiment demonstrated that that the level of individual con�dence can sig-

ni�cantly impact individual trading behavior. Trading behavior describes how subjects

trade in the market and how they respond to other traders' market signals. In partic-

ular, overcon�dent subjects were more likely to act early in information markets, trade

more stocks per transaction, and more strongly oppose market signals. Additionally, the
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post-market predictions showed that overcon�dent individuals are less likely to update

private predictions based on market signals.

Previous research has explored how and why overcon�dence and subsequent trading be-

havior in�uences the e�ciency of information aggregation in markets.

On the one hand, focus can be placed upon the direct impact of overcon�dent

traders' behavior on market prices and their predictive quality. Theoretical work has

shown that the presence of overcon�dent traders increases market price volatility (Benos

1998; Caballé and Sákovics 2003; Odean 1998). Market prices are more likely to �uctu-

ate because overcon�dent traders trade more aggressively. The label of aggressiveness

can be re�ected in the strength of market signals sent by overcon�dent traders, such

as the amount of shares they trade per transaction (Benos 1998; Caballé and Sákovics

2003) or their overall trading volumes (Odean 1998). As previous research and the �rst

experiment have shown, overcon�dent traders overvalue the predictive quality of private

information, which a creates stronger reaction to market signals that contradict their

beliefs (Glaser et al. 2003). The �rst experiment demonstrated the increase in aggres-

siveness via increased trading volumes, earlier trading and stronger opposition to market

signals that oppose private information.

However, results from existing research on the direct impact of overcon�dent traders'

behavior on the predictive quality of market prices are ambiguous (Glaser et al. 2003).

On the one hand, Benos (1998) have provided a model in which all traders are well

informed. Overcon�dent traders increase liquidity and market depth, which leads to

quicker convergence and e�cient market pricing. On the other hand, Nöth and Weber

(2003) have produced experimental evidence showing that overcon�dent traders' behav-

ior negatively in�uences market price quality. Even when relatively long sequences of

market signals favor outcomes that oppose overcon�dent subjects' private evaluations,

they will too often break such information cascades, thus reducing the aggregate quality

of the market signals.

In the context of our experiment, the direct impact of overcon�dent traders' more ag-

gressive trading behaviors on market prediction quality is ambiguous. They are expected

to more strongly oppose ill-informed noise traders because they would be less likely to

absorb those signals as valid information, which could increase the amount of correcting

market signals. Yet, they would also be more likely to strongly oppose the signals of

the other well-informed overcon�dent traders. This could prevent both treated subjects

from learning from the respective interpretations. In summary, it is unclear whether
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overcon�dent traders' behavior will directly impact market prediction quality.

On the other hand, focus can be placed upon the indirect impact of overcon�dent

traders' behavior on market prediction quality via the reaction to their signals and

subsequent action of other traders.

First, theoretical insight from signal detection theory has helped us understand how ag-

gressive trading behavior by overcon�dent subjects yields di�erent signal perception and

processing by noise traders than less aggressive trading behavior by low-con�dence sub-

jects. More aggressive trading increases market price volatility. Experimental evidence

based on signal detection models shows that higher volatility in the values of sequential

signals decreases subjects' performance in extracting valid information from these sig-

nals (Macmillan 2002; Gold et al. 2004). Subjects are less likely to identify underlying

commonalities when signal values vary more strongly.

In a context more closely related to information markets, Daniel et al. (1998) built his

�nancial market model with overcon�dent traders on the assumption that overcon�dent

traders' market signals exhibit a larger proportion of noisiness because they do not suf-

�ciently consider previously revealed information.

These theoretical assumptions �nd support in cognitive and business-related experi-

ments. In a meta-analysis of 13 social learning games, Weizsäcker (2010) shows that

lack of agreement in other participants' signals makes it more di�cult for subjects to

make correct inferences from these signals, thus negatively in�uencing decision quality.

Kremer et al. (2011) �nd support for the system neglect hypothesis in a forecasting

experiment by Massey and Wu (2005), according to whom, individuals place too much

emphasis to signals they receive relative to the system that generates the signals. Trans-

lated to the information market, subjects may pay too little attention to the information

that underlies the overcon�dent subjects' trading behavior.

Noise traders may furthermore emulate treated individuals' trading behavior. It has fre-

quently been demonstrated in social game experiments that the behavioral di�erences

of manipulated subjects are re�ected in the behavior of untreated subjects in interactive

scenarios (Camerer and Fehr 2006). This has mainly been attributed to social interaction

concepts such as reciprocity and conditional cooperation (Engel et al. 2011). Subjects

are sensitive to other group members' behavior and tend to mimic it, independent of

potential consequences.

In the context of market behavior, this can augment noise traders' inability to learn

from market signals in the case that overcon�dent traders are present. Noise traders
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will be less likely to absorb overcon�dent subjects superior information before engaging

in trading if they mimic their aggressiveness (Bikhchandani et al. 1998).

To summarize, overcon�dent participants' trading behavior induces noise trader reac-

tions that positively impact their in�uence on market errors. Such a relationship hence

augments the positive relationship between noise traders' individual prediction errors

and the information market prediction quality.

Hypothesis 6 The presence of overcon�dent traders will increase the positive

e�ect of noise traders' average individual prediction errors before

the market on overall market prediction error.

Individual post-market predictions

In our experiment, post-market predictions are submitted directly after the markets have

�nished. To make these predictions, treated subjects draw from the diagnostic informa-

tion received previously, their subsequent pre-market predictions, and the signals they

have gathered during trading.

Treated subjects engage in a costly cognitive task to analyze the provided pieces of in-

formation and transform them into private estimations. The information provided and

subsequent private predictions are represented by a very limited set of four distinct val-

ues during this task. The three values provided as diagnostic information are externally

labeled as valid information. Treated subjects process and aggregate these values pri-

vately to form private pre-market evaluations.

In contrast, subjects do not perceive market signals as similarly valid sources of in-

formation. First, subjects have no information about the processing capability of the

other participants. Previous empirical work has shown that participants' information

market trading is impacted signi�cantly more by predictions from direct and determin-

istic information sources, e.g. from colleagues in geographic proximity who give speci�c

suggestions and provide speci�c values, than by market prices (Cowgill et al. 2008).

Lack of information about others' capabilities leads to the underestimation of those ca-

pabilities (Camerer and Lovallo 1999). In a related experiment, Radzevick and Moore

(2011) demonstrated experimentally that subjects are more likely follow unambiguous

suggestions. Second, the market will provide signals that do not re�ect the provided in-

formation because noise traders cannot draw from that information. This will decrease

the likelihood that the treated subjects will update private estimations based on market

signals, as discussed in the market-related hypothesis. They would have reason to doubt

the validity of market signals in the light of their private information.
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The discrepancy in the perceived quality of signals before and during the market em-

phasizes the relative importance of private pre-market predictions in the post-market

predictions of treated subjects. Market signals will have less relevance for forming post-

market predictions for treated subjects. Furthermore, overcon�dent subjects are even

more likely to draw inferences for post-market predictions from their pre-market pre-

dictions (Deaves et al. 2009). Underlined by the results of the �rst experiment (see

Section 7.4), overcon�dent subjects are less likely to update their beliefs than subjects

in the low-con�dence condition. This may increase the positive in�uence of pre-market

errors on post-market errors for overcon�dent traders. Overcon�dent subjects are more

likely to maintain particularly high pre-market errors because they do not consider mar-

ket signals, even in the case that they would prove helpful.

Hypothesis 7 Treated subjects' post-market prediction errors will be positively

correlated with their pre-market prediction errors.

Hypothesis 8 Overcon�dence treatment will increase the positive relationship

between individual pre-market error and individual post-market

error in treated subjects.

In our experiment, noise traders did not receive diagnostic information before the mar-

ket. As a consequence, they were expected to perceive their private estimations as both

less valid overall and less valid relative to market signals and compared to treated sub-

jects. This would increase their absolute and relative sensitivity to market signals for use

in forming predictions, as discussed with the market-related hypothesis. They would be

more likely to update beliefs because, compared to treated subjects, noise traders would

be less inclined to engage in biased hypothesis testing based on previously processed

information that they ought to deem valid. They would not possess diagnostic infor-

mation that could narrow the interval of plausible private evaluations or prevent them

from dismissing market signals as uninformative.

Two consequences would be expected to arise from this. First, the improvement of

noise traders' predictions between markets would depend primarily on their pre-market

prediction error. The higher their pre-market errors, the more likely they would be to

improve predictions after updating beliefs because the market would have provided them

with signals to allow for prediction improvement. They would be able to harness the

superior information of the treated subjects to improve their own private predictions.

Second, the market error would signi�cantly in�uence the quality of their post-market

evaluations. As they would indeed draw information from market prices to update their
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beliefs, higher market errors would limit noise traders' ability to improve their predic-

tions from pre-market errors.

Hypothesis 9 Noise traders' post-market prediction errors will be positively

correlated with their pre-market errors.

Hypothesis 10 Noise traders' post-market prediction errors will be positively

correlated with overall market error.

8.2. Experimental design

8.2.1. Participants

We recruited 136 graduate engineering students from the same university as in the �rst

experiment to participate in the information markets. The students were part of the

consecutive class that followed a year after the participants of the �rst laboratory experi-

ment. This ensured that subjects had similar educational backgrounds and demographic

characteristics but no knowledge about the previous experiment. All held bachelors' de-

grees in engineering disciplines and were currently enrolled in business administration

courses at Hamburg University of Technology. The average age was 23 and 20 percent

were females. We again issued pre- and post-experimental questionnaires to evaluate �-

nancial risk attitude, product-domain involvement, and individual predictions regarding

the innovation-evaluation tasks. This was particularly necessary to evaluate the e�ect

of participation on the prediction quality in the innovation evaluation tasks. After the

market exercise, we presented each subject with a similar information market quiz to

test their understanding of incentives and the information market in general. This time,

all 136 subjects participated successfully in the experiment.

8.2.2. Innovation evaluation tasks

The second experiment was aimed at investigating the relationship between overcon�-

dence and prediction error in the context of innovation evaluation. For this, we required

innovation evaluation tasks where the outcome was truly unknown at the

time of the prediction so that the information market prices and individual predic-

tions could be analyzed in terms of predictive quality. Hence, the experiment required

the application of tasks that relate closely to innovation evaluation, featured unknown

future outcomes at the time of prediction, and still allowed for us to provide diagnostic

information. Similar to the �rst experiment, the evaluation tasks were related to success
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potential and marketing-related characteristics of innovation products, such as market

share developments of innovative products and product characteristics.

We partnered with GfK Retail & Technology GmbH, the global leader in tracking

the sales of technology-based consumer goods such as domestic appliances, o�ce technol-

ogy, consumer electronics, and communication technology, to de�ne relevant prediction

tasks for innovative products in the category of mobile computing and derive diagnostic

information based on their expertise. At the same time, the company's market data al-

lowed us to evaluate prediction errors after the markets had �nished and the prediction

events had occurred to test our hypotheses.

We chose the mobile computing product category for three reasons. First, that

product category is highly dependent on valid innovation evaluation, since product de-

velopment costs and failure rates can be very high (Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 1995). Second,

the subject group had been highly exposed to the innovative consumer electronic prod-

ucts upon which we focused the evaluation tasks, both as frequent users of novel devices

but also in the academic context of innovation management and marketing courses. Fi-

nally, high-technology companies such as consumer electronics �rms are considered a

similarly attractive future employer for German engineering students as the automobile

industry, with companies such as Google and Apple ranking on a par with leading au-

tomobile manufacturers in Germany (Trendence Institut 2011). Thus, our subjects were

expected to exhibit a su�ciently high degree of product involvement and were initially

assumed to be capable of making informed predictions.

We developed a set of 16 innovation-related questions ranging from the assessment of

potential market success for speci�c tablet-PC products such as the Apple iPad, to eval-

uating the price drops of new technologies such as SSD hard drives.1

Analogous to the �rst experiment, 10 of the 16 tasks were randomly drawn for use in

the manipulation treatment to induce di�erent con�dence levels via false feedback. The

remaining six tasks were then used in the information markets.

The three pieces of additional information per information market period were devel-

oped in collaboration with market experts. We ensured the diagnosticity of the

presented information by consulting with senior GfK market experts and by drawing

on the company's internal forecasting systems. Thus, the information can be considered

diagnostic from an objective perspective. It was furthermore emphasized while devel-

oping the cues that the information pieces should add information quality if presented

1The complete set of evaluation questions and information market prediction tasks are included in the
Appendix.
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sequentially. After having generated the information market questions and the pieces of

information, we conducted an informal pre-test with a non-related lecture group of 50

industrial-engineering master students who had similar characteristics but who would

not be participating in the information markets. The pre-test showed that the informa-

tion given led to better individual predictions and that individual predictions improved

with the amount of information received, when using GfK forecasts as proxies for pre-

diction outcomes.

8.2.3. Implementation

The experiment was again executed using z-Tree, a software framework for programming

economic experiments (Fischbacher 2007). Figure 8.1 depicts the design of the second

Figure 8.1.: Design for the second experiment, by experimental setting: Number of cases
by treatment and experimental setting

experiment and the expected number of cases per experimental cell, based on the subject

sample size and market repetitions per trading group. The �gure visualizes the second

experiment as two 2 X 1 experiments: �rst, the basic experimental setting in which

diagnostic information is provided free of charge to treated participants, and then the

extended scenario, in which the subjects have the opportunity to acquire the information
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at a cost.

For each setting, the experiment consisted of �ve parts that resembled the experi-

mental procedure of the �rst experiment depicted in Figure 7.3 of the previous chapter.

At the beginning of the experiment, subjects randomly drew their seats in the labo-

ratory. There were eight workstations and four subjects were placed together in one

trading group.

First, the subjects �lled out pre-experimental questionnaires to collect unbiased mea-

sures of individual domain-speci�c innovativeness, familiarity with �nancial markets,

and �nancial-product risk aversion. They then watched an introductory video that fa-

miliarized them with the experimental process and described how to participate in the

information market.2 The second part consisted of the initial evaluation task. Sub-

jects were presented with 10 initial evaluation questions. Again, they were told that

their chance to win a e50,- voucher would be in�uenced by how many questions they

answered correctly and how well they estimated their own performance. We kept the

incentive for the initial evaluation task in order to obtain an individual baseline measure-

ment for natural con�dence. The more con�dent an individual, the higher the distance

between truly correct answers and estimated correct answers will be, given the incentive

above.

The manipulation followed in the third part of the experiment. Two of the four subjects

were randomly selected to jointly receive either the positive or the negative feedback,

while the other two subjects entered the information market without treatment, as noise

traders. These subjects did not receive any feedback regarding their performance in the

evaluation task, nor were they given the opportunity to access diagnostic information

during the information markets.

The information market task marked the fourth part of the experiment and again con-

sisted of six independent market periods, the �rst of which was considered a training

period. Hence, each group produced �ve market predictions and ten individual pre- and

post-market estimations.

Before each market period, subjects in the treatment condition underwent the infor-

mation acquisition phase. If the session's scenario indicated the basic experimental

setting with free information, subjects who received a treatment were given three

pieces of diagnostic information regarding the prediction object. If the session's scenario

was additional experimental setting where information had to be acquired at

2The version of the video for treated subjects in the basic experimental setting may be viewed here:
http://youtu.be/zv8s3zeV8L4
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a cost, subjects who received a treatment could choose between acquiring no additional

information, one piece of diagnostic information for two a Euro deduction from a po-

tential 20,- Euro in winnings, or three pieces of diagnostic information for a four Euro

deduction from a potential 20,- Euro in winnings.

All subjects were asked to report estimates of the true values before and after trading

to measure individual prediction errors while considering information acquisition and

information market trading. Each information market ran for 140 seconds. Di�erent

from the �rst experiment, the markets' starting prices were always set to 50 so that the

subjects would not strategically set starting pricing to misguide other traders. Predic-

tion tasks and periods were arranged over sessions so that their potential impact could

be controlled for in subsequent analysis.

We facilitated trading through the same automated market maker using Market Scoring

Rules to update prices, as in the �rst experiment. Figure 8.2 shows the trading inter-

faces for subjects in both treatment conditions and the free information condition. The

top left corner shows the treatment manipulation and the lower left corner the current

prediction task. The freely provided information is depicted in the lower left corner.

The stock price development is shown in the top right corner and participants could buy

or sell either big (50) or small (5) packages of stock in the lower right corner, which also

displays current budget and portfolio. After all markets had closed, two prediction tasks

were selected randomly and the subjects were paid out based on the true underlying

value of their evaluations. The �nal rank determined the probability of winning a prize.

Accordingly, the subjects' chances of winning two vouchers worth 20 Euros minus any

information acquisition costs were determined by their overall portfolio value in these

two markets.

As before, the last part of the experiment consisted of the post-experimental question-

naire and was very similar to the one used in the �rst experiment. We �rst provided

questions to evaluate subjective performance perceptions and subjective reasons for the

respective performances. The questionnaire then asked subjects about how much they

enjoyed the experimental tasks. Finally, the questionnaire addressed whether the sub-

jects understood the information market correctly and collected information about the

subjects' age, gender, place of origin, and course of study.
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Figure 8.2.: Information market interaction interface for subjects in the overcon�dence
(top) and low con�dence treatment (bottom) groups, in the free information
condition
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8.2.4. Instructions

The day prior to the session, each subject received a written document with detailed

instructions regarding all aspects of the innovation evaluation tasks (except the treat-

ments), the incentives and how to trade and compete in the information market.

Based on the results from the �rst experiment, the instructions were extended using

scenarios of potential trading situations to further foster market understanding. We

re-edited and updated the tutorial video to account for the information conditions for

subjects in the treatment conditions. This time, three speci�c versions of the video were

produced to �t the information environment of treated subjects in both experimental

conditions and the noise traders.

8.3. Data preparation

8.3.1. Variable operationalization and construct validity

Table 8.1 presents the coding scheme for the dependent and independent variables that

were included in the statistical analyses. The upper part of the table shows the depen-

dent variables. We chose the root square error (RSE) to measure prediction error for

individual and information market predictions because the RSE is a widely accepted

measure of the di�erence between predicted observed values (Armstrong and Collopy

1992). Given that we ultimately obtained a true outcome for each prediction i, we could

calculate for each prediction i :

RSEi =
√

(Predictioni − True Outcomei)2

We additionally wanted to analyze the impact of our treatment on information buying

in the costly information scenario. We included one measure for information purchases

by individual traders and one measure for purchases per trading group.

The independent experimental variables on the individual level did not require any prepa-

ration besides the coding scheme displayed in the lower part of Table 8.1. Similar to the

�rst experiment, independent control variables for gender, FPRA and PDI were included

in the analysis. The individual estimation errors of the two treated and untreated indi-

viduals entered the market-based analysis as group averages. While such a procedure did

not allow the accounting of within-group variance in individual predictions, it was con-

sidered the only valid option for measuring the impact of individual variables on group
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Variable Operationalization

Dependent variables
Individual pre-market error RSE of an individual estimate before

an information market period
Individual information Sum of information acquired per subject
Market error RSE of an information-market estimate based on

average market prices per market period
during the last 20 trading seconds

Individual post-market error RSE of an individual estimate
after an information-market period
and market period

Noise traders' post-market Noise traders' pre-market error �
prediction improvement noise traders' post-market error

Independent variables
Treatment condition -1 (Low con�dence)

1 (Overcon�dence)
Gender -1 (Female)

1 (Male)
Financial Product Risk Attitude Metric coe�cient

(extracted via regression from factor analysis)
Product Domain Involvement Metric coe�cient

(extracted via regression from factor analysis)
Average Group Error Treatment Average individual pre-market RSE per market

of the two treated traders per market period
Average Group Error Noise Average individual pre-market RSE

of the two untreated traders per market period
Market information Sum of information acquired per

market period

Table 8.1.: Operationalization of variables included in the statistical analysis for Exper-
iment 2
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Items Product Domain Involvement Financial Products Risk Attitude

PDI1 0,827 -0,007
PDI2 0,886 0,011
PDI3 0,742 0,253
FPRA1 0,026 0,771
FPRA2 0,065 0,791
FPRA3 0,116 0,742

Variance explained 0,34 0,31
Cronbach's α 0,76 0,66

Notes. n = 128; Exploratory Factor Analysis: Principal Component Analysis

(Eigenvalues > 1); Varimax-Rotation.

Table 8.2.: Measurement of constructs for control variables

outcomes via multi-level regression (Van Kleef et al. 2010). However, individual-variable

aggregates needed to be introduced with caution and to a limited degree because they

likely to reduce the explanatory power of the statistical model. Again, the two construct-

based control variables were investigated and prepared via factor analysis. The factor

analysis revealed that all relevant factor loadings are >0.6. As can be also seen in Table

8.2, cross loadings are again very low. The PDI construct explains 34% of total item

variance, whereas the FPRA construct explains 27% of total item variance. Finally, the

factor values for each subject were again extracted via multiple-linear regression.

8.3.2. Data adequacy and statistical model

The second experiment also used a within-subject design with multiple measurements

per subject, which again required multi-level analysis. The adequacy requirements that

were presented in Section 7.3.3 remain unchanged. A distinction needed to be made

between dependent variables at the subject level and dependent variables at the market

level. When focusing on a subject-level dependent variable, we used subject-level vari-

ables as Level 2 grouping variables. When focusing a market-level dependent variable

(e.g. market error), we used market-level variables as Level 2 grouping variables. As

we considered two independent information settings (free and costly information) at two

di�erent analysis levels (subject and market), we faced a relatively large set of descrip-

tive statistics and tests for data adequacy with HLM regression. Hence, this section will

more narrowly focus the discussion on model �t, deviations, and the measures taken to
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overcome those deviations.3

First focusing on the basic experimental setting, we �nd deviations from the nor-

mality assumptions for the dependent variables at both the individual and group levels.

Since the treated subjects received diagnostic information, we �nd that prediction errors

of treated subjects are clustered around the low end of errors for individuals and groups.

Accordingly, the distribution of estimations is potentially skewed to the left (i.e. to the

lower range of prediction errors). Indeed, dependent variables for individual and market

estimates show signi�cant skewness above the often-cited upper bound of two times the

skewness' standard error (Miles and Shevlin 2001). We approached the issue by follow-

ing the procedures previously applied in Section 7.3.3. We ultimately relied on the use

of robust variance estimators if the dependent variables were not distributed normally

(Raudenbush and Byrk 2002, p. 278). Residual distributions provide su�cient �t with

the normality assumption at both levels of analysis after graphical analysis and thus do

not prevent statistical-model validity.

Regarding the additional setting with costly information, we �rst needed to con-

sider that regressing the amount of acquired information requires the application of

ordinal regression, as three ordinal categories characterize information buying as a de-

pendent variable. Here, we could disregard the dependent variable's distribution and

�nd assumption �t for the remaining criteria. Concerning the other variables, we found

similar skewness for individual and market estimations and again, applied the proposed

data checks that were previously introduced in Section 7.3.3 (Snijders and Bosker 2012,

pp. 153-173). We �nd su�cient model �t overall after introducing the random e�ect

variables at Level 2, again relying on robust standard errors for estimation. Graphical

analysis shows that residual variance is su�ciently aligned with the underlying normality

assumption for HLM. We therefore build the models in a straightforward manner.

8.4. Results

In total, 136 subjects participated in the second experiment. This included 34 trading

groups, each of which traded in �ve information markets, thus generating 170 information

market predictions. In the following sections, the results will be presented according to

the development of hypotheses. We �rst focus on the impact of overcon�dence on the

prediction quality of information markets in the basic experimental setting. We will

present the market-related results and then move on to individual post-market results.

3All corresponding graphical analyses can be found in the Appendix
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Afterwards, we will continue with the results of the additional experimental setting and

show that they are fundamentally consistent with an environment where individuals

need to acquire diagnostic information.

Comparable to the results from the �rst experiment, we build the models by estimating

�xed level e�ects at Level 1 (Model 1) and subsequently extend the models by subject-

or market-based random e�ects at Level 2 (Model 2).

8.4.1. Overcon�dence and the prediction quality of information

markets

We begin by presenting the results for the basic experimental setting in which infor-

mation was provided to treated individuals free of charge. In total, 72 students par-

ticipated in the experiment, generating 360 individual predictions before and after the

information markets, and 90 market predictions. We will align the presentation of re-

sults with the process of the experiment. We begin by presenting the results regarding

the market-related hypothesis. Analyzing market behavior in detail will then provides

further explanation of the market-related results. Finally, we focus on the hypotheses

that relate to the individual predictions after the market were �nished.

Market predictions

Table 8.3 shows the result for the �rst HLM regression. The models draw from ninety

cases coming from 18 experimental sessions with 5 periods each. The dependent variable

is the market error measured by the average error of market prices during the �nal 20

seconds of trading.

Model 1 leaves out the treatment condition as a random-e�ect variable and only regresses

the market error on the intercept and the respective average group errors. Model 2 in-

troduces the treatment condition as a market-level independent variable. We added

Model 3 to highlight the bene�ts in model �t when including the intercept market error

for the random e�ects model.

Model 1 shows a signi�cant positive in�uence of average noise traders' pre-market errors

on market error (p < 0.001). Yet, the average pre-market errors of treated subjects did

not signi�cantly increase average market errors.

These �ndings are reinforced in Model 2. The model explains 6.1% more variance than

the �rst model, a highly signi�cant e�ect (p < 0.001). Again, average market error

was strongly in�uenced by the average pre-market errors of noise traders (p < 0.001)
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Market error
Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Fixed e�ects
Intercept 4.79∗∗∗ 6.41∗∗∗ -

(1.99) (2.20)
Group Error Treatment 0.06 0.08 0.21∗

(0.13) (0.14) (0.09)
Group Error Noise 0.40∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗

(0.11) (0.10) (0.07)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - �1.85 �2.93

(2.20) (2.79)
Group Error Treatment × - 0.03 0.05
Treatment condition (0.14) (0.17)
Group Error Noise × - 0.31∗∗ 0.30∗

Treatment condition (0.10) (0.11)

Deviance 636.68 604.42 610.57
Deviance Change (d.f.) 32.26 (8)∗∗∗ 6.2 (1)∗

Additional Variance explained 6.1% �3.1%
vs. Model 2

Notes. n for period level = 90; n for market level = 18.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 8.3.: Impact of the presence of overcon�dent individuals on market prediction error
in the basic experimental setting
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but not so by the average pre-market errors of treated subjects. The direct e�ect of

treatment condition and the interaction e�ect between treatment condition and treated

subjects' pre-market errors are not signi�cant. However, the interaction between treat-

ment condition and noise traders' pre-market errors is signi�cant (p < 0.01). Market

errors increased 0.62 points more with each incremental increase in noise traders' pre-

market error, when the market period featured overcon�dent subjects.

The last model omits the intercept. The model explains signi�cantly less variance than

the second model (p < 0.05). We �nd similar signi�cant relationships as in the second

model but without the intercept, the relationship between treated subjects' pre-market

errors and market error becomes signi�cant (p < 0.05). Still, market errors are much

more strongly related to noise traders' pre-market errors in terms of e�ect size and sig-

ni�cance level (p < 0.001).

Hypothesis 5 posits a positive in�uence of noise traders' pre-market errors on average

information market errors. As described above, the statistical analysis reveals strong

support for this relationship. Even after incorporating random e�ects in Model 2, we

still observe a signi�cant direct e�ect of average noise trader group-error on market-

prediction error. Each point increase in average noise trader prediction error increased

market prediction error by 0.3 points (sd = 0.10).

Average market error across conditions (x̄ = 12.13, sd = 8.79) was similarly high as av-

erage pre-market errors by treated subjects (OC: x̄ = 12.82, sd = 11.57; LC: x̄ = 12.42,

sd = 11.86) but signi�cantly lower than noise trader pre-market errors (OC: x̄ = 18.64,

sd = 13.64; LC: x̄ = 18.46, sd = 11.64). Furthermore treated subjects had, on average,

more homogeneous estimations before the market than noise traders. While the average

distance between the two treated subjects' pre-market estimations were x̄ = 7.39 points

(sd = 7, 33), noise traders' estimations lay x̄ = 12.39 points (sd = 9, 11) apart before the

markets started. A closer relationship between treated subjects' pre-market errors and

overall market error, and less variance between treated subjects' private estimations,

may explain the �nding that only noise traders' pre-market errors signi�cantly altered

average market error. Additionally, the treated subjects could re�ect market prices in

the light of the information provided during the market. Treated subjects more likely

reduced the boundaries by which market errors varied around their average.

The statistical analysis further reveals a positive interaction e�ect between present over-

con�dence and noise traders' pre-market errors on market error, which concurs with
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Figure 8.3.: Interaction e�ect of noise trader pre-market error and the presence of over-
con�dent traders on market error (Source: Own depiction)

Hypothesis 6. When overcon�dent traders are present, noise traders' pre-market er-

rors will have a more negative in�uence on the quality of market predictions.

Figure 8.3 documents the interaction e�ect. Market error was calculated via the regres-

sion function from Model 2, which explained most of the variance. First, the average

pre-market errors by treated subjects (x̄ = 12.50) were entered into the function. Then,

one below-average (x̄ = 14.00) and one above-average pre-market error (x̄ = 22.00) by

noise traders was chosen to visualize the interaction e�ect. The �gure shows that an

increase in pre-market errors by noise traders had almost no visible e�ect on market

error when subjects with low con�dence were present (∆RSE = 0.1) but signi�cantly

increased market errors in the presence of overcon�dent subjects (∆RSE = 5.1).

We argued that the interaction e�ect would be rooted in the particular trading behavior

of overcon�dent subjects, which would furthermore translate into signal absorption and

trading behavior of noise-traders.

Consequently, it is sensible to begin additional analysis by more closely inspecting data

for indicators of more aggressive trading by overcon�dent subjects.

Figure 8.4 illustrates relevant indicators of trading behavior by treated subjects. Trading

behavior has been analyzed and illustrated separately for overcon�dent (OC) subjects
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and low-con�dence (LC) traders. The �rst row (a) refers to overall trading behavior.

The second row (b) only refers to trading behavior concerning trades that opposed the

previous trades' market signal. For example, if the previous trade increased the market

price, an opposing trade, by our de�nition, would then decrease the market price. For

each row, we selected three variables to indicate trading behavior. The �rst bars display

average sum of stocks traded per market period. The second set of bars show the average

amount of stocks per trade by treated subjects. The last set of bars shows the average

stock price movement per trade by treated subjects.

We �rst observe that overall trading volume did not signi�cantly di�er between OC

and LC subjects. OC subjects traded a few more stocks on average per market period

(LC: x̄ = 648, 9, OC: x̄ = 649, 9) and when opposing previous market signals (LC:

x̄ = 318, 7, OC: x̄ = 334, 7). This �nding concurs with the results of the �rst experi-

ment. Even when the arti�cial market agent continuously opposed market signals, OC

subjects barely traded more stocks per period (p < 0.1, see Section 7.4).

Average quantity of stocks per trade refers to the amount of stocks that were traded in

each market section. The participants could trade either 5 or 50 stocks with each market

action. Here, we �nd a di�erent picture and indeed, signi�cant di�erences (p < 0.01,

independent sample t-test) between the trading behavior by OC and LC subjects. Over

all trades, OC subjects traded 6.7 stocks or 29% more per trade than LC subjects. While

average stocks per trade were lower in cases where the treated subjects opposed previ-

ous market signals, OC subjects still traded 4.1 more stocks per trade (35%, p < 0.01,

independent sample t-test) than LC subjects. These di�erences directly translate into

the average stock price movements depicted in the last columns of row (a) and (b) of

Figure 8.4. Overall and opposing stock price movements were signi�cantly higher per

trade in OC conditions. Each market action by OC subjects can be regarded as more

vigorous, as each resulted in larger stock prices changes than actions by LC subjects.

Other indicators support the notion of more vigorous trading by OC subjects. While

LC subjects committed signi�cantly more trading actions (p < 0.05, independent sam-

ple t-test) on average, overall, per market (LC: x̄ = 27.6, OC: x̄ = 21.7), OC subjects

incurred signi�cantly larger "streaks" of market price movement (p < 0.05), i.e. consec-

utive movements of market price by the respective subject (LC: x̄ = 8.5, OC: x̄ = 9.6,

independent sample t-test).

Our hypothesis implicated that such aggressive and opposing trading behavior would

likely prevent noise traders from extracting valid information from market signals. An

appropriate proxy for measuring noise traders' signal absorption and learning from mar-
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ket signals could be to observe how their post-market estimates di�er from their pre-

market estimates. Assuming that they change estimates for the better, more change

should relate to more signal absorption and more learning from the market under the

given experimental setting because the treated subjects possessed and provided supe-

rior information. On average, noise traders who participated together with LC subjects

changed their estimations signi�cantly less (p < 0.05, independent sample t-test) than

noise traders who joined overcon�dent subjects (LC: x̄ = 11.1, OC: x̄ = 8.0). This dif-

ference in individual prediction change between markets is also re�ected by di�erential

increases in individual prediction quality, which will be more thoroughly addressed in

the following section. Noise traders who participated in the market with overcon�dent

traders improved their predictions less after the market, which suggests that they ex-

tracted less information from the market.

Ultimately, overcon�dent subjects' trading behavior in�uences the trading behavior of

noise traders. This becomes particularly evident when observing changes in noise traders'

trading behavior over the course of the market periods. Compared to the treated sub-

jects' analysis, we therefore extended the trading behavior analysis for noise traders,

as shown in Figure 8.5. Instead of presenting market-based average results like for the

treated subjects' trading behavior, the market periods are divided into equally-sized

time intervals and results are then presented per time interval. This allows us to observe

shifts in noise traders' behavior, separated by LC and OC markets.

The �rst row depicts the overall trading behavior of noise traders and the second row

illustrates noise traders' behavior in cases where they opposed previous market signals.

We observe in the �rst column that trading activity in terms of total stocks traded is

lower in OC markets at the beginning but higher at the end the of the market periods.

This observation is valid for overall trading activity and opposing trades.

The second graph of row (a) illustrate that noise traders start trading very large amounts

of stocks per trade (LC: x̄ = 33.8, OC: x̄ = 35.0) independent of the treatment condi-

tion, and that this amount falls and stays lower, on average, in LC markets. The same

observation is re�ected by average stock price movements for overall trading activity.

Noise traders in OC markets moved the stock prices by larger margins per trade in the

majority of market period intervals.

The last two charts in row (b) depict the di�erences in how strongly noise traders op-

posed previous market signals depending on the other subjects' treatment condition.

Congruent with the hypothesis, overcon�dent subjects' aggressiveness seemed to trans-

late into noise traders' behavior. At the beginning of the period, when little information
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about the trading behavior of the treated subjects was available in the market, opposing

behavior was even higher in markets with LC subjects. However, as the market period

progressed, the average stock quantity and price movements of noise traders' opposing

trades in OC markets began to show the corresponding characteristics as in LC mar-

kets. This may indicate that noise traders learn to imitate the behavior of overcon�dent

traders in the respective markets and to trade more strongly against opposing market

signals over the course of the market period. As a consequence, all market participants

would be less likely to extract information from the market; �rst, because market signals

are less homogeneous and second, because subjects would become less willing to extract

information from market signals.

Overall, the results show support for Hypothesis 6 and the additional analysis of trad-

ing behavior indicates correspondence to the reasoning behind the hypothesis. In the

given experimental setting, overcon�dence negatively in�uenced market prediction qual-

ity because it incremented the positive relationship between noise traders' pre-market

errors and market error. Overcon�dent subjects trade more aggressively, which prevents

noise trader from learning and stimulates them to adapt similar behavior over the course

of the market period.

Post-market predictions

This section presents the results regarding the e�ect of overcon�dence on post-market

prediction quality by treated subjects and the improvement in prediction quality by noise

traders. We chose prediction improvement as the dependent variable for noise traders

to account for the larger variance in their pre-market predictions. In contrast, manip-

ulated subjects had lower and, importantly, more homogeneous prediction errors prior

to the market. Therefore, the results can be directly regressed with their post-market

prediction errors.

We �rst address the RSE of post-market individual predictions by treated subjects. Sim-

ilar to previous analyses, we built two HLMs and included random e�ects variables in

Model 2. Both models show that individual after-market estimates by treated subjects

were signi�cantly impacted by individual pre-market estimates (p < 0.001), which sig-

ni�cantly supports Hypothesis 7. In addition, market errors have show no apparent

signi�cant e�ect on post-market prediction errors by treated individuals in the �xed-

or random-coe�cients models. It appears that treated subjects drew very heavily from

their pre-market predictions but not from market signals to form post-market predic-

tions. The pre-market information and subsequent individual predictions set anchors
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Treated individuals' Noise traders'
post-market error post-market

prediction improvement
Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2

Fixed e�ects
Intercept 3.82∗∗∗ 3.04∗∗∗ �1.04 2.18†

(1.08) (1.07) (1.19) (1.13)
Individual pre-market 0.60∗∗∗ 0.59∗∗∗ 0.56∗∗∗ 0.56∗∗∗

error (0.04) (0.66) (0,04) (0.06)
Market error 0.03 0.05 �0.43∗∗∗ �0.49∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.04) (0.06) (0.07)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - �0.59 - �0.64

(0.94) (1.07)
Gender - 0.76 - �3.50∗∗

(0.61) (1.46)
Financial Risk Attitude - 0.53 - 0.08

(0.37) (0.56)
Product Domain Involvement - �0.27 - 1.15

(0.32) (1.23)
Individual pre-market error × - 0.14∗ - 0.01
Treatment condition (0.07) (0.06)
Market error × - �0.02 - 0.11
Treatment condition (0.04) (0.07)

Deviance 1212.04 1186.70 1222.04 1211.94
Deviance Change (d.f.) 25.34 (11)∗∗ 10.10 (11)
Additional Variance explained 8.0% 2,9%

Notes. n for period level = 180; n for subject level = 36.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 8.4.: The impact of treatment condition on treated subjects' post-market error
and post-market prediction improvements by noise traders in the basic ex-
perimental setting
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Figure 8.6.: Interaction e�ect of treated subjects' pre-market errors and treatment con-
ditions on their post-market errors

with little ambiguity for the range of potentially true values that would serve as a yard

stick for the validity of �uctuating market signals. Treated subjects are unlikely to pro-

cess market signals to update their beliefs because market prices and their corresponding

prediction errors frequently diverge from the range of potentially true values due to noise

traders' activity.

Hypothesis 8 posited that overcon�dent individuals' post-market estimates would be

more negatively a�ected by pre-market errors. In other words, the higher the individ-

ual pre-market errors, the worse the post-market predictions by OC participants would

be. We investigated this hypothesis by looking at Model 2 random-e�ects results. The

second column of Table 8.4 shows that the interaction e�ect of treatment condition and

individual pre-market error is signi�cantly positive (p < 0.05), which lends support to

the corresponding hypothesis. This �nding is visualized in Figure 8.6. By drawing from

Model 2 estimators, the �gure shows a stronger increase in post-market errors with in-

creasing pre-market errors by OC subjects, as compared to LC treatment. Overcon�dent

subjects appeared to learn less during the market to improve private predictions, which

was particularly true when pre-market errors were relatively high.

An interesting question is why particularly low con�dence subjects did not generate

worse after-market than pre-market predictions in the case of low pre-market errors.

One argument could be that the previously received information prevented them from
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updating their beliefs for the worse. Erroneous market signals do not resemble predic-

tions within the boundaries of previously internalized information.

Overall, the second model reduced variance by 8.0 percent, which translates into a sig-

ni�cant increase in model �t (p < 0.01). None of the control variables in the random

e�ects model yielded signi�cant relationships with the individual post-market errors.

Finally, we place our focus upon the potential prediction improvements by noise traders.

The results are provided in the last two columns of Table 8.4. Model 2 did not signif-

icantly improve model �t, which allows us to draw our conclusions from the standard

regression Model 1.

The �rst model predicts that noise traders' post-market prediction improvement signif-

icantly depends on individual pre-market errors and market errors. In line with hy-

pothesis 9 higher pre-market errors give more room to prediction improvements by

noise traders after the markets have ended. An increase of pre-market RSE by one re-

sults in an estimated increase of post-market prediction improvement of 0.56 (p < 0.001).

We thus cannot refute Hypothesis 9.

Second, we observe that prediction improvement signi�cantly decreased with increas-

ing market error (p < 0.001). An increase in market RSE by one point results in an

estimated decrease in post-market prediction improvement of -0.49 (p < 0.001). Noise

traders learned from market signals and improved their predictions after the markets.

The higher the market error, the less noise traders improved upon their pre-market

predictions, which lends support to Hypothesis 10.

8.4.2. An additional setting where information for treated

individuals was provided at a cost

This section focuses on the results of the additional experimental setting. This setting

aimed to provide another facet to increase the reliability of the results in the face of

a more realistic scenario. Instead of providing diagnostic information free of charge,

treated subjects were now allowed to purchase up to three pieces of diagnostic informa-

tion for a deduction in potential prize money. Accordingly, this setting also addressed

the impact of treatment condition on information acquisition behavior and how poten-

tial variance in available information impacts individual predictions by treated subjects,

market predictions, and post-market predictions by noise traders. We begin this anal-

ysis in the following subsection by investigating the impact of treatment condition on

pre-market behavior.
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Individual Treated individuals'
information pre-market error

Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2

Fixed e�ects
Intercept 1.66∗∗∗ 0.16 18.34∗∗∗ 19.63∗∗∗

(0.30) (0.35) (1.29) (1.72)
Individual information - - �2.77∗∗∗ �2.94∗∗∗

(0.72) (0.74)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - 1.31∗∗ - �1.94

(0.43) (1.61)
Gender - 0.86† - 0.21

(0.44) (1.26)
Financial Risk Attitude - �0.08 - 1.27

(0,40) (0,94)
Product Domain Involvement - 0.03 - �0.36

(0.37) (0.86)
Individual Information × - - - 0.72
Treatment condition (0.73)

Deviance 137.67 117.69 1232.04 1228.81
Deviance Change (d.f.) 19.98 (4)∗∗∗ 3.24 (5)
Additional Variance explained 24.2% 1.4%

Notes. n for period level = 160; n for subject level = 32.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 8.5.: Regression results regarding individual post-market prediction errors by
treated subjects and individual prediction improvements by noise traders

Pre-market predictions

Subjects were �rst required to decide how much diagnostic information they wanted to

pay for to potentially improve individual predictions. In the �rst two results columns

of Table 8.5, we show how overcon�dence treatment impacted individual information-

buying.

As the experiment only presented three options for buying information, the HLM analysis

is carried out via an ordinal regression. Ordinal regression results in probability estimates

for subjects choosing one of the options. The intercept captures the overall log-odds if

all predictors are controlled for at the grand-mean level. The results can be interpreted

by transforming the resulting log-odds to probability P (i) that an option i is chosen,
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e.g. as in Gracia and Herrero (2008). The probability for the baseline choice (zero pieces

of information purchased) are given in the �rst formula below. The second formula

returns the overall probability for buying one piece of information by adding a threshold

estimate δ. The probability of purchasing all possible pieces of information results from

the preceding estimates:

P (0) = exp (intercept)/1 + exp (intercept))

P (1) = exp (intercept+ δ)/1 + exp (intercept+ δ))

P (3) = 1 − P (1) − P (0)

The regression produced a δ estimate of 1.72. Using the results provided in Table 8.5

and the threshold estimate, we �nd that the probabilities were P = 54% for purchasing

zero information pieces, P = 13% for purchasing one piece of information, and P = 33%

for purchasing three pieces of information when controlling for all other potential pre-

dictors.

Similar to the intercept, the other predictors can be included to calculate probability

changes or they can be interpreted directly from the results table. After including the

random e�ect variables in Model 2, we �nd a signi�cant impact of treatment condition on

the likelihoods for each information acquisition choice (p < 0.01). The positive sign in-

dicates that overcon�dence treatment increases the probability that subjects will choose

the �rst category (i.e. buy no additional information). The model predicts that ceteris

paribus, 81% of subjects with overcon�dence treatment will not purchase any diagnostic

information. At the same time, overcon�dence treatment decreases the probability of

subjects buying one or three pieces of information.

After receiving purchased information, the treated subjects gave individual estimates

prior to the market starting. In the next step, we investigate how the amount of acquired

information impacted individual pre-market prediction error. The last two columns of

Table 8.5 show the regression of pre-market errors by treated individuals on the amount

of information acquired, treatment condition and control variables. The deviance change

from Model 1 to Model 2 shows that the random e�ect variables do not contribute to

explaining individual pre-market errors. Only the intercept constant (p < 0.001) and

the amount of acquired information (p < 0.001) signi�cantly impacted the dependent

variable. The more information an individual acquires, the lower his individual predic-

tion error will be. Model 1 estimates that each piece of diagnostic information lowers
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Market error
Variable Model 1 Model 2

Fixed e�ects
Intercept 4.45 5.44

(4.40) (3.03)
Market information �0.80 �0.71∗

(0.68) (0.32)
Group Error Treatment 0.17 0,07

(0.24) (0.21)
Group Error Noise 0.47∗∗ 0.15∗

(0.17) (0.15)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - �0.85

(3.03)
Market information× - �0.97∗∗

Treatment condition (0.32)
Group Error Treatment × - �0.02
Treatment condition (0.21)
Group Error Noise × - 0.28†

Treatment condition (0.15)

Deviance 601,89 575.76
Deviance Change (d.f.) 21.60 (14)∗

Additional Variance explained 9.9%

Notes. n for period level = 80; n for market level = 16.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 8.6.: Impact of the presence of overcon�dent individuals on market prediction error
when information comes at a cost

individual prediction error by 2.77 points.

Market predictions

Compared to the basic experimental setting, the overall amount of acquired information

is now introduced as an independent predictor variable to the regression models that

investigate the in�uence of overcon�dent market participants on prediction market error.

Table 8.6 shows the results of the HLM analysis related to the market error. Observing

Model 1 �rst, we �nd that average noise group errors signi�cantly increased prediction

errors (p < 0.01). This positive relationship stays intact when introducing random

e�ect predictors in Model 2, yet is less signi�cant (p < 0.05). Overall, the second
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model explains 9.9% more variance than Model 1, which signi�cantly improves model

�t (p < 0.05). We now �nd that available market information signi�cantly reduced

prediction errors (p < 0.05). Each additional piece of diagnostic information reduced

prediction market error by 0.71 points when controlling for the other predictor variables.

Model 2 additionally reveals an interaction e�ect according to which an increase in

market information will be of greater bene�t in the case of overcon�dence treatment

(p < 0.05). Each additional piece of diagnostic information reduced prediction error

in markets with overcon�dent subjects 0.97 points more than in markets with low-

con�dence subjects. This �nding is interesting because the previous experimental setting

did not reveal a stronger positive e�ect on market error by well-informed, overcon�dent

subjects. On the contrary, market error in the presence of well-informed treated subjects

was higher in OC conditions than in LC conditions.

However, this interactive relationship appears to be o�set by the signi�cantly lower

total amount of information in markets with overcon�dent subjects. On average, the

overcon�dent markets yielded a prediction error of 17.50 points (sd = 12, 60) and the

low-con�dence markets yielded 13.08 points (sd = 13, 42) prediction error.

Post-market predictions

The last section addresses individual post-market estimation errors in the setting where

information comes at a cost.

Table 8.7 shows the individual post-market errors by treated individuals. Similar to

the basic experimental setting, individual prediction errors signi�cantly contributed to

post-market errors (p < 0.001). The table additionally reveals that market errors sig-

ni�cantly and positively impacted post-market individual errors by treated individuals

(p < 0.001). Based on the e�ect-size estimations in Model 2, each point increase in

market error increased individual post-market errors by 0.37 (sd = 0.07) points. Market

error signi�cantly in�uenced treated subjects' predictions after the market, while these

were not signi�cantly in�uenced by market error when the subjects were well-informed

prior to the market starting.

Furthermore, the control variables of Gender and Product Domain Involvement had a

positive in�uence on post-market errors. Male subjects had higher post-market errors

than female subjects on average, and higher product domain involvement led to higher

post-market errors. While it may seem counterintuitive at �rst sight, higher domain

involvement could positively in�uence post-market errors because it might relate to less-

willingness to learn from others' signals, in addition to the treatment condition.
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Treated individuals' Noise traders'
post-market error post-market

prediction improvement
Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2

Fixed e�ects
Intercept �0.14 0.91 �1.04 �1.35

(1.22) (1.26) (0.87) (1.11)
Individual pre-market 0.59∗∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗∗ 0.49∗∗∗

error (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.05)
Individual information 0.09 �0.84 - -

(0.43) (0.57)
Market error 0.35∗∗∗ 0.37∗∗∗ �0.35∗∗∗ �0.32∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.07) (0.06) (0.05)
Random e�ects
Treatment condition - 0.31 - 1.32

(1.13) (0.80)
Gender - 1.42∗ - 0.16

(0.54) (0.89)
Financial Risk Attitude - 0.09 - �0.42

(0.59) (0.49)
Product Domain Involvement - 2.00∗∗ - �0.84

(0.51) (0.69)
Individual pre-market error × - �0.08 - �0.14∗

Treatment condition (0.08) (0.05)
Individual Information × - �0.43 - -
Treatment condition (0.42)
Market error × - 0.02 - 0.03
Treatment condition (0.07) (0.05)

Deviance 1121.08 1073.53 1097.72 1083.18
Deviance Change (d.f.) 47.56 (16)∗∗∗ 23.65 (5)∗∗∗

Additional Variance explained 39.5% 7.8%

Notes. n for period level = 160; n for subject level = 36.
∗∗∗p <0.001; ∗∗p <0.01; ∗p <0.05; †p <0.1.

Table 8.7.: The impact of treatment condition on post-market error by treated subjects
and post-market prediction improvements by noise traders when information
comes at a cost
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We ultimately address the improvement between pre- and post-market estimates by noise

traders. First, we �nd from observing the last two columns of Table 8.7 that intercepts

are not signi�cant either model. However, similar to the basic experimental setting,

higher pre-market errors and lower market error are positively related to improvement.

The more poorly noise traders estimated before the market, the more they improved

their estimations after the market (p < 0.001), and the worse market the error, the less

likely the noise traders were to improve estimations after the market (p < 0.001).

We �nally observe an interaction e�ect of pre-market errors by noise traders and treat-

ment condition. This interaction shows that noise traders improve less with increas-

ing pre-market errors if they participate in a market with overcon�dent participants.

Model 2 in the last column of Table 8.7 predicts that each point increase in pre-market

error by noise traders leads to 0.28 points ((1) × (−0.14) − (−1) × (−0.14)) less re-

duction in prediction error if the noise traders interacted with overcon�dent subjects

(p < 0.05). This is interesting because a similar e�ect was not observed in the basic

experimental setting. This may point to a potentially negative e�ect between lacking

information and overcon�dent traders' behavior. Especially when non-treated subjects

have high pre-market errors, the presence of overcon�dent subjects negatively in�uences

their prediction improvements, even when controlling for higher market error.

8.5. Discussion

The second experiment focused on the impact of overcon�dence on the prediction qual-

ity of information markets and its participants. We contrasted a condition in which

overcon�dent subjects participated in information markets with a condition in which

subjects with low con�dence entered similar information markets. We tested two di�er-

ent experimental settings regarding the information base of these subjects. In the ba-

sic experimental setting, treated subjects received diagnostic information free of charge.

This allowed us to study the impact of overcon�dence on market prediction quality while

controlling overcon�dent' subjects information levels externally. We then extended the

basic experimental setting with a scenario in which treated subjects had the opportunity

to purchase diagnostic information for a deduction from potential winnings. In all con-

ditions and experimental settings, two treated subjects were accompanied by an equal

number of noise traders, neither of whom received treatment or diagnostic information.

The overall results for both scenarios will be presented and discussed in the following

paragraphs.
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Treatment Condition Low con�dence Overcon�dence
Subject group Treated Noise Treated Noise

Average individual 12.42 18.46 12.82 18.64
pre-market RSE (11.86) (12.64) (11.57) (13.64)
Information market 9.21 16.37
RSE (6.47) (10.29)
Average individual 10.90 13.65 12.81 15.91
post-market RSE (9.57) (10.02) (11.00) (10.31)

Notes. n for individual RSE = 180; n for information market RSE = 90.

Table 8.8.: Individual and market prediction errors in the basic experimental setting

We summarize the prediction results for the basic experimental setting in Table 8.8. This

table supports the �ndings of previous HLM analysis that con�dence is unrelated to the

quality of individual predictions when subjects are supplied with diagnostic information

free of charge at the moment they receive the prediction task. As they are informed

that the information is diagnostic for the underlying prediction task, subjects in both

treatment conditions apparently utilized it to form individual estimations and yielded

similarly low pre-market errors (12.42 for LC and 12.82 for OC).

However, we �nd that the prediction quality of information markets nonetheless su�ered

from the presence of overcon�dent subjects, even though their pre-market estimations

did not signi�cantly di�er in quality from low-con�dence subjects. As presented in the

results sections, our �ndings support recent experimental results. Subjects who learn

from the signals of overcon�dent individuals may themselves produce signals with higher

prediction errors (Radzevick and Moore 2011). The detrimental impact of noise traders'

pre-market estimations appears contingent upon the presence of overcon�dent traders.

The statistical analysis of the experimental results reveals that increasing individual pre-

diction errors by noise traders have a stronger negative impact on the prediction quality

of market prices if overcon�dent traders are present. Our experimental results provide

two potential explanations that could independently explain these results.

First, noise traders may learn less from overcon�dent traders' market signals because

they align expectations less during trading. Overcon�dent traders oppose market sig-

nals more strongly than low-con�dence treated subjects. Our results align with Odean's

(1998) model, which shows that overcon�dent traders increase market volatility, and

we argued that traders consequently update private estimations less based on market

signals. These �ndings receive further support when observing post-market predictions

by treated individuals. Overcon�dent individuals appear to learn (or want to learn)
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relatively less from the information market, since individual pre-market errors attribute

signi�cantly more to their post-market errors compared to subjects in the low-con�dence

treatment.

Second, noise traders appear to adapt to overcon�dent subjects' aggressive style of trad-

ing. During the course of trading, noise traders oppose market signals more strongly

in OC markets than in LC markets. Though the post-market predictions show no sig-

ni�cant direct impact of treatment condition on the prediction improvements by noise

traders, the experimental setup prevents us from knowing whether the e�ect is indirectly

mitigated via the positive in�uence of lower market error in low-con�dence markets.

We used descriptive analysis to support the hypothesis that overcon�dence will have

a negative in�uence on market prediction error. The question, however, calls for fur-

ther analysis to more closely study the direct e�ects of overcon�dent subjects' actions

on noise traders' reactions. In our experiment, such reactions could not be observed

individually, as they were interwoven with other market actions and reactions. Future

experiments can greatly support the given �ndings by providing a more focused view

of the isolated relationship between overcon�dent subjects' actions and the reaction of

overcon�dent or well-calibrated subjects.

Finally, we observe that the market mechanism achieves the transfer of diagnostic in-

formation from treated participants to noise traders. We �nd a signi�cant improvement

among noise traders' post-market estimations compared to their pre-market estimations,

which is positively in�uenced by low market error and high pre-market error. In contrast

to treated subjects, for noise traders, a signi�cant share of market signals contributes

to their formation of post-market beliefs. Noise traders form better private predictions

after the market than before, and this e�ect is positively in�uenced by market prediction

quality.

In the additional experimental setting, subjects decided whether they wanted to ac-

quire information at a cost. We summarize the average prediction errors by treatment

condition in Table 8.9. The �rst row of results shows the average amount of diagnostic

information acquired by treated individuals, which preceded the pre-market estimations.

Here, our results support previously discussed �ndings that overcon�dent subjects will

engage in less information acquisition because the information appears less valuable

to them, compared to subjects in the low-con�dence condition. This translates into

higher individual prediction error in subjects who received overcon�dence treatment.

Accordingly, market prediction error is, on average, higher in markets with overcon�-

dent subjects than in those with subjects from the low-con�dence condition.
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Treatment Condition Low con�dence Overcon�dence
Subject group Treated Noise Treated Noise

Average amount of 1.67 � 0.55 �
information bought
Average individual 15.06 18.34 16.05 18.97
pre-market RSE (13.11) (12.16) (10.48) (12.61)
Information market 11.60 16.87
RSE (11.77) (12.22)
Average individual 13.91 13.76 14.57 17.36
post-market RSE (13.50) (9.87) (10.48) (12.30)

Notes. n for individual RSE = 160; n for information market RSE = 80.

Table 8.9.: Individual and market prediction error in the additional experimental setting

However, an interesting �nding is that additional piece of diagnostic information reduces

prediction error in markets with overcon�dent subjects more so than in markets with

low-con�dence subjects. This �nding o�sets the results from the �rst experimental set-

ting, in which markets with overcon�dent subjects yielded higher predictions error, even

though treated subjects always had access to three pieces of diagnostic information.

One potential explanation could be that OC subjects who purchased the maximum

amount information were least a�ected by the treatment. Overcon�dent subjects who

purchased extra information did not acquire information because their environment sig-

naled them to do so, but because the need emerged from within. Hence, their trading

behavior may correspond much less to that of the overcon�dent trading behavior that

explained high market errors in the previous experimental settings. As a consequence,

subjects who feel the urge to purchase information, even after being informed about their

superior prediction quality, may be self-selecting into markets in which participants are

more open to valuable external information. Thus, markets with overcon�dent subjects

may bene�t more strongly from additional information than in similar markets with

low-con�dence subjects.

Ultimately, the market prediction errors are consistent with the �ndings of the HLM

analysis that overcon�dent subjects' reluctance to acquire information apparently out-

weighs the fact that the presence of overcon�dent subjects induces lower market error

at comparable (and su�ciently low) information levels. There are too few instances

in which overcon�dent subjects enter markets similarly well-informed as subjects in the

low-con�dence condition, to potentially compensate for the e�ect of lacking information.

In summary, both experimental settings showed that the presence of overcon�dent par-
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ticipants can have a negative impact on the quality of information market predictions.

When other subjects possess relatively little information about the prediction task, the

presence of overcon�dent subjects will decrease the likelihood that these subjects will

absorb information from overcon�dent subjects via the market's trading mechanism.

This leads to higher market error and higher individual prediction errors for uninformed

traders.

This may be particularly important to consider in the light of heterogeneously dispersed

information domains among market participants, which could be common in the context

of innovation evaluation. In cases where overcon�dent subjects are present and possess

diagnostic yet independent information from di�erent domains, overcon�dent trading-

behavior may prevent the e�ective aggregation of this information. When overcon�dent

participants possess speci�c expertise, the remaining participants become noise traders

who obstruct e�ective integration of the overcon�dent subjects' expertise. This will

negatively in�uence the quality of market predictions and individual post-market pre-

dictions by participants and other groups or individuals who draw diagnostic information

from these predictions, such as innovation management and planning sta�.
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9.1. Summary of results

The main goal of this thesis was to create a more thorough understanding about the

impact of judgmental biases on the evaluation of innovation via information markets.

This goal was split in two research objectives.

In Part Two of this thesis, we addressed the �rst research objective and created a

conceptual background that set the scene for subsequent empirical analysis. A thorough

introduction to information markets for innovation evaluation and judgmental biases

prepared a common and detailed understanding of the research context. We found that

judgmental biases are frequently present in innovation management decision-making and

may signi�cantly impact the outcomes of innovation evaluation tasks. Of the most preva-

lent biases identi�ed in Section 4.3, overcon�dence appears to be particularly important

in the context of innovation evaluation in general and information markets in particular.

From there, we determined our second research objective, which was to empirically

study the impact of overcon�dence on the evaluation of innovation via information mar-

kets. First, the empirical focus was narrowed to the potential impact of overcon�dence

on the quality of the innovation evaluation. We de�ned overcon�dence as the individual

tendency to overestimate own prediction performance overall and in relation to others.

Two experiments with information markets were conducted.

The �rst experiment investigated the impact of overcon�dence on individual behavior

in the context of information markets. We drew inferences about individual behavior

by creating an information market environment that allowed us to analyze individual

behavior in a controlled setting. Subjects received a treatment that manipulated their

con�dence levels, after which they traded with a controlled arti�cial market agent over a

number of sessions. The �rst experiment demonstrated that higher levels of con�dence
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induce individuals to trade more stocks in information markets, engage in trading ear-

lier, trade more in opposition to other traders' de�ecting beliefs, and be less likely to

update personal beliefs in relation to market signals after the information market has

�nished. These results indicate a stronger in�uence of overcon�dent subjects' beliefs on

the aggregated information that is expressed via market prices.

The second experiment investigated the impact of overcon�dence on the prediction

quality of information markets and their participants. Subjects received a treatment

that manipulated their con�dence to either overcon�dent or low con�dence levels. Pairs

of similarly treated subjects were brought together with two noise traders who had not

received any treatment. Thus, the second experiment featured information markets in

which four traders aggregated their expectations via trading. The results documented

that the presence of overcon�dent participants may signi�cantly lower the prediction

quality of information markets. When overcon�dent subjects are well-informed re-

garding the underlying prediction target, they exhibit strong convictions regarding their

interpretations of the provided information. Consequently, they trade more aggressively,

as suggested by the �rst experiment, and more strongly oppose other participants' mar-

ket signals. This limits both participants' learning from those market signals and e�cient

information aggregation. In the presence of overcon�dent traders, market predictions

are less likely to converge to form a homogeneous signal that could be better interpreted

by non-informed subjects to allow them to update private information. In markets with

overcon�dent subjects, noise traders' predictions have a more strongly negative impact

on market prediction quality and these traders will be less likely to improve their private

predictions after the information markets have �nished.

When overcon�dent subjects can acquire diagnostic information prior to the mar-

ket, they will be less likely to do so, since acquiring information is less valuable to them.

Acquiring less information leads to higher individual prediction error on the part of

overcon�dent subjects before the information markets and less information in the infor-

mation market, both of which ultimately negatively impact market prediction quality.

Higher prediction errors can be related to (1) less trading activity by overcon�dent sub-

jects because they are aware that they are less likely to acquire information and thus less

informed and (2) less informed trading activity by overcon�dent subjects if they ignore

the fact that they are less informed because they see less value in acquiring information.

The two experiments expand the current state of research with regard to judgmental
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biases in the context of information markets. The results of the �rst experiment provide

a detailed picture of the impact of overcon�dence on individual behavior in a controlled

laboratory experiment. The second experiment demonstrates that the presence of over-

con�dent subjects will systematically lead to lower prediction quality in information

markets in the given informational environments.

9.2. Limitations

Behavioral experiments are narrowly focused with regard to incentives, participants,

inter-subject relationships, and experimental environments to allow the investigation of

causal relationships while controlling for potential interference. Such rigorous control

over research conditions produces numerous limitations, which potentially reduce the

extent to which the �ndings can be applied to relationships in related experimental or

real-world contexts. Thus, it is important to investigate the limitations of the present

experimental research for two reasons. First, awareness about the limitations of an

experiment provides the necessary consideration for developing theoretical implications

from the results. Researchers are stressed not to overly generalize from their �ndings.

Second and closely related to the �rst point, theoretical assumptions to which empirical

results may appear ambiguous provoke suggestions for future research to increase the

�ndings' reliability and obtain a clearer understanding about the underlying mechanisms

that produce the phenomena in question.

First, all of our experimental subjects were drawn from a body of master stu-

dents in engineering disciplines. Our sampling therefore partly confounds our inference

from the current body of research that overcon�dence is most likely to be present among

entrepreneurs, innovation managers, and executives. While entrepreneurs and managers

in innovative technology companies may be more likely to possess engineering degrees

than the general population, certainly not all the students in our sample will join these

ranks. However, we addressed this issue by developing an experimental treatment that

allowed us to create overcon�dence arti�cially. On the one hand, such an experimental

treatment comes with a signi�cant bene�t. Overcon�dent subjects can be allocated in

any fashion that the experiments require. On the other hand, such treatment may lack

external validity if the arti�cially-induced overcon�dence di�ers from the natural over-

con�dence among the above-mentioned groups. While our experiments showed that the

behavior by subjects with induced overcon�dence resembled the behavior of untreated
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student subjects with natural overcon�dence, we cannot draw inferences about a similar

resemblance to the behavior of overcon�dent entrepreneurs, inventors, innovation man-

agers, or senior leadership.

Second, there may be di�erences between overcon�dence as induced by our

treatment and natural overcon�dence. However, we did not �nd signi�cant di�er-

ences in the dependent variable means when comparing naturally overcon�dent individu-

als have a strong better-than-average perception in our control group and participants in

the treatment group. Second, we had to rely on students as subjects for our experiment

and could not recruit real managers, engineers or blue-collar workers from automobile

companies. However, we have put forward arguments for why we still believe our manip-

ulated subjects felt su�ciently involved in the industry to make informed statements.

We believe that the e�ects we found would be even stronger among real decision-makers,

as they would be able to tap a larger pool of private information when evaluating inno-

vations.

Third, we aimed at creating relevant innovation evaluation tasks by using real-world

evaluation examples. However, our innovation tasks dealt mainly with innovations

that were already entering the market. Therefore, we can only assume that sim-

ilar patterns would arise when evaluating at the fuzzy front end of innovations, e.g.

during the idea evaluation process. Yet, drawing from current research, we believe that

overcon�dence may have a far greater impact on individual behavior at the beginning

of innovation endeavors, when context is less understood and uncertainty considerably

higher (Fowler and Johnson 2011). Alas, it would be very di�cult to validate the eval-

uation outcome of ideas, since a true underlying value would not be available any time

soon.

Fourth, the incentives in our experiments were �xed at amounts that - in the case of win-

ning one of the vouchers - meant signi�cant �nancial gains to our participants in relation

to the time the experiments lasted. The average student salary at universities in the

German state of Hamburg was e8.49 per hour at the time of the experiments and poten-

tial winnings amounted to e20 or e50. Therefore, our experiments should have provided

relevant extrinsic incentives for truthful revelation of beliefs. Yet of course, real-world

information markets may di�er strongly with regard to incentives. Frequently,

the relationship between potential monetary awards and regular participants' salaries

is much higher in corporate information markets for evaluation of innovations. For
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example, the largest German telecommunications company planned to provide a pink

Volkswagen convertible as a prize to spur female participation1. However, researchers

have frequently stressed that motivation-based incentives (for having better predictions

than others and achieving the higher portfolio value) may be a su�ciently strong driver

for e�ective participation (Dahan et al. 2010).

Additionally, our results only allow limited inferences about how overcon�dence may

impact information markets that require subjects to invest private funds. While the

additional experimental setting of the second experiment may provide some indication

of how overcon�dence interacts with the risk of losing funds, the subjects only risked

�winning less� rather than leaving the experiment with fewer assets than they had pos-

sessed before starting.

Fifth, our experimental environment requires critical examination regarding to what

extent it resembles real information markets for innovation evaluation. Any di�erences

may need closer examination to increase reliability when making inferences about real-

world information markets. To begin with, our innovation evaluation tasks were all

concerning the future market success of innovations that had recently been introduced

to the market. We have presented arguments for why we choose such tasks and under

which circumstances we may expect similar results if the tasks concerned early stage

innovation ideas or concepts. Yet our experiments cannot provide empirical support

to these arguments. Closely related to the tasks, the information cues provided during

the second experiment were homogeneous among participants (if they acquired equal

amounts of information). Our experiment, therefore, did not investigate how the pres-

ence of overcon�dent subjects with very heterogeneous knowledge (e.g., marketing and

R&D managers) impact prediction results. While the results of the second experiment

indicate the lack of consensus building and its negative consequences on noise traders'

prediction formation, we did not vary the heterogeneity of information systematically

to provide further insight. Also, subjects where paid out in our experiment only after

the real values materialized. As our information markets dealt with predictions of fu-

ture market shares, there was a signi�cant time gap between participation and payout.

Hence, our experiments did not answer the question how success (or the lack thereof) by

overcon�dent individuals over the course of multiple rounds of payout might impact their

behavior and in�uence in information markets. The results of our experiments should

therefore be speci�cally regarded as discussing the impact of overcon�dence on the re-

1The authors learned this from a personal talk with the company's project leader.
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sults of �rst-time applications of information markets for the evaluation of innovation.

Finally, our experimental information-markets ran on much smaller scale than real-world

information markets. While our markets featured four participants, real-life information

markets usually contain at least dozens and up to thousands of active traders, as was

the case in the Google and the Hileman information markets (Cowgill et al. 2008; Oth-

man and Sandholm 2010). Thus, our results may overstate the e�ect of overcon�dent

subjects in the cases where they are relatively less present in large-scale real-life informa-

tion markets. However, we presented arguments in Section 5.1 asserting that innovation

evaluation tasks are likely to attract a signi�cant proportion of overcon�dent subjects.

Empirical insights about the true degrees of overcon�dence among innovation evaluators

could provide a meaningful benchmark for this experiment's results and how well the

results can be projected onto real-life information markets.

Finally, subjects only predicted the success of one innovation per market period. Real-

world information markets usually feature a much larger number of parallel prediction

tasks, which may lead to increasing presence of overcon�dent subjects as they self-select

to trade stocks for those tasks, whose future they feel they know most about (Camerer

and Lovallo 1999). There is also some evidence that subjects may adjust their con�dence

after receiving feedback on their real performance (Mahajan 1992). Still, �eld data from

�nancial investors and entrepreneurs indicates that overcon�dence is likely to persist

after subjects have received valid feedback (Glaser et al. 2003; Oberlechner and Osler

2012).

9.3. Implications for innovation management

The given research provides implications for practitioners in innovation management. In

this section, we draw from the results of the conceptual and the empirical portions of

this thesis to highlight meaningful learning for management practice.

The conceptual part of this thesis �rst focused the relevance and consequence of uncer-

tainty in the context of innovation. Innovation managers need to be aware that innova-

tion development and innovation evaluation are characterized by inherent uncertainty.

Innovations do not allow the innovator to determine market success ex ante without

error. Factors internal and external to the innovating organization in�uence the uncer-

tainty of the innovation. Externally, uncertainty will be higher in situations in which
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market-related information is hard to acquire due to lack of availability or is dynamically

changing and therefore less diagnostic about relevant future market states. Internally,

uncertainty may be positively related to a lack of inter-departmental communication,

which weakens the interface between market-related needs and the organizational re-

sources and capabilities to match those needs.

Innovators need to be aware that valid innovation evaluation does not eliminate

uncertainty but can greatly contribute to reducing decision-making error in innovation

development. This is particularly important during the early phases of the innovation

process because the earlier errors are committed, the more likely they will be to lead

to subsequent error and �nancial losses. We have argued that uncertainty can be best

reduced by acquiring and aggregating information to validly assess an innovation's suc-

cess potential. Particularly, the recombination of heterogeneous expectations of

human informants such as customers, employees, suppliers, competitors and experts can

provide meaningful information. Such a combination can be best carried out via

interactive group methods that allow subjects to exchange information and learn from

others' expectations so as to update private information. A well-designed, interactive

group-method allows the integration of large numbers of relevant subjects, provides in-

centives that are compatible with valid innovation evaluation, and feature an e�ective

algorithm for aggregating subjects' expectations.

We thus introduced information markets as a well-suited method for valid inno-

vation evaluation. Empirical studies over the last decade have found that information

markets in particular may be the best �t for the abovementioned prerequisites. These

markets run on the principles of stock markets and use them to evaluate the potential

outcome dimensions of innovation endeavors such as future market shares, release dates,

development costs, or market prices. Outcome dimensions are rendered as derivatives

so that participants can trade with regard to their expected outcome. The derivatives'

market prices represent aggregated expectations because they incorporate the trading

intentions of all market participants. The market prices are theoretically considered

e�cient aggregates of heterogeneously dispersed information (Arrow et al. 2008). Still,

innovation managers must be aware that applying information markets for innovation

evaluation requires careful consideration of various design options. As future innova-

tion events may never occur, information market stocks may feature alternative payout

schemes that are based on market-inherent events, such as average stock prices or last-
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order prices. Resulting payouts do not necessarily need to be related to �nancial rewards.

We have documented that even non-monetary rewards can produce su�ciently good re-

sults.

While human informants appear to be very valuable information sources for evalua-

tion of innovation, their contributions will often be impaired by judgmental biases.

Managers of group-based innovation evaluation processes need to be aware that human

informants may access, process and distribute information in a way that is unrelated to

the fundamental goal of valid innovation evaluation, even if the informants might not

be aware of such action. Such action occurs because informants apply heuristics that

bias perceptions, signal use, or exhibit motivations that are not aligned with evaluation

goals. Our literature review highlighted that false perceptions about the representa-

tiveness of local signals, con�rmation seeking, loss aversion, status-quo preference and

overcon�dence are particularly common biases in the context of innovation manage-

ment. Overcon�dence, in particular, can harm valid innovation evaluation.

Overcon�dence is highly prominent among subjects in the context of innovation evalu-

ation because it is closely related to the risk seeking that enables subjects to embrace

innovation in the �rst place. Overcon�dence has also been related to overly optimistic

resource allocation in innovation endeavors. Related domains such as �nancial market

research or entrepreneurship show that overcon�dent subjects will often undermine the

validity of using public signals over private information. This negatively in�uences the

outcomes of group-based innovation evaluation because the overcon�dent individuals do

not su�ciently absorb valid information.

The empirical part of this thesis provides a more detailed analysis of how the presence

of overcon�dent subjects may in�uence the results of information markets. Even though

information markets can be regarded as a relatively well-suited instrument to validly

assess the success potential of innovations, researchers have previously stressed the im-

portance of evaluating their robustness against participants' overcon�dence (Wu et al.

2008).

The �rst experiment showed that the level of individual con�dence may signi�cantly im-

pact trading behavior in information markets. For innovation management, this means

that observations from related domains regarding the behavior of overcon�dent subjects

in market-based environments will translate into behavior within information markets.
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According to the empirical results, overcon�dent subjects will be more likely to be the

�rst to articulate opinions on evaluation outcomes. As a consequence, both the content

of their signals and the style of their signaling may set primary anchors for how the

other subjects engage in the group-based evaluation mechanism. Furthermore, overcon-

�dent subjects show more aggressive trading behavior, which manifests in more trading

overall, more trading based on initial beliefs, and less willingness to update beliefs ac-

cording to aggregate market information after the markets have ended. Overcon�dent

subjects are more likely to oppose market signals that oppose their initial beliefs. They

are less likely to extract information from these market signals to update private expec-

tations, which in�uences both trading behavior and post-market beliefs. This implies

that overcon�dent subjects learn less from others in group-based innovation evaluation

via information-markets. As already discussed, decision-makers, who are likely to be

overcon�dent in the innovation context, may neglect to aggregate group expectations,

even if their have participated in the aggregation mechanism. This could ultimately

counteract the main reason why interactive group-methods are applied in the �rst place.

Such implications are important to highlight along with the consequences of overcon�-

dent subjects' behavior, which were analyzed in detail in the second experiment. Over-

con�dent subjects would be hard to observe in vivo in an information market. Market

actions cannot usually be attributed to the actions of certain subjects via observing

market signals, as opposed to the other aggregation mechanisms discussed, such as FTF

meetings or Delphi. In the case of information markets, anonymity hinders insight into

the impact of subjects' biases on the validity of their actions.

Focusing the outcomes of innovation evaluation via information markets, the second

experiment demonstrates that the presence of overcon�dent subjects and their sub-

sequent behaviors have a harmful impact on the prediction quality the markets.

In particular, the presence of overcon�dent subjects has a signi�cantly negative e�ect

on the prediction quality of information markets in the context of innovation evaluation.

When participants are well-informed regarding the underlying prediction targets, over-

con�dent subjects make equally good private predictions but their particular behavior

prevents e�ective aggregation of individual beliefs on the market. Their aggressiveness

appears to transmit to other subjects and subsequently prevents those subjects from

learning as well from market signals as if overcon�dent subjects were not present. In

the case where information levels are not high per se but can be privately increased

via information acquisition, overcon�dent subjects are less likely to acquire information
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and will thus enter the market less well-informed. While this may reduce their aggres-

siveness, the lack of information again has a negative in�uence on aggregate prediction

quality of the market.

Do our results imply that innovation managers should steer clear of applying informa-

tion markets to evaluate the success potential of innovations? Our analysis only looks

at the results of information markets with overcon�dent subjects as compared to with-

out overcon�dent subjects. Thus, our experiments do not allow inferences about how

overcon�dent subjects may impact the results of competitive methods for information

aggregation, such as the face-to-face meetings or Delphi methods. We have argued that

overcon�dent subjects are very likely to be always present in the context of innova-

tion evaluation. Therefore, previous �eld studies, that have compared the performance

of information markets to similar methods, have likely been subject to the in�uence

of overcon�dence. The competitive advantage of information markets over alternative

methods would hence indicate that overcon�dence equally (or more strongly) in�uences

these competing methods.

However, the results do imply that initiators of information markets should be aware of

the potential threat to evaluation quality the presence of overcon�dent subjects poses.

Most importantly, our �ndings allow us to suggest three measures with which to act

upon such awareness.

First, initiators of information markets for innovation evaluation would be well advised

to confront (overcon�dent) subjects before the market regarding potential

biases to increase prediction quality. In our con�dence treatment, the negative feed-

back condition was more valid compared to the positive feedback when using average

and true underlying performance as an indicator. In the second experiment, market pre-

dictions were signi�cantly better in those markets in which subjects were given negative

(or more valid) feedback before the market. This may have increased their openness

to use external signals to form private predictions. For example, the low-con�dence

subjects were more willing to acquire costly information before the market's start. In

addition, subjects that were confronted with potential gaps in performance compared

to peers were more willing to learn from aggregate expectations via market prices. This

appears to have had a positive e�ect on their private expectations after the market and

on the behavior of other subjects who contingently exhibited more willingness to learn

from market signals. As a consequence, confronting subjects with performance gaps
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may increase the quality of private as well of aggregate group predictions when applying

information markets to evaluate innovations.

Second, initiators should carefully evaluate the bene�ts and pitfalls of complete

anonymity for information-market participants. On the one hand, it may be

helpful to publicize private and average group-based estimations before the market to

raise subjects' awareness about the distribution of beliefs and the context of their private

predictions. For example, participants could be asked to connect each trade with a short

text message about why they made that trade so that other subjects could better re�ect

upon market actions. On the other hand, such action could produce fraud to maximize

personal pro�ts and prevent valid belief revelation in the case that organizational or

social issues prevented subjects from publicly stating their true private beliefs.

Finally, initiators would well advised to run more than one information-market se-

quence, including payouts. As many researchers in the domain have already pointed

out in di�erent contexts, individuals who are most bene�cial to valid innovation eval-

uation are also most likely to bene�t personally if incentives in information markets

are aligned (Spann and Skiera 2003b; Dahan et al. 2010). Personal pro�ts grow as long

subjects contribute to more accurate market predictions. However, initiators should be

careful to rely on additional sequences to counteract the negative presence of overcon�-

dent subjects. The second experiment demonstrated that other subjects' behavior can

be contingent upon overcon�dent subjects' behavior. Hence, not only could overcon�-

dent subjects provide less valid information but in�uence the performance of all market

participants, which would reduce the incentive e�ect for rooting out the harmful in�u-

ence of overcon�dent subjects over the course of multiple market sequences.

To summarize, research has shown that innovation evaluation is crucial for increasing the

success potential of innovations. Information markets appear to be a well-suited method

for sourcing and aggregating valid information to increase evaluation quality. Still, prac-

titioners in innovation management need to be aware that judgmental biases in general,

and overcon�dence in particular, may negatively in�uence the quality of information

market predictions. Our current research has led to three suggestions to potentially

reduce the negative in�uence of overcon�dence. First, overcon�dent subjects should

be exposed to their level of con�dence prior to participating in information markets.

Second, some information about belief distribution should be shared among informa-

tion market participants. Finally, information markets should provide incentives that
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align with valid information revelation. These markets can minimize the in�uence bias

with each sequential application, as under-performing subjects are increasingly likely to

remove themselves from the evaluation process.

9.4. Research outlook

Our research has focused on a very speci�c topic of information markets in the context

of judgmental biases and innovation evaluation. Such specialization provides fruitful

avenues for future research. Content and design choices allow researchers to provide

valid results in answer to the research questions but also limit the scope of the research.

In addition, such results can provoke novel questions that may be addressed by future

research.

Our literature review provided an overview about current research on the impact of

biases on decision making in innovation management, with a particular focus on inno-

vation evaluation. While there exists extensive research in this domain, we also �nd

many aspects that are well-suited for further research. In particular, the literature re-

view showed that while research on judgmental biases in innovation management has

provided much insight into how certain biases act, much less research has been done

on fundamental questions such as why decision makers in innovation management are

often subjects to biases and how these biases materialize on an individual level. We

found little research exploring the psychological mechanisms that explain the origins of

innovation-related biases and relate them to the outcomes of innovation endeavors. It

appears that much room still exists to expand the phenomenological research on bias im-

pact based on theoretical psychological research in the domain of bias origins. This may

provide a better understanding about the mechanisms that lead to biases in innovation

management and, from a practical standpoint, assist in developing valid countermea-

sures to increase decision quality.

Furthermore, the literature review targeted a broader �eld of decision making in innova-

tion management but this study focused on a narrower area of innovation evaluation via

information markets. To start with, we did not �nd much research that has narrowly

addressed the impact of biases in the context of evaluating the success potential of inno-

vations. Our research only addresses the impact of overcon�dence with regard to a very

particular method for innovation evaluation. There is much room to study the impact
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of further biases on the outcome of innovation evaluation via information markets or

further methods for innovation evaluation. Endowment e�ects, and subsequently, loss

aversion, may be particularly interesting to study in the context of innovation evalua-

tion as they are attributed as having much in�uence in the perseverance of inventors or

entrepreneurs when objective considerations suggest divesting.

Our treatment check has shown that subjective con�dence levels can be successfully

manipulated in the context of innovation evaluation. Yet, the treatment check was

only applied to two technological innovations that were already close to market entry.

Whether such a treatment check is also feasible with less well-de�ned tasks requires fur-

ther investigation. Such a treatment would more strongly address innovation evaluation

at the very front end of the innovation process. It may also be interesting to compare

the feasibility of false-feedback-based manipulation with alternative approaches that are

frequently used in behavioral manipulation studies, such as vignetting to induce judg-

mental biases like overcon�dence.

The main empirical focus of the empirical part of this study concerned the impact of

overcon�dence on the behavior of information market participants and on the prediction

quality of information markets for innovation evaluation. The �rst experiment high-

lighted the particular characteristics of overcon�dent subjects' trading behavior. Over-

con�dent subjects trade earlier, trade more stocks, and are less willing to update their

beliefs compared to their less con�dent peers. However, the �rst experiment provided

a very clinical trading environment in the laboratory setting. This suggests that addi-

tional support for our �ndings from a more real-world setting should be pursued. The

arti�cial agent traded �against� the subjects beliefs in a majority of instances, which

likely emphasized the contrast between the actions of di�erently treated subjects. In

a more real-world application, much more noise via more heterogeneous expectations

would enter the market. More research is needed to determine whether the same trad-

ing behaviors would persist in real-world information markets that feature many more

traders with more heterogeneous expectations and noisy signals.

The second experiment focused on the in�uence of overcon�dent traders on the predic-

tion quality of the market. We found that the presence of overcon�dent subjects has a

signi�cantly negative impact on the prediction quality of information markets. Our re-

search supports current �ndings from related domains in experimental market research

(Deaves et al. 2009) and �nancial market research (Glaser et al. 2003). However, the
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experiment created a very speci�c environment, which calls for further investigation in

other settings that more closely resemble real-world scenarios. In our basic experimen-

tal scenario, treated subjects were informed via similar pieces of diagnostic information.

Yet, as argued in the second part of the thesis, information sourcing requires the inte-

gration of informants with valuable, but at the same time heterogeneous, information.

Results may di�er if subjects draw expectations from di�erent knowledge bases. On

the one hand, such distribution of information may increase the presence of overcon�-

dence because subjects would be aware of the exclusivity of their information and would

put positive emphasis on the value of their private information. On the other hand,

common knowledge about the importance of several domains of knowledge (which are

not all available to any one participant at once) may increase the subjects' sensitivity

to market signals and reduce the potentially negative direct and contagious e�ects of

overcon�dence.
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Nr Author Year Journal Title 
1 Ariely, D. et. al. 2005 JMR When Do Losses Loom Larger Than Gains? 

2 Ashford, S. & Tsui, A. 1991 AMJ Self-regulation for managerial effectiveness: The role of active 
feedback seeking 

3 Astebro, T. & Elhedhli, 
S. 2006 ManSci The Effectiveness of Simple Decision Heuristics: Forecasting 

Commercial Success for Early-Stage Ventures 

4 Audia, P. et al. 2000 AMJ The paradox of success: An archival and a laboratory study of 
strategic persistence following radical environmental change 

5 Barnett, W. & 
Pontikes, E. 

2008 ManSci The Red Queen, Success Bias, and Organizational Inertia 

6 Baron, R. 1998 JBV 
Cognitive mechanisms in entrepreneurship: Why and when 
entrepreneurs think differently than other people 

7 Baron, R. et. al. 2012 JBV 
Entrepreneurs' dispositional positive affect: The potential 
benefits – and potential costs – of being “up” 

8 Biais, B. & Weber, M. 2009 ManSci Hindsight Bias, Risk Perception, and Investment Performance 

9 Billett, M. & Qian, Y. 2008 ManSci Are Overconfident CEOs Born or Made? Evidence of Self-
Attribution Bias from Frequent Acquirers 

10 Blume, B. & Covin, J. 2011 JBV Attributions to intuition in the venture founding process: Do 
entrepreneurs actually use intuition or just say that they do? 

11 Boeker W. 1997 AMJ 
Strategic change: The influence of managerial characteristics 
and organizational growth 

12 Burmeister, K. & 
Schade, C. 2007 JBV Are entrepreneurs’ decisions more biased? An experimental 

investigation of the susceptibility to status quo bias 

13 Busenitz, L. & Barney, 
J. 1997 JBV Differences between entrepreneurs and managers in large 

organizations: Biases and heuristics in strategic decision-making 

14 Camerer, C. 2005 JMR Three Cheers—Psychological, Theoretical, Empirical—for Loss 
Aversion 

15 Cassar, G. & Craig, J. 2009 JBV An investigation of hindsight bias in nascent venture activity 
16 Cesarini, D. 2012 ManSci The Behavioral Genetics of Behavioral Anomalies 

17 Chen, X. et. al. 2009 AMJ 
 

Entrepreneur passion and preparedness in business plan 
presentations: a persuasion analysis of venture capitalists' 
funding decisions 

18 
Chrisman, J. & Patel, 
P.  2012 AMJ 

Variations in R&D investments of family and nonfamily firms: 
Behavioral agency and myopic loss aversion perspectives 

19 Cooper, A. et. al.  1995 JBV Entrepreneurial information search 

20 Denrell, J. & Fang, C. 2010 ManSci Predicting the Next Big Thing: Success as a Signal of Poor 
Judgment 

Figure 9.1.: Articles for literature analysis
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Figure 9.2.: Articles for literature analysis continued
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Figure 9.3.: Articles for literature analysis continued
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Figure 9.4.: Articles for literature analysis continued
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Figure 9.5.: Treatment Check - Evaluation questions
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Figure 9.6.: Treatment Check - Evaluation questions continued
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Instructions for the Experiment  

Introduction 

This experiment is concerned with a mechanism that can be used to evaluate 
innovative products: information markets.  The experiment will consist of two 
parts. Both parts offer you the chance to win an Amazon voucher. 2* 20,-  
Euros in the  first part of the experiment and 12 * 20,- Euros in the second 
part of the experiment.  
 
In the first part, we are going to test your estimation performance in a series of 
domain specific estimation tasks. Afterwards you will be asked for your 
personal self-assessment.  
 
In the second part, you will compete with other individuals in an information 
market, where you can generate profits from your estimations in a market 
environment.  
 

 Before the Live – Experiment, you will get to view a detailed instruction video. 
 
 
Basic and important rules 
 

1. Try to estimate, guess or trade as well as you can. If you deliberately enter 
false and implausible values, you are lowering your chance of winning and 
you are making the scientific results useless.  
 

2. If you are lacking information regarding the questions, use your gut feeling. 
 
3. During the experiment, please stay at your booth, leave your headphones on 

and do not cheat. You would deprive yourself of the chance to win and make 
the scientific results useless for us. 

 
4. After the experiment, please do not talk to other and later participants about 

the experiment, the tasks and your answers and performance. Again, you 
would deprive yourself of the chance to win and make the scientific results 
useless for us. 

 
5. Thank you for your participation and have fun! 

 
 
 

Figure 9.7.: Experiment 1 - Instructions page 1
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Part 1: Estimation task 
 

 You will answer a set of 10 estimation questions 

 The questions will deal with a specific market of well-known products 

 After the 10 questions, you will be asked to state how many questions you 
believe to have answered correctly. 

 Among all subjects, we will raffle a 20,-€ Amazon voucher. Your 
probability to win the voucher will highly depend on two things: 1. Answer 
as many questions as possible correctly, 2. Try to estimate your own 
performance as accurately as possible.  

Part 2: Information market 

In an information market, outcomes of uncertain events are traded by the participants. 
In our case, the outcomes of questions regarding innovations and new products in a 
well-known market will be traded.  

 

 

 

Figure 9.8.: Experiment 1 - Instructions page 2
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First, an estimation target for the market is defined (This example question is 
made up): 

“What will be the market share of the Apple iPhone 5 on January 1st 2013?” 

Before the market starts, we will ask you for an initial estimation of the true value just 
like in the first part of the experiment.  

Second, the estimation target is transformed into an information market stock: 

“Market share of the Apple iPhone 5 on January 1st 2013” 

Third, the information market is started.  

When the market starts, all participants are given the same number of stocks (1000 in 
our markets) and an amount of information market currency ( 1000 e-Cents in our 
experiment) so they can buy and sell stocks right from the start. All traders enter the 
information market at the same time. The real underlying value will be somewhere 
between 0 and 100 percent. Consequently, the stock price may be traded anywhere 
between 0 and 100 e-Cents.  

 When a trader decides to buy a stock, the stock price will automatically move 
upwards. 

 When a trader sells a stock, the stock price will automatically be adjusted 
downwards. 

 Traders can trade in the market for 140 seconds. 

Fourth, the information market is closed 

After the market is closed, all stocks will be paid out corresponding to the real 
underlying percentage value. That means: If you think, the stock price is too low you 
should consider buying stock. If you think, the stock price is too high you should 
consider selling stocks. If you are not sure or uncertain, you can observe, how other 
traders act in the market when the stock price changes, learn from their actions and 
consider acting accordingly. 

You will be asked to give a revised estimate of the true value after the market has 
closed. You will be trading in a total of 6 information markets, each one with a 
different underlying estimation task in the same product category and market. Each of 
the markets is totally independent from the other markets. So whenever a new market 
starts, you will start out with a new set of 1000 stocks and a new cash balance of e-
Cents, no matter how you performed in the previous markets. You will not be shown 
the true value of each prediction target before all six markets have been finished.  

Figure 9.9.: Experiment 1 - Instructions page 3
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Pre‐experimental questionnaire 

Your experiment number: ___________________ 

  Fully agree       
Fully 

disagree 

I trade or plan to trade shares, 
bonds or derivatives actively in the 
stock market. 

         

I am very interested in what is 
happening in the stock markets. 

         

  Fully agree       
Fully 

disagree 

I am very good at estimating the 
outcome of events (sports, bets) 
even if I do not possess enough 
information to know the real 
outcome. 

         

Compared to the people around 
me, I am usually better at 
estimating unknown or future 
outcomes of events. 

         

  Fully agree       
Fully 

disagree 

Among all kinds of advertisements, 
consumer electronics 
advertisements are particularly 
interesting to me. 

         

Given my personal product 
interests, the consumer electronics 
market is very relevant to me. 

         

Overall, I am quite involved when I 
am purchasing new consumer 
electronics for my own personal 
use. 

         

 
         

How likely would the following be  Very likely       
Very 

unlikely 

Investing 10% of your annual 
income in a moderate growth 
mutual fund (Aktienfond). 

         

Investing 5% of your annual 
income in a very speculative stock.           

Investing 10% of your annual 
income in a new business venture. 

         

 

 

Figure 9.10.: Experiment 1 - Pre-experimental questionnaire
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Figure 9.11.: Experiment 1 - Evaluation questions and information-market questions
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After‐experimental questionnaire 

Your experiment number: ___________________ 

 
 

Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

I enjoyed participating in the 
experiment. 

         

Participating in the experiment 
was fun. 

         

I understood the tasks in the 
experiment           

 

 
 

Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

I estimated better than the 
other participants in the 
experiment. 

         

My profits in the information 
market are higher than the 
other participants´ profits. 

         

 

Compared to the other participants of the experiment, how high do you think your total profit is?             

(0 = my profit is among the lowest 5%; 100 = my profit is among the top 5%) ______________________ 

 

My performance in the 
experiment can be mainly 
attributed to… 

Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

…my capability to estimate 
unknown values. 

         

…my knowledge in the product 
domain. 

         

… (bad) luck with the specific 
questions in this experiment. 

         

 

 

  Native    Intermediate   Beginner 

My English skills            

 

 

 

Figure 9.12.: Experiment 1 - Post-experimental questionnaire page 1
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Market understanding (please circle the appropriate reply) 

1. If the stock price is currently 80 e‐Cents and I strongly think that the real value is below 40 

percent, what should I do?    

   (Buy shares)     (Observe the market)       (Sell shares) 

2. If the stock price is currently 20 e‐Cents and I strongly believe that the real value is above 10 

percent but below 20 percent, what should I do? 

  (Buy shares)     (Observe the market)       (Sell shares) 

3. If the stock price has just increased from 30 e‐Cents to 45 e‐Cents and I believe that the real 

value is between 40 and 50 e‐Cents, what should I do?  

 

(Buy shares)     (Observe the market)       (Sell shares) 

 

My age: ____ 

 

My gender:   male   /       female 

 

My place of origin: __________ 

 

My e‐mail for a chance to win one of the vouchers:_________________________________ 

Figure 9.13.: Experiment 1 - Post-experimental questionnaire page 2
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Instructions for the Experiment  

Introduction 

This experiment is concerned with a mechanism that can be used to evaluate innovative 
products: information markets.  The experiment will consist of two parts. Both parts offer 
you the chance to win an Amazon voucher. 2* 20,-  Euros in the  first part of the 
experiment and 12 * 20,- Euros in the second part of the experiment.  
 
In the first part, we are going to test your estimation performance in a series of domain 
specific estimation tasks. Afterwards you will be asked for your personal self-assessment.  
 
In the second part, you will compete with other individuals in an information market, where 
you can generate profits from your estimations in a market environment.  
 

 Before the Live – Experiment, you will get to view a detailed instruction video. 
 
 
Basic and important rules 
 

1. Try to estimate, guess or trade as well as you can. If you deliberately enter false and 
implausible values, you are lowering your chance of winning and you are making the 
scientific results useless.  
 

2. If you are lacking information regarding the questions, use your gut feeling. 
 
3. During the experiment, please stay at your booth, leave your headphones on and do not 

cheat. You would deprive yourself of the chance to win and make the scientific results 
useless for us. 

 
4. After the experiment, please do not talk to other and later participants about the 

experiment, the tasks and your answers and performance. Again, you would deprive 
yourself of the chance to win and make the scientific results useless for us. 

 
5. Thank you for your participation and have fun! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9.14.: Experiment 2 - Instructions page 1
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Part 1: Estimation task 
 

 You will answer a set of 10 estimation questions 

 The questions will deal with a specific market of well-known products 

 After the 10 questions, you will be asked to state how many questions you believe to have 
answered correctly. 

 Among all subjects, we will raffle a 20,-€ Amazon voucher. Your probability to win the 
voucher will highly depend on two things: 1. Answer as many questions as possible 
correctly, 2. Try to estimate your own performance as accurately as possible.  

 

Part 2: Information market 

In an information market, outcomes of uncertain events are traded by the participants. In our case, 
the outcomes of questions regarding innovations and new products in a well-known market will be 
traded.  

First, an estimation target for the market is defined (This example question is made up): 

“What will be the market share of the Apple iPhone 5 on January 1st 2013?” 

Before the market starts, we will ask you for an initial estimation of the true value just like in the 
first part of the experiment.  

Second, the estimation target is transformed into an information market stock: 

“Market share of the Apple iPhone 5 on January 1st 2013” 

Third, the information market is started.  

When the market starts, all participants are given the same number of stocks (1000 in our markets) 
and an amount of information market currency ( 1000 e-Cents in our experiment) so they can buy 
and sell stocks right from the start. All traders enter the information market at the same time. The 
real underlying value will be somewhere between 0 and 100 percent. Consequently, the stock price 
may be traded anywhere between 0 and 100 e-Cents.  

 When a trader decides to buy a stock, the stock price will automatically move upwards. 
 When a trader sells a stock, the stock price will automatically be adjusted downwards. 
 Traders can trade in the market for 140 seconds. 

 

 

Figure 9.15.: Experiment 2 - Instructions page 2
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Fourth, the information market is closed 

After the market is closed, all stocks will be paid out corresponding to the real underlying 
percentage value. That means: If you think, the stock price is too low you should consider buying 
stock. If you think, the stock price is too high you should consider selling stocks. If you are not sure 
or uncertain, you can observe, how other traders act in the market when the stock price changes, 
learn from their actions and consider acting accordingly. 

You will be asked to give a revised estimate of the true value after the market has closed. You will 
be trading in a total of 6 information markets, each one with a different underlying estimation task 
in the same product category and market. Each of the markets is totally independent from the other 
markets. So whenever a new market starts, you will start out with a new set of 1000 stocks and a 
new cash balance of e-Cents, no matter how you performed in the previous markets. You will not 
be shown the true value of each prediction target before all six markets have been finished. 

The Information Market Interface:  

 

 

Figure 9.16.: Experiment 2 - Instructions page 3
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Information Market Example 1: We think the real value will be higher than the current stock 
price / market expectation 

• Let‘s assume the prediction task is still „What will be the market share of the iPhone 5 in 
January 2013? “ 

• Now let‘s assume we believe, the market share will be 64%. What should we do in the 
information market?  

• Based on our belief, every stock will be worth 64 cents after the market. At the beginning 
(left screenshot) they cost 50 cents. That means we should buy stocks, if we are convinced 
enough that the real market share will be 64%. 

• We pay roughly 50 stocks * (64+50)/2 e-cents for the stocks = 28.5 e-cents   
 (There is a complicated function behind the mechanism, which should not concern you) 

   Markt before our trade    Market after our trade 

 

 

• Now let‘s assume the market finishes and the true market share of the iPhone in January 
2013 turns out to be 65% (almost like we believed). How did we profit from buying the 50 
stocks? 

Our market profit before buying 50 stock:  1000 stocks * 0,65 + 1000 =  1650 

Our market profit after buying 50 stock: 1050 stocks * 0,65 + 971,45 =  1653,95 

We made a profit by trading in the market and at the same time, we made the market 
prediction / stock price more accurate. 

Figure 9.17.: Experiment 2 - Instructions page 4
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Information Market Example 2: We think the real value will be lower than the current stock 
price / market expectation 

• Let‘s assume the prediction task is still „What is the market share of the iPhone 5 in January  
2013? “ 

• Now let‘s assume we changed our expectation because new information came to our mind 
(We remembered all the great Samsung mobiles coming to the market). We now believe the 
market share of the new iPhone5 will only be 22%. What should we do in the information 
market?  

• Based on our belief, every stock will be worth 22 cents after the market. Right now (left 
screenshot) they cost 64 cents. That means we should sell stocks, if we are convinced enough 
that the real market share will be 22%. 

      Markt before our trades     Markt after our trades 

 

• Now let‘s assume the market finishes and the true market share of the iPhone in January 
2013 turns out to be 25% (we were right about the impact of new Samsung models). How 
did we profit from selling the 160 stocks? 

Our market profit before selling 160 stock:  1050 stocks * 0,25 + 971,45 =  1233,95 

Our market profit after selling 160 stock: 890 stocks * 0,25 + 1038,61 =  1261,11 

We made a profit by trading in the market and at the same time, we made the market 
prediction / stock price more accurate. 

Figure 9.18.: Experiment 2 - Instructions page 5
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Central take-away lessons for the experiment: 

1. If you think the current stock price / market prediction is lower than the 
real value you should buy stocks. 

2. If you think the stock price / market prediction is higher than the real 
value, you should sell stocks. 

3. If you are uncertain about the real value, you should observe the 
market price and only buy or sell, when you reach sufficient 
certainty. 

Enjoy the experiment! 

 

Figure 9.19.: Experiment 2 - Instructions page 6
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Pre‐experimental questionnaire 

Your experiment number:___________________ 

  Fully agree       
Fully 

disagree 

I trade or plan to trade shares, 
bonds or derivatives actively in the 
stock market 

         

I am very interested in what is 
happening in the stock markets 

         

  Fully agree       
Fully 

disagree 

I am very good at estimating the 
outcome of events (sports, bets) 
even if I do not possess enough 
information to know the real 
outcome. 

         

Compared to the people around 
me, I am usually better at 
estimating unknown or future 
outcomes of events. 

         

  Fully agree       
Fully 

disagree 

Among all kinds of advertisements, 
consumer electronics 
advertisements are particularly 
interesting to me. 

         

Given my personal product 
interests, the consumer electronics 
market is very relevant to me. 

         

Overall, I am quite involved when I 
am purchasing new consumer 
electronics for my own personal 
use. 

         

 
         

How likely would the following be  Very likely       
Very 

unlikely 

Investing 10% of your annual 
income in a moderate growth 
mutual fund (Aktienfond). 

         

Investing 5% of your annual 
income in a very speculative stock.           

Investing 10% of your annual 
income in a new business venture. 

         

 

 

Figure 9.20.: Experiment 2 - Pre-experimental questionnaire
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Figure 9.21.: Experiment 2 - Evaluation questions and information-market questions
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Figure 9.22.: Experiment 2 - Evaluation questions and information-market questions
continued
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Figure 9.23.: Experiment 2 - Data adequacy check for the basic experimental setting
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Figure 9.24.: Experiment 2 - Data adequacy check for the additional experimental setting
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After‐experimental questionnaire 

Your experiment number: ___________________ 

 
 

Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

I enjoyed participating in the 
experiment. 

         

Participating in the experiment 
was fun. 

         

I found the experiment more 
enjoyable than the other tasks 
during the B2B‐Marketing 
lecture. 

         

 

Compared to the other participants of the experiment, how high do you think your total profit is?             

(0 = my profit is among the lowest 5%; 100 = my profit is among the top 5%) ______________________ 

 

 
 

Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

I estimated better than the 
other participants in the 
experiment. 

         

My profits in the information 
market are higher than the 
other participants´ profits. 

         

 

  Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

Predicting the market share of 
consumer electronic products 
in Germany is very hard for me. 

         

I would have to study very hard 
to predict market shares of 
consumer electronics products 
in Germany well . 

         

Compared to most other 
students in my class, predicting 
the market share of consumer 
electronic products in Germany 
is very hard for me. 

         

I would have to study very hard 
to predict consumer electronics 
products in Germany better 
than other students in my class. 

         

 

Figure 9.25.: Experiment 2 - Post-experimental questionnaire page 1
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After‐experimental questionnaire 

Your experiment number: ___________________ 

 
 

Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

I enjoyed participating in the 
experiment. 

         

Participating in the experiment 
was fun. 

         

I found the experiment more 
enjoyable than the other tasks 
during the B2B‐Marketing 
lecture. 

         

 

Compared to the other participants of the experiment, how high do you think your total profit is?             

(0 = my profit is among the lowest 5%; 100 = my profit is among the top 5%) ______________________ 

 

 
 

Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

I estimated better than the 
other participants in the 
experiment. 

         

My profits in the information 
market are higher than the 
other participants´ profits. 

         

 

  Fully agree        Fully 
disagree 

Predicting the market share of 
consumer electronic products 
in Germany is very hard for me. 

         

I would have to study very hard 
to predict market shares of 
consumer electronics products 
in Germany well . 

         

Compared to most other 
students in my class, predicting 
the market share of consumer 
electronic products in Germany 
is very hard for me. 

         

I would have to study very hard 
to predict consumer electronics 
products in Germany better 
than other students in my class. 

         

 

Figure 9.26.: Experiment 2 - Post-experimental questionnaire page 2
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